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and Game Association is evidence that the
splendid work of the association is to go
right on. Hon. P. O. Vickery, the president, has been a most indefatigable and
judicious friend and patron of the organization and it is perfectly safe to say his
energy in behalf of the association is yet
far from expended.
This association has
enlisted the ell'orts of the leading men of
the State and has accomplished much in
the way of educating the public to the
great value of our fish and game interests and the interest manifested in
the recent meeting at Bangor is very
gratifying.Jonathan Darling, familiarly known all over Maine and
to many outside the State as “Jock”
Darling, died at his home in Lowell Jan.
5th. His age was about 08 years, and the
cause
of his death was cancer of the
stomach, it. is thought, although he had
long suffered from a complication of ailments.
lie leavs a wife and several children and a brother, A. J. Darling of
Enlield.
The deceased was probably
the most famous of all Maine hunters.
His life was passed in the woods, as a
lumberman, hunter, trapper, guide and
proprietor of sportsmen's camps. For
some years he was a game warden.Deports from the herring fishery in Placentia bay show that over 30 sail of
American vessels have left for Gloucester
and 26 are now loading. Immense shoals
of herring still continue there and the
fishery promises to be the largest on record.Assistant Secretary Howell has
decided that herring taken off the coast
of Newfoundland and brought into the
ports of the United States in American
vessels should be admitted free of duty.

located away on one side of the counwas not a proper place to hold the
meeting in the winter time, as there were
but few days in the winter that the old
vets would care to drive ten or fifteen miles
from home. The reunions, if held at all in
the winter, should be held in Belfast or along
the line of the railroad. There is no place
in the county where the people delight to
honor the brave old comrades more than
here, and they can be depended upon to entertain at any and all times; but they do

Washington Whisperings. The comon post offices and post roads reported the Loud bill, remedying abuses
in the privilege of second class mail matter, to the House Jan. otli. Chairman
Loud, in making the report, said Congress must stop the second class matter
abuses or the government should go out
of the postal business.The last payment to the government by the Union Pacific reorganization committee tor the
Union Pacific railroad was made at New
York, Jan. 5th, a check for $8,500,000
(round figures) being deposited with Assistant United States Treasurer Jordan at
the sub-treasury.A Republican clerk
in the treasury department has been reduced from $i,400 to $1,000 a year, for
making charges against a fellow clerk, a
Democrat, which were not sustained..
The military committee of the House has
returned from the recent trip to the
mittee

liquor tax receipts. They
such, 320 residing in Port-

taken as a preliminary
for a better enforceprohibitory law.The Maine
.ailroitd has begun the equipment
.ssenger cars with the air brake
Inch will take the place of the
This
•ued alarm cord and bell.
the air brake apparatus, but
it.W.
W.
tm ly separate from
Jr., of Portland, Me., who lias
lilted minister to Sweden and
accompanied by his wife and
11 from New York Jan. oth, on
ais for >outhampton.Amos
postmaster at Frye burg, aud
sieemed citizen, died iu that
He was a cousin
Mb. aged 01.
Mates Senator Piye of Lewis::ter D.
Minson has been apHe will
'tniastei at Augusta.
his duties Feh. 1st.Some
from Nova Scotia passed
_>
mgor Jan. 7th on the way to
oke.
There were four cars of
withered by a contractor. They
m.
laniards, collies and Nevvand all are going to the KlouCo.
Each car had four tiers
••Jinabs gave quite a concert at
Central yard.Mr. James
lias M en a; Maehias for several
past week arranging the railroad
••'.-ims. ete.. says the Calais
1
site !■*;• the depot grounds
d
p-'U and deeds passed by
; _:icllov\
ihe \\ ashmgton
J <>.. i• »r land
necessary
budding, side tracks, etc., at
west
end of the big dyke,
"iisidered a most excellent loca.'i at ion.A hearing was given
i>:.i dan.
by the railroad commisu Hu
appioval of the two high-f the Wiscasset A Quebec
in the town of Pittsfield.
F. \V.
his

■

j

Vicksburg battlefield, favorably impress-

ed with tlie value of the locality for a Naj tional Military park, and it is practically
agreed that a favorable report will be
j made on a bill to this end.\ proclamation has been issued by the Secretary of
State under the direction of the President,
appointing a Central Cuban relief committee, with headquarters in New York,
to receive contributions for the people of
Cuba.
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ing is more profitable than private, to be
opened by H. R. Dawson and A. P. Ritchie:
H, remainder of program to be furnished by
Morning Light Grange.
The question, Resolved, That the Grange
is
the only organization
b*
by which the
Norfolk, numbering 1,500
t«iy Henry Somerset has again farmer can secure recognition by Legislaher resignation of the Presiden- tion, was discussed by W. H. Moody, B. F.
British Women’s Temperance Foster, John W. Farrar, J. Ellis, C. M.
'ii. on account of prolonged ill
Howes, A. J. Skidmore, C. C. Whitcomb,
The full bench of tlie supreme
Charles Randall, Sister Johnson and others’
Boston has handed down a deeis- Tlie
program furnished by South Montville
i‘ing the decision of the appel- Grange consisted of recitations, songs, etc.,
case of Charles IT.
Pattee, exe- and all were finely rendered. A vote of
the will of John Stetson, Jr., thanks was passed to South Montville
'■dah Richmond, appellant. Grange for courtesies. Adjourned.
I ripp, inventor of the first shoe
machine, died in Lowell, Mass., Deaths in Searsmont for the Year 1897.
iatin, Tenn., when J. H. Connor,
:uive of the Bell Company, talkhe operator at Norfolk, Va. The
"(d passed through Nashville,
Terre Haute, Indianapolis,
Philadelphia, Washington and
■

He

was born
in Rochester,
lie was also the inventor Jan. I!.
ating out machines aud a skiving Mar. 10.
10.
.A special dispatch from
20.
•■‘i
says that a Japanese fleet of
24.
battleships, ten first class cruisers May 13.
25.
merous smaller vessels, has receiv
June 2.
is
practically placing it at the dis3.
1 Sir Alexander
17.
Buller, command1
Lief of the China station, this
18.
step
;iken in case Russia persists in ig- July 5.
10.
the joint interests of England and Aug.24.
!
All the window glass factories | Oct. 25.
Nov. 8.
country under the control of the I
13.
k""'i.-can Window Glass Company were
17.
operation Jan. 7th. This amounts to Dec. 4.
21.
*
" tion of
eighteen hundred pots and
25.
>-•».

■
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employment

to

10,000

men.

kiitl Oil liquidating certificates sold
1
1-8 Jan. 7th. This is the highest
they have reached so far.JaekBay was celebrated in New York,
and other large cities.
In Boston,
.‘‘Ban
:
B*ast was drunk: “To William J.
'•

County

Veterans.

of those comrades were present the task fell
unexpectedly on comrade Moody.
The school children rendered their songs
and declamations in a highly pleasing manner ; doing honor to themselves and to their
teachers.
Walter N. Cargill, of the University of
Maine, son of G. H. Cargill of this village,

The Waldo County Veteran’s Association
met in Liberty Jan. 6th, agreeable to appointment made at Morrill, Nov. 5th. The attendance of veterans was small owing to the

ty it

for

have

a

When it was decided to hold the reunion
Jan. (>tli I thought it would be a good
idea to change the program somewhat and
let the sons and daughters of veterans and
the school children receive the old veterans.
With this end in view I called on C. M.
here

Howes, Esq., Superintendent of schools and
the sou of a veteran, and suggested to him
that whereas there was nothing in the histories used in our schools that taught the rising
generation anything of what the old soldiers
did for the country, would it not be a good
plan to give the schools a half holiday and
let them take part in the entertainment as
He was much pleased
an object lesson.
with the idea and instructed the teachers of

also made by Comrades
Morse and Abbott and by Miss Blanche
Moody, daughter of W. H. Moody, Esq.

conspicuous bylliis absence, still there were
about forty of them present. About fifty
persons were furnished dinner, and in the
afternoon St. Georges Hall was well filled

tion.

with comrades, school childreu and soldierloving citizens. The comrades present were
loud in their praise of the entertainment, and
the younger people received an object lesson in patriotism that had never been taught

iuvitation

Ingraham;
Last
Hon.

Yrs. Mo. Da.
Mrs. James Newell .90
Mr. Joel P. Dennett.60
7
Mrs. Abbie Morse.73
3
Abiel L. Getehell.90
3
2
George Dyer died in Delfast.82
Harold Tower.
1
7
Frank Varnum..21
Win. B. Morse.67
8
Freeman Wellman.70
H. N. Woodcock.81
Emma B. Googings.58
Ann Cooper.71
Naomi Pease.70
Win. M. Bryant..70
Lizzie M. Sliibles.68
10
Isaac A. Marriner. 68
2
Eli Martin.53
8
Mary E. Kendall.38
Eftie Kolerson. 8
Lolie Soule..
3
29
Seth Oliver.77
2
26. William H. Hall.84
30. Henry H. Butler .85
5
Following are the names of former residents
who died out of town and were buried here
Date of burial.
Names.
Age.
Jan. 12..Sarah L. Morrow.70 years.
Feb. 8.Fannie L. Wyman_. 44
Apr. 11.Nancy E. Black.65

in the brave

days of old.” So through the ages shall the
children of the Republic sing how well you
maintained the constitution, preserved the
uuion of the States established by the
fathers and kept the flag .rj stained, giving to
the nation a new' birth of. freedom.
There are those who oppose appropriations of money for the soldier out of the
nation s treasury which he helped to preBut when they and all their petty
serve.
purposes are forgotten his name sha.l be
honored, his memory revered, and the flag
which he so bravely tore through good and
evil report, victory aud defeat, until the
grand moment of the final triumph of the
cause which he
loved, shad float as the
proud emblem of tne grandest, the freest
and the most honored nation in all the
earth.
Death is yearly recruiting from your
ranks.
You who have not as yet received
the Divine summons may, when it comes,
walk through the valley aud shadow of
death fearing no evil, looking back upon
life with the proud consciousness of duty
well performed..
We gratefully remember that noble army
whose roll-call grows larger each successive
year. They have crossed the river. They
await your < omiug, aud sooner than we rea:ize their ranks will he tilled and the men
who fought our battles that the Latiou and
the Union of our States might live forever
will exist only in history aud in he memory of a grateful country.
In remembrance of the soldier I know of
no words more fitting than those found in
that beautiful emblem “that as long as
green grass shall cover his grave, blue skies
bend over it, or sweet birds sing Dear it,
that place will be hallowed ground; yet
greener than the grass, fairer than the skies,
sweeter than the birds, aud more hallowed
than the grave itself, will be his fragrant
memory enshrined aud preserved forever in
our heart of hearts.”

address
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proposed

Steward and Mrs. Albert

Klondike.
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free, united, and happy people.
The Roman youth glories in singing how

The

Aborn.

The installation of the officers of Union
Grange, Centre Montville, by Mr. J.
G. Harding, Master of Waldo County
Grange, took place in the Grange Hall last
Saturday evening. The hall was well tilled
by members of U.H. and other Granges, and
quite a number of invited friends enjoyed
the evening with the patrons. A tine supper was partaken of later in the evening. A
large delegation from this Grange attended
the County Grange at South Montville last
week aud reported a very pleasant and pro-

States
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settled or referred, and no cases came
before the juries.
The following attorneys from othercounties were in attendance:
W. H. Fogler,

were

plan

day for

of the

premises

was

also

Legro& Spalding Shoe Factory Closed.
The Legro & Spalding Shoe Co. held its
meeting at its factory in Belfast,
Tuesday, Jan. 4, 18118, the most of its stock
to be

Harold T. Sibley left Monday to return to
Dartmouth college, after his holiday vacation.

Eugene Adams of Whitman, Mass., returned Monday from a visit m Belfast and
Morrill.

:

j
|

F.

A. Harriman of Waterville and ( has.
Ilarriu.an of Bath were in town the first
of the week.
A.

|

of

j

Mrs. Bertha Horne and Mr. Justin Snow
Bangor are the guests of Mrs. John

F.

j

Sma.ley.

Carl A. Mears of Morrill returned Jan. 6th
to Yale College to continue liis post graduate

hurried

course.

Lina Pendleton went to Lewiston
to take a course in the Lewiston
Business College.
Miss

in order to reach a balance, which was only
obtaiued about a half-hour before the hour
at which the meeting was called. This balance, if correct, showed that the assets of
the company, relative to its liabilities, had
been reduced to a point w here it was not
prudent to continue the business without
reorganization. But as there had been no
time to verify the figures, and as it seemed
quite probable there might have been a mistake, the stock-holders appointed a committee consisting of W. B. Swan, R. F. Dunton,
A. C. Sibley, J. H. Quimby, Jas. T. Lennox,
F. G. White, Dr. J. M. Fletcher and A. A.
Howes to investigate the affairs of the company and recommend action. The meeting
was then adjourned to Monday, Jan. 10, at 10
o’clock a. m.
At this adjourned meeting the above committee reported that, although much work
had been done in checking up and verifying
the account stock, uo large error had been
found. They had, through Mr. Sibley, en-

Saturday

Grace Richards of Camden has gradfrom the Maine General Hospital
school for Training Nurses.
Miss

uated

Mrs. A. J. Harriman,after spending a few
went to Watervilie Tuesday to
visit her son, F. A. Harriman.

days here,

Col. Fred Atwood of Winterport was in
Belfast the first of the week attending to
business before the Probate Court.

County Commissioner

Frank A. Cushman
called home to Centre Montville Tuesday, by the sudden illness of his father.
was

Capt. Isaac Burgess of Islesboro arrived
Monday from Elizabethport, where his vessel, sell. F. C. Pendleton, is discharging.
Thomas Rice went to Westboro. Mass..
Monday to visit his sons, Fred and George
Rice, who are soou to start for Klondike*.
Miss Eliza Pendleton of Islesboro visit*-*!
friends in Belfast Jan Otri. She is still unable by reason of ill 1
duties in Camden.

gaged an expert accountant to investigate
the books, and lie had just arrived. The

recommended that the company
an assignment, pending the inMiss Zaidee B. Carter arnveo home Fn
vestigation. On accepting the report of the | day evening from Chiton Springs, N. Y.,_
committee, the company voted unanimously where she has a position as stenographer at
to assign all its property to A. C. Sibley, W.
the Sanitarium, for a vacation of two weeks
B. Swan and R. F. 1 Minton, in trust, for the
Miss Nellie Thompson, who has been asbenefit of its creditors, pro rata. The acsisting Rev. O. H. Fernald in revival ser
countant, who is at work on the books, will vices in Searsport, is in town and will assist
not probably be able to report before Tburs- 1 Rev. G. G. Winslow for a few
evenings, beday afternoon, and tin* stockholders' meet- ginning Thursday evening. Jan. 13tli.
was
to
at
of
i
meet
the
office
iug
adjourned
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Ilsley and son
the company, Thursday, Jan. 13th at 3 p.m. j
have been visiting Mrs. Ilslev’s parents, Mr
The assignment was duly executed and re- j
and Mrs. Llewellyn Morrill, in Wate ville.
corded with the City Clerk of Belfast at 5
and left Monday on their return t*> Ahingo’clock Monday afternoon, Jan. 10th. The
ton, Mass., where Mr. I!sle\ is principal of
assignees are now taking account of stock the
high school.
and when that is completed they propose to
A letter has been
relath s
work up such odds and ends of stock as can j
Mrs. John Holman (nee Maud Thiulow)
better he converted into money in that way j from Dyea, Alaska, where ? hey•.
>ns;-:ing
than in the shape in which they find them. of her husband and a miner, are- *. •uit'ortabiy
committee

|

in

Fred N. Foss returned to Boston Jan. 6th,
after a short holiday vacation at home.

by proxy.

or

was

Dr. C. P. Beau of Boston arrived yestera visit of a few
days iu Belfast.

annual

being represented in person
The Jan. 1st stock-taking had

business.

Frank Tuttle returned to Boston Satura short vacation at home.

presented,

the revolver and bullets put into the
When The Journal went to press
the State had closed and R. F. Dunton was
opening the case for the defence. The defense claims that the respondent is not responsible for liis acts on account of his mental condition; that Mrs. Leavitt came to his
room and took §7 or $8 and the revolver and
in the struggle to get them back she fired
the first shot herself; that the relations between the parties led up to the affray; and
that lie bought the revolver as a defense
against Mrs. Leavitt’s husband, who hail
once assaulted him.
and

on

O. F. Fellows, Esq., of Bucksport
town Jan. 7tli attending court.

case.

friends in

dollars per week. The defendant, Charles
H. Allen, testified that she sent to them and
asked for employment, saying she was not
earning anything, and that they engaged
her at two dollars per week.
The payments
agreed within $4 50. The plaintiff testified
that Calvin Allen paid her $25 the evening
of the day she left their employ, and promised to pay the balance due, $24.25, as soon as
they could collect it from their customers.
Clias. Allen testified that he, himself, paid
her $20 the forenoon of that day; that she
acknowledged that it was in full, and that lie
never knew there was any more claimed
until lie was sued. Each denies the payment
as testified to by the other.
Another matter
of a $o payment the plaintiff alleges was
charged to her twice by the defendant, and
there was a difference of 50 cents in two
minor charges. The jury was out all the
afternoon ami finally returned a verdict for
the plaintiff for s.’k
Brown for plaintiff. VV.
H. McLelian for defendant.
Bert Annis vs. Frank Perry, Action to
recovei for services in taking care of the
body of one George Perry, a relative of the
defendant. The case was once tried in the
Belfast Police Court ami decided in favor of
the defendant The plaintiff appealed. After
hearing the evidence for the plaintiff the
Court ordered a non-suit on the ground that
if any one is liable for the plaintiff’s bill it
is not this defendant.
Know It on for plaintiff. Bowden for defendant.
C. E. Stevens vs. L. F. Nash; action on account for boots, etc., for a horse.
While the
case was pending the father of the defendant settled the bill, which settlement the
defendant refused to allow. The case was
tried and the jury returned a verdict for the
Brown for plaintiff,
plaintiff for $11 10.
Kuowiton for defendant.
Monday a large number of minor cases

day, after

Belfast yesterday

should make

is feared that this company cannot go
with their business, so that after tiie
shoes, necessary to work up stock, have
been made, the factory will be shut down
until vnew proprietors can be found. It is
little use to seek for the causes of this re
suit, except as they shall he guides for fut

situated for the winter.
They will
tempt to go over the “pass" unci
[Deer Isle Gazette.

It

on

lire

attempts.

The

managers

found

1

last

mu

at-

spring

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Quimhy went t<> Portland Saturday, ami from there to Boston
Monday. They leave the latter city to-day
for the sulphur springs in Mount Clemens,
Mich., whore Mrs. Qaimbv goes foi treatment.

they could not carry on the
factory unaided successfully, and Mr. Sibley

summer

that

Mr.
was m

used his influence to try to resuscitate the
business. The. busiuess, however, had at
that time made so little headway toward
success it was found impossible to build it

Jabez W. Frederick of Boston, who
the employ of T. W Pitcher A Co., of

this

city several years ago and has since
been with Brown, Durrell A Co has opened
an otrice as Manufacturer’s
Agent at 10b
Kingston St., Boston. His lines will be
handkerchiefs, laces, household linens and
jewelry for the dry goods trade. The firm
name will be J. W. Frederick & Co., which
has a familiar sound.

South Branch Grange is in a flourishing j
up to a paying basis. Many unfortunate
condition. They have 9 new members to be j
i
J. H. Montgomery, Camden;
conditions were encountered, entirely outinitiated Jan. 15tli. Their officers were in- 1 Rockland;
Reuel
Robinson, Camden; E. F. Webb, side tbe control of the
stalled Jan. 8th by Past Master W. H. Ginn,
managers, through
Waterville.
tiie fail, all of which worked against sucassisted by his daughter, Edna. A number
DIVORCE CASES.
cess.
This result is to be greatly regretted,
from Stockton Grange were present. After
Divorces were decreed as follows:
Herbert Black, Searsport, vs. Vina M. not only by all the parties directly interestthe installation and program a bountiful reCanton Pallas Fair, January 13 anj 14
Black, do.; libellant to pay libellee $100 for ed, but by all who have the interests and
past was served in the dining room. The
Fellows of Bucksport for
attorney fees.
Are you going to the Fair,
contest which has been going on in this
prosperity of Belfast at. heart.
libellant. White of Bangor for libellee.
The Canton Pallas Fair '.
Emma A. Abbott, Searsport, from JonaGrange ended Jau. 1st, Capt. Ora Libby’s
will be there.
Everybody
side coming out 1<X) ahead, aud Capt. Fred than E. Abbott, Fairfield. Fellows for libelTransfers in Real Estate.
Ami of fun you’ll get your share.
lant.
Lane’s side will furnish the supper for the
The much talked of Canton Pallas fair beFannie M. Clark, Frankfort, from Homer
The following transfers in real estate were
whole Grange in the near future.
Clark, do. Bow den for libellant. Name of
gins this afternoon with a sale in the. Bellibellant changed to Fannie M. Reed.
in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
recorded
fast Opera House. There will also he a sale
The public installation of officers of HampMary M. Wing, Waldo, from Edwin Wing, for the week ending Jan. 12, 18118: Geo. F.
den grange, held at Grange hall Monday Newburgh;
to-morrow afternoon, and on both days the
custody of minor child to
Eames et als., Boston, to Thos. P. Logan, hall is
This Thursday,
evening, Jan. 3, was largely attended. The libellant. Brown for libellant.
open to the public.
Ella E. Springer, Belfast, from Calvin J.
Belfast; land in Belfast. W. A. Lord, Lib- evening an entertaiumiut will b-) given bv
following officers were installed by Past
of
Springer, Somerville, Mass.;
erty, to A. J. Skidmore,do.; land and build- Prof. M. Dennett and local musical talent,
Master George M. Holland, assisted by Past children to libellant. Brown for custody
libellant.
ings in Liberty. Isaiah C. Tuttle, Unity, to with the following program :
Master G. B. Taylor: Master, H. L Page;
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
Cbas. E. Stevens, do. ; laud and buildings in
1.
Overseer, C. W. Tibbetts; Lecturer, Isabel i
Quartette, selected,
The Grand Jury reported Friday fore- Unity. Avans P. Knight, et al., Lincoln*
Mrs. Pitcher, Mrs. Howes, Mr. White,
Burns; Steward, Hollis Dean, Assistant
Mr. Pitcher.
noon, after a session of four days.* They
ville, t,o Chas. E. Brackett, do.; land in LinSteward, Samuel Cornish; Chaplain, Carin found six indictments as follows.
2.
Deacon’s Confession,
Emerson
coln
ville.
James
F. Burgess, Searsmont, to
H.
W.
Edmund
3.
Darius Green and his Flyi Dg Machine,
Roberts; Treasurer,
Elliot, assault with intent to kill.
Hammond; SecAlbert
E.
Samuel
S.
two
land
aud
in
Prof.
Dennett.
indictments
Bean,
do.;
for
Harvey,
buildings
Trowbridge
retary, Mrs. H. Cornish ; Gate Keeper, Harry
4.
Streltzki
larceny and embezzlement.
Searsmont. Ruth S. Parker et ah, Monroe,
Solo, Happy Days,
Mayo; Ceres, Mrs. H. L. Page Pomona,
John W. Smart, cheating by false pretenMiss Blanche Sullivan.
to
A.
L.
Newcomb
&
Co., do.; land in MonMrs. Hollis Dean; Lady Assistant Steward, ces.
5.
Ward’s London Lecture,
A. Ward
A. L. Newcomb & Co. to W. B. F.
roe.
Wm. H. Staples, cheating by false pretenMiss Lottie Nye. The installation was folBy request.
ces.
W.
Peck
G.
<». Royal Bumper Degree,
Twombly, Monroe; land iu Monroe. Henry
lowed by a supper and entertainment.
Prof. Dennett.
Eugene Lamb and Joel Meservey, assault. Pattee, Monroe, to W. B. F.
Twombly; land
7. Solo, Selected,
The officers of Harvest. Moon Grange,
Eugene Atherton, committed to jail by the in Monroe. W. B. Wadsworth, Belfast, to
Mr. John Parker.
Thorndike, were installed Saturday after- Belfast Police Court on charge of assault; Ernest
8.
Anon
My Brother Bill,
laud
aud
buildYoung,
Liucolnville;
Thomas Toney committed by Trial Justice
j
W.
S. Dolloff, Master of
i).
Jim Wolfe and the Cats,
Twain
noon, Jan. 8th, by
Runnells of Searsport on charge of arson; ings iu Liucolnville. Oliver and Win. C. !
Prof.
Dennett.
Sunlight Grange, Knox, assisted by Bro. and Edwin B. Sawyer committed by Justice Bowen,
Moutville, to Edward L. Rowell, do;
10.
Soh>, Gennevieve,
Cooper
Runnells on charge of assault with intent to
B. W. Downs, and Sister Joseph Gordon.
land aud mill in Moutville. H. D. EllingMrs. Howes.
were
the
kill,
Grand
discharged Friday,
After the installation, we listened to the
11.
Peckerel’s
Prosperity,
Courtship,
Jury not having found indictments against wood, et ah, Winterport, to Fr«-d W. EllingProf. Dennett.
Dennett
following program: Remarks by W. Master them.
wood,do; land and buildings iu Winterport.
Admission to all parts of the hall for this
State vs. Olive Wilkins, appealed from
music
the
a
Higgins;
by
choir;
paper preE. Morse et ah, Monroe, to Howard j
Mary
Belfast Police Court; nol pressed on payment
entertainment will be only 15 cents,
pared and read by W. Overseer Ross Towle, of $10
M. Moore, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.
To-morrow, Friday, evening there will be
j
which was enjoyed by all present; rec., by
State vs. Eugene Lamb and Joel MeserJoshua Nickerson, Sw anville, to A. S. Nicka dance, with nfusic by the Theatre OreliesJennie Ware; rec., by little Iva Gordon of
vey; plea guilty ; sentenced to a fine of $15,
j
erson, do.; land aud buildings in Swanville.
j tra, a distribution of gifts, or.". Admission
Clinton; song by Myra Cates; rec., by Flora paid.
Albert E.
pleaded guilty to the iu- Charles II. Stevens, Jackson, to Rufus R. i on this evening will be 50 cents for gentleDolloff and dictment forHarvey and embezzlement
Ward; remarks by Bro’s
and Ryan; land in Jackson.
larceny
I men, 15 cents for ladies. Season tickets, 8J.
Downs and by Bro. Lander of Hillside
was sentenced, Tuesday, to three months in
arc good for both evenings. Seethe displays
Grange; rec., by Myra Cates; dec., by A. H. the county jail.
The court room was filled Monday and
of article to he given to season ticket-holdHudson
Ice.
River
the
choir.
Higgins; singing by
Tuesday in expectation of hearing the Ellioters in the windows of A. A, Himes and Co.
Leavitt trial. The case wTas called Tuesday
Star of Progress Grange, East Jackson,
Catskill, is. Y., Jan. 6. 1898. The har- and Spencer & Wilson.
has elected the following officers lor 1898: afternoon, when Elliot was brought into vesting of ice at t he big icehouses here began
court and pleaded not guilty to an indictMaster, R. E. Page; overseer, J. H. McKin- ment charging him with assault with intent yesterday, and should weather conditions The Oovernnient Distribution of Seeds.
remain favorable, it will be in progress next
W.
E.
ley; lecturer,
Gould; steward, N. R. to kill upon Mrs. Hattie F. Leavitt, in Bel- Monday at all points on the upper Hudson, !
Nov. 11, 1897. A jury was drawn from
fast,
The seeds which are anuually sent out by
in which thousands of men and boys and
Cilley; assistant steward, Geo. Kimball; the two
juries in attendance and T. D. Nickthe Agricultural Departmental Washington
chaplain, T. J. Dill; treasurer, A.K. Fletch- erson of Swauville was appointed foreman. horses will be employed. The ice is prime are now
in quality, and from 8 to 10 inches in thickready for distribution. Parties who
County Attorney Bowden opened the case ness.
er; secretary, Elma Fletcher; gate keeper,
desire to secure a package of them should
Geo. Gould; Pomona, Rose Cilley; Flora, for the State, giving a brief and clear statewrite their Member of Congress to that
ment of the case, in substance the same as
effect before Feb. 1st. In writing for seeds
Mamie Kimball, Ceres; Lottie Page; L. A.
published in The Journal at the time of the
Pittsfield’s Bad Boys.
the fact should be borne in mind that Memaffair. Several witnesses were sworn. City
Jennie
Croxford.
This
is
Steward,
grange
bers of Congress have no selection of varieMarshal
B. O. Norton testified to the arrest
station
The railroad
at Pittsfield was ties. This is made by the Agricultural Desteadily increasing in members and interest. of the
and to statements made by
prisoner
Jan.
during
Thursday
6th,
We have had a contest and much interest
night,
partment, and the varieties assigned to difhim when first taken into custody. These burglarized
and Friday two 16 year old boys belonging ferent sections of the country—with special
was manifested.
Last Saturday evening we statements were that he was obliged to shoot in the
town were arrested. Missing tickets reference to their soil and climate—are put
had a harvest feast for six fourth degree the woman; that he intended to kill himself and coupons were found upon them. The in sealed packages and credited proportionat the same time, but wasted all his carboys have been sent to the Reform School.
ally among the Members of Congress. Upmembers and also gave the first and second
tridges before he knew it; and that the reaon the receipt of slips duly franked from
son
he did not use a razor he had with him
Installation
next
degrees.
Saturday eventhe Members of Congress the packages of
was that he forgot he had it.
Dr. G. C. KilJudge Meservey of Knox County Probate seeds credited to them are sent out by th
ing, to w'liich all good patrons are invited.
gore testified to Mrs. Leavitt’s condition of
Court, presided in the Insolvency court Department of Agriculture until their quotas
she
weak
from
being
consumption.
are exhausted.
In
to seCapt. E. E. Pendleton w ent to Boston Sat- health,
Two shots penetrated her body, one of yesterday in the case of James F. Fernald, cure a share in the order, therefore,
distribution, application
urday on business.
which was cut out and one still remains in Judge Johnson being a creditor.
should be made at an early date.

j

warmly received by all

present, and was specially pleasing to the
veterans, who asked that it might he sent to
The Journal (or publication.
The address was responded to in a very
able manner by W. H. Moody, Esq. His
remarks were of course impromptu, as it
was
understood that President Harding
would respond, and in case he did not come
Dr. A. J. Billings was looked to. As neither

as

Harvest

of life to die for ones country.
Those who were permitted to live and
know
the result o' the conflict, but
have taken their departure since, must
have passed ou enraptured with the music
of prosperous industries, bleuding with the
paeans of lasting peace, coming up from a

bridge

Annie

membership. There were !j
|
visitors also from Seaside, Belfast,and Granite, North Searsport.
!

a
we enjoy
greater prosperity, a
larger liberty, a higher civilization and a
purer religiou than was ever enjoyed by auy
people.
Gloriously did many offer up their lives
ou the battlefield, ou the ocean and in the
bosp tal, thereby fulfilling the highest duty

the

Steward,

as

tion of life at

were

which

kept

L. A.

that

account of her feeble condition a couch was
provided for her inside the bar. She was assisted to a seat on the witness stand, and
testified in a clear voice. Her testimony was
substantially the same as was given in her
sworn statement the day of the
shooting and
as published at the time.
Wednesday afternoon the State called Dr.

Elmer Small and other witnesses mainly
corroborative of the former testimony. A

Mercer when Calvin Allen, the son, came to
her and asked her to come and work for
him and his father. The men were then doing their own housework. She went, at first
without any price being agreed upon, but
subsequently they agreed to pay her three

chaplain of Comet Grange, Swannresent- at the
ville, (they were unable to
installation a week ago) visitors were announced from Stockton Grange. We were !
1
Little Miss Fletcher
very glad t<> see them
j
kindly entertained us with a vivid descrip- |j

tructible States.
We welcome here to-day those who, when
others faltered, lad “their lives, their fortunes ami their sacred honors upon the altar
of liberty and union, that a government of
the people, by the people, ami for the people
should not perish from the earth.”
All who took no part in the war can never
know the hardships of the forced march,
the dangers of the battle-field aud the agoWe should remember
nies of the prison.
that it was the boys in blue w ho by their
and
death
trials, suffering
bequeathed to us
the legacy of liberty and union, insuring us
of the blessings of free institutions under

well “Horatius

testified

enter-

Monday evening just as Past Master,
A. E. Nickerson, finished installing

Albert Damrn
Dainm

admire your achievements and honor you
for the success and glory which accompanied your sacrifices upon the field of battle
and in the naval engagements for this
U uiou.
The Grand Army of the Republic is the
grandest civil organization the world has
ever seen, and contains tiie must illustrious
names in history, the names of the brave
men who, in the darkest days of the Rebellion, followed the Stars an i Stripes as the

confederacy of
bound together by ropes of sand, but
emblem of an inseparable union of

and all pronounced their

Rising Sun Grange, No. 55, Knox, has
chosen the following officers for 1898: Master, C. A. Kenney; Overseer, B. L. Aborn;
Lecturer, Jennie McGray; Steward, W. D.
Elliot; Asst. Steward, Chester Marden;
Chaplain, Sarah Kenney; Treasurer, A, R.
Wentworth; Secretary, Mattie Kelsey ; Gate
Keeper, George Hearin; Ceres, Carrie Kelsey ; Pomona, Hattie Linuekin; Flora, Bessie

In offering the greetings, hospitality, and
regard which we hold for you, our hearts
overflow with gratitude,stimulated by pride,
joy and affectum which language of my own
tails to describe. We remember your loyalty,

a

Granges.

tainment A. 1.

called you together is noteworthy in everything connected with it, and furnishes
abundant material for eloquence and inspiring thought. The part assigned me is of an
official character and it becomes my pleasant
duty,, in behalf of the sons and daughters >f
veterans, to extend to you a cordial wel-

u

J.

goodly number from South Branch
Grange, No. 142, of Prospect, visited Northern Light Grange of Winterport Jau. 6th by

being

not

o

A

no officers of the Association
present, J. O. Johuson acted as president
and presented a line program, beginning
with the singing of America by the congregation followed by an invocation by Rev.
H. W. Abbott, and an address of welcome by
Ralph I. Morse, a student at Bates College,
and a soli of L. C. Morse. He had a father
and nine uncles in the war. Following is
the address in full:
Members ofthe Waldo County Veteran
Association: The grand occasion which has

emblem

j.

News of the

them before.
There

were

Our thanks are due to Superintendent
Howes, and to teachers, Blanche Moody and
May Brown, for the fine program furnished
by the schools.
As there were but few present from out of
town no arrangements were made for any
future meeting. As there was no one to extend an invitation it was decided to leave
the matter with the officers of the associa-

the several schools to that effect., and it was
carried out to the letter and in a happy manner ; and although the old veteran was most

the body. Two other bullets were found in
PERSONAL.
her clothing. At the close of Dr. Kilgore’s
testimony the court adjourned to WednesCharles Sherman went to Pittsfield Jan.
day morning.
Dr. A. C. Ellingwood was the first witness 6th on business.
called yesterday forenoon, and he corroboWm. T. Hewey of Bucksport visited rela
rated Dr. Kilgore’s testimony.
Henry Whitcomb of Sears port testified to tives in Belfast last week.
being in the house the evening before the
Miss Hattie Chapin went to Monroe last
shooting anh bearing Elliot threaten to kill
Saturday for a short visit.
Mrs. Leavitt.
Mrs. Leavitt was the next witness, and on
Oramel Murray, Esq. of Pittsfield was in

PRESIDING.

Iu the case of Thomas Wentworth vs.
Charles Walker etal.; action on a promissory note for $40, the jury returned a verdict of $23 73 for the plaintiff. Brown for
plaintiff. Thompson and Knowlton for defendants.
Sanford Howard vs. David Alexander;
action to recover for labor on the defendant’s house, the bill amounting to $31. The
defense w*as that the defendant was not
liable except for $4 for shingling, the remainder being ordered by his son, Fred D.
Alexander. The case was first tried in the
Belfast Police Court, with judgment for the
plaintiff for $4. The plaintiff appealed to
the S. J. Court. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for $20 41.
Knowlton
for plaintiff. Harriwan for defendant.
Win. A. Griffin vs. B. F. Brown. From
Feb. 22, 1896, to March 1, 1897, the
plaintiff
drove a stage for the defendant between
Belfast and Freedom. The plaintiff claimed
that his pay was to be $15 per month and
board, and the defendant claims that it was
to be 50 cents for each working day, or $13
per month. The plaintiff’s bill includes his
wages at the price claimed and his board at
$2 50 per week, together with sums paid at
various times for grain and
hay bought in
Freedom and fed to the defendant’s horses,
the teams being at that end of the route
at night.
The defendant
admits the
board bill to be correct, but says the grain
was bought without his
knowledge or consent, as he instructed the plaintiff to buy
the grain on his (defendant’s) account at
Swift & Paul’s store in Belfast. The plaintiff says this instruction was not given
until September, after which he bought his
grain as directed. There is some disagreement as to the amount of hay and the payments made, and also on some other lesser
items. The whole amount of the plaintiff’s
bill is $375 20, and he allows credits to the
amount of $295.10, leaving the net amount
$80.10. The defendant admits that he owes
the plaintiff something, but claims that the
plaintiff has not accounted for all the money
received from the business. The jury returned a verdict for plaintiff for $76.03. Defendant filed exceptions,which were allowed.
Hugh D. McLellan, Esq., who was admitted
to the bar at the April term last year, appeared for the plaintiff and handled the case
in a skillful manner.
His plea before the
jury was an able effort and shows rare abilin
so
an
ity
young
attorney.
In the case Schieren vs. Belfast Light &
Power Co., non-suited last week, exceptions
have been tiled and allowed.
M. E. Haswell vs. Charles H. and Calvin
H. Allen. The plaintiff, a resident of Belfast, brings suit agrinst the two defendants,
father and son, farmers and millmen, of
Mercer, to recover for balance alleged to be
due on her wages as a domestic, from Dec.
14, 1890 to Apr. 10, 1897. There was a direct
contradiction of testimony, and the plaintiff
and one of the defendants were the only
witnesses put upon the stand. The plaintiff

the occasion.

young.
Remarks

NUMBER 2.

Judicial Court.

JUDGE WISWELL

Superintendent Howes made some timely
talk to the school children as to the cause of
the war and the part the old vets took. He
requested the old soldiers to stand up and
the children to stand also, telling them to
look upon these men as a remnant of the
mightiest army since Caesar. Such an army
had not been seen for a thousand years, and
would not be seen again in a thousand years
to come. Some of the veterans had tramped over a territory that extended 1,500 miles
from North to South and the same distance
from East to West, fighting battles, enduring hunger, fatigue, sleeplessness, wounds
and diseases, in hospitals and in prison
pens. Must of them did not sleep in
a bed
for four long years. He advised
the children to look with honor aud
respect upon the old and crippled soldiers,
who suffered so much in order that they
might have a free and a re-united Republic.
His remarks were well received by old and

goodly assembly of people
present when they have prepared for them.
They are of the same opinion of the old
fellow who kicked at the shadow of a dog,
viz: It wrenches a man awfully to kick at
nothing.
like to

PWtL

Supreme

gave a recitation that took the house by
storm. It was fiuely executed, showing his
ability and fine training at the University.
Among the very best features of the entertainment was the tine singing by Prof. Geo.
Goodwin of Pittsfield, who was imported

were

come.

Meeting of Waldo County Grange.

Waldo County Pomona Grange met Jan.
with South Montville Grange.
The
; Master and
Secretary were sick with colds
j and were unable to attend the meeting. The
j Worthy Overseer, B. F. Foster, presided
i
over the meeting; C. S. Adams was acting
Overseer, W. H. Moody, Lecturer, J. Ellis,
Chaplain, E. S. Adams, Steward, Arthur
Morse, Gate Keeper, Abbie S. Moody, Secretary, Sister Harrimau, Ceres, Sister Barker, Flora. The Overseer, Assistant Stewu presenting Pittslield,
opposed ard and Pomona
responded to the roll-call
>\al asked for, on the ground
hartci of the railroad had expir- of officers. An eloquent and hearty address
,;ai ->n and that
they had no of welcome was given by Sister Adams, and
cl at all.
Hon. \V. C. Phil- a happy response by Sister Johnson of
tio* company, argued that the Union Harvest
Grange. Reports were relegislature of l£7>, chartering i ceived from seven Granges, as follows:
my, was still in force, by reason
River, Liberty, by H. N. Dennis;
•'sive renewals.
Hon. E. F. Georges
South Montville, by C. M. Howes; Victor,
W aterville attorney of
the
ral railroad, was in attendance, Searsmont, by John W. Farrar; Union Haru; was
reserved.George A. vest, Centre Montville, by S. J. Poland;
well-known horseman, died | Frederick Ritchie, Waldo, by J. Ellis; Diria his home in Pittsfield from a
j go, Freedom, by A. A. Clements; Seven
paralysis, aged 03 years. Tree, Union, Knox County, by Bro. Bryant.
new city building was thrown
A class of 14 was instructed in the fifth deublic inspection Jan. 7tli, and
The Lecturer made some remarks on
by throngs of people. The gree.
ontains a police station and the unwritten work, and questions were asktin- city officials. The third ed by Brothers Howes, Ellis, Farrar and
voted to the city government others. The committee on time and program
building was constructed in was announced and the grange adjourned
-lisfactory manner and the citi- for the noon recess.
greatly pleased with the new
After the dinner, which was enjoyed by
...The last Maine Legislature
•tied £7b,000 for pensions, and all in social chat, the Grange was again called to order, and after listening to a song by
t Mi Hi ken reports that it has
expended. He had during the the choir the committee on time and pro•7 applications for aid, and grant- gram
reported as follows: Place, Morning
certificates.An investigation
Light Grange, Monroe; time, Feb. 1st; proaccounts of James Emery, late
:
«.-f the Madison village corpora- gram 1st, Opening exercises; 2, address of
ws a shortage of £llbfi.
Two of welcome by some member of Morning Light
much have gone into insolvency
Grange; 3, response by S. C. Thompson of
matter <>f making good the bond Northern
Light Grange; 4, roll-call of
upon the other two.
Granges; 5, conferring tifth degree; recess;
f.
It is believed the long dis- fi, report of committee on time and program ;
'ciephone record was broken Jan. 7, question, Resolved, That associated dairy-

*

of Waldo

Bryan—May God preserve liim; to the
Democratic party, May God bless him; to
all other parties and their existence, may
God help them.”.Edward Taylore of
Franee rode an exhibition mile in New
York last Saturday night in 1.52 1-5, the
fastest yet paced on the Madison Square
Garden track.

heavy snow storm of the day before. This is
just what we predicted last fall when the
Fish and Game.
The list of officers committee requested to have the meeting
chosen by tho Maine Sportsmen’s Fish held here. We told them that inasmuch as we

h- Journal is THE PAPER for Maine Seafar-

f
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REV. T. OE Win TALMAGE,

The increased Christmas trade and the
heavy work of the Post-Office Department
and of the express companies is a convincing proof that times are better and that the
business of the country is improved.
have been in-

Democrats \vh

»ti•

for the past
tihs will he delighted to kuow
hat tIc- Treasury figures foi last month

ovling calami-y

iu.'Ui i’.n

eig!.-

■-

j

|

rhus the new protective tariff law is fulfilling tin; expectations
show

the cotton mills in the south is oue of the
most interesting pieces of journalism presented for years.
The New York Weekly Tribune, furnished free to all subscribers to The Journal who
pay one year in advance, consists of 20 pages
and The Journal of 8 pages, a total of 1,450
pages a year—all for 62.

surplus

.»

Rev. Dr. Talmage Finds Help in the Use of Dr.
Greene’s Nervura and His Commendation
of this Grand Remedy Will Influence and
Encourage the Weak, Sick and Suffering
to Use It and Be Cured.

and hop-s of the country.

Twenty per

advance in wages

cent,

w is

;

gift received ‘by some
Indiana
fifte ii
hundred employes of
giass factories. The companies state
that there is ample work in prospect to
keep their factories running on full time,
thou entire stocks of glass on hand having

the

One of Winthrop’s weeklies seems to be
something of a fuss Budget and it is not
the Bauuer, nor does it hold the banner.
The work of the Boston Journal in giving
the public a complete idea of the growth of

The lest Eminent Preacher in the World
Recommends Or. Greene’s Nervura.

<

is*

n is

The December issue of Profitable AdverE. Griswold, publisher, Boston,

tising, Kate
is

Tin* McKinley dinner

pails

daily regularity

“The Newspaper Correspondent,

They are full, too, Wheat has
gone up and potatoes are higher than last
times.

phlet

year, but what the workingmen want to
know is. What is the use of cheap wheat
uud cheap potatoes if there are no wages

coming

paper offices.
The publishers of The Boston Globe announce that the average circulation of The
Daily Globe in 185)7 was 192,047 and of The
Sunday Globe 24f»,907. These figures break
al! records in New England journalism, and
The Globe desires to thank the people of this
section of the country for their appreciation
and support of The Globe.
It will be made

being partitioned oil among
European gold-standard nations, the
inevitable result will be the adoption of
gold-siandard currency

a

The silver-mine
hen

they

•■•

arc

should lake

..Males

that country.

in

know this, and
anxious that the United
owners

uteifcience by
hinose alYairs.

looking

hand

a

to

|
;

j

non-

with

nations

Kuropean

still

-4

and

Pro:-1* .' McKinley and his party have
reiterated their intention to keep every
A:tu ii m d >:lar equivalent to a gold (ltd
.;11.
The democratic paity i-, satisfied
dollar, and

i y cent

■\o

even

appears
piece of

pi

Here is what iVter Cooper, who died
worth many millions, slid of a newspaper:
“In all the towns where a newspaper is pub-

j

lished every man should advertise in it, if
nothing more than a card stating Ins name
and the business he is in.
It does not only
pay the advertiser, but it lets people at a
distance know the town in which you re-

hundi..amt dollar.
ago a large number of the
the country were clamoring for
peopl-the in-cant
••'■«-gnPion by tin- President
u-oipiss

six

ban j-

a

v

The President's

belligerency.

<'nl,a;,

»}'

lp.wevei

y,

by those wi o
>' ith
au> 1‘oliiy
adopt.

11:

w

REV.

ith it, except 1
find fault i

w

11 the President may j

The indication.-

ire that an immigration
wilpbe taken up for early
by the Republicans in <'■

restriction bill
ousideraih»u

The principal feature of the bill
seems to be an educational test

gress.

proposed

determine

to

shall lac

whether

ire

The

a

the

immigrant

resident of

the United

has always
been the party of progression and education. and will push the measure this sesStates.

sion

did

it

as

which

Republican party

a

similar

President

discouraged and disheartened by repeated failures to be cured, in fact all w ho
have need of a strength-giving and health
restoring medicine, cau take renewed Lope
from the words of this great preacher, that
Dr. Greene’s Nervura is the one remedy

promptly
passed by both

Cleveland

voted after it had been
houses.

among ail others to give them back the
health and strength they have lost.
Rev. Dr. Taluiage says :
1400 Mass. Ave., Washington, D. C.
I commend Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood
and nerve remedy lor invigoration after
I have used the Nervura for
over-work.
that purpose.

Si'iiatm Wolcott lias been characterized
‘Ti'»

as

and this is

11uitter,

emphasized in

his pi

ii.pt denial of Democratic canards
insisting that lie was about to resign his
bail in the .senate because the President

ami his Secretary of the Treasury were
unwilling to adopt free coinage without
international co-operation.
These Demon atic editors apparii tly overlooked the
that Mi. Gage dots not now propose
Tiiything differing from t.ie principles laid

!

b>wn in the St. I

|

fact

mis platform, a platform
"|">ii which Mr. Wolcott stood firmly in
the imp tign of last yeai
‘•

beginning

of

any previous year, ;
•'i") | * iphesies that t lie
.untry is entering
i| u. ’:.e best business peiiod within tin ;
yeai s. 'i here is probably no more accurate
tiidicai;nu of the condition of business I
a1

generally

than is shown
and steel

Pen

by

the iron iudus-

TAI.MACK.

strength Trow the weak, tired feelings, rundown and exhausted sensations of genera!
debility; a cure from those conditions which
cause indigestion,
dyspepsia, kidney and
liver complaiuts, female weakness, etc.
You can be cured if you will use I)r.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy.
Strength of nerves, strength of muscle,

and

between

hi

times.

naturally making quite

a

strength

of

body,

To

despondent

the

and

discouraged

the hope of renewed ife,—a new world, as
it were, from which pain, suffering and despair are banished; to the weak, tired and
prostrate, it is a tower of strength; to the
nervous, sleepless, irritable, brain-weary
and nerve-racked, i' gives natural, refreshing sleep and strong and steady nerves; to
the low-spirited sufferers from nervous
prostration and female complaints it is the
entrance upon a new existence of robust
happiness; indeed, the sick and suffering
will find in Dr Greene’s Nervura a veritable
fountain of health.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura is a physician’s
prescription, the remedy of physicians for
the cure of the people.
Use it if you have
need of

health and

a

strength-giving

ruin! districts.
The had roads of many
sections of the country, and their almost
impassable condition during part of the

number of drinking
saloons, including
saloons and clubs, in this State, to
each 1000 of population is 3 5; ,u the rural
districts, 2.8; in the 41 cities of -he State, 4
5 in the eifes of the first class, 4.30; cities of
t he second class, 4 30 cities, of t he third class,
4 5.
These averages are shown in a table
prepared by Excise Commissioner Lyman
Jn the State at large there i* one saloon t*»
every 285 inhabitants,while in the State outside of the cities there is one saloon to every
557 inhabitants. Under the provisions <*f the
Raines law over one-fourth of all the townships of the State are absolutely “dry,”
allowing no liquor to be sold, even on a
physician's prescription, while nearly 60
| or cent, have already done away with saloons, although many such towns have
provided for the convenience of travelers
by allowing liquors to be sold at hotels.

year, is a notorious fact, and if Gen.
.'■Tone's proposition ran be carried into effect, it would seem to be one of the greatest advance steps taken by the Government

j

for

j

people foi the construction oi the

some

time.

there would be

Under his proposition
no tax whatever on the
new

BY DOWNFKI.LOW.

Bryan is

Should you ask

coun-

money per capita is about one-third of j
the per capita circulation of the United
States, and that her dollars will buy less i
than .'in ialf what American dollars will, I;
workmen receive one-third
the on.p nsatiou of those of the United
>
itcs ; t !m*e lit 11;* tilings aie a->.
Pei h ips
th.tt i.~

mi

I;

ieason

Mr. Bryan has made his

hi,.
;

o
v.

o

i

1

'ho had borrowed
w.-nl,

.i

ot.c

of

Bryan's aigument
w

n

that

11.j«! falleu to

■

i'le

cited

to

a

buslm

coinin'

(lities

half theii f.«rmer value

to pay

seemed

ra

cl aimed

wo

the.

an

ional and equitable. This lie
uld not work a hardship! upon

creditors, because with their fifty-

dollar they could still buy a bushel of
wheat; hut since wheat has advanced to

ceut

one

dollar and other farm commodities

have

largely advanced, they

see

the

N.

Albany,

Y

Deo. 30.

The

debts

w

hich

are

rapidly being paid

off.

Of the various methods of investment by
the Government of the postal savings to be
accumulated through the postal banks
which Postmaster-General Gary proposes
to Congress to establish, that suggested by
General Roy Stone, acting president of the
Good Roads League of America, seems to
be one of the most feasible and likely to

bring the greatest benefit

to

the Govern-

Gen. Stone favors
ment and the people.
the purchase by the Government with the

postal savings of county bonds

to

run

for

sign

hotels,

Maine men.
the popular

One

Ottoman Strike

a

Woman?

Mrs. Robert B. Swift was struck in the
head by an ottoman which was being loaded into a team from Hooper, Sou & Leighton’s yesterday just after dark. She was
not injured. [Exchange.
What was the trouble with the Ottoman;
was he drunk? Any Ottoman
who would
strike a woman ought to be arrested. [Portlaud Star.

■

B. O. Flower, who started The Arena, a
magazine that under his management tieserved to be classed as pernicious literature,
and which fortunately did not prove a financial success, shook the dust of Boston
from his feet and sought the more congenial
clime of Chicago, where he is publishing a
Populist magazine called The New Time.
The Atchison Globe, ever ready an l fearless in exposing frauds and puncturing humbugs, says of this publication :
The magazine claims to Vie the organ of
the workingmen, but it is nothing of the
kind ; it is the organ <>f men like John P. St.
John of Kansas, who left the Republican
party because it would not keep them in
office, and who has never don*- an honest
day’s work since. “The New Time’ is the
organ <’f men who believe in spiritualism,
occultism, and silliness of every other kind.
It is the organ of cranks, hut not the organ

j

is

Spruce Mead Events.
a
marriage and a birth in the
Dec. 22nd, and both events took
within
a
few hundred feet ol each
place
'»tfM-r.
Mrs. .James Steele presented Jim
with a li tie girl babe, and, although this is
the ninth girl Mrs. Steele had presented
James with inside of thirteen years, he was
just as pleas' d as a little girl with her first

village

Christmas doll. Mr. John Burns, head
( lerk at the. Rod well Granite Co. store on
the Head, and Miss Louie Watts were united
m marriage by the Rev. G. E.
Edgett, at
tin* home of the groom’s sister, Mrs. Adam
that
evening. [ or. Rockland |
Kirkpatrick,

homes clear from mortgage incumbrance.
What one of tin great agricultural States
the West can make so good a showing?

of

a

Kind.

Baker
of
Lewiston
related
Sun reporter yesterday how he was
visiting his cousin in Sidney a short time
ago and while there he said “that three of
his cousin’s cats had four kittens each on
the same day.” All were in the same basket
and Mr. Baker said that “it was a sort of
free for all game among the kittens to get
their meals and that the eats did not know
one from another.”
[Lewiston Sun.

Shubael

to

a

Wiggin

to State

Jan. t>, 1898. Herbert S anley and wife of
South Carver, Mass., are guests »f Mrs
Stanley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs John Gurney.... Will Cummings and J. G. Wentworth have returned from a hunting trip* m

Liberty
absent

and
one

were

out

of

the

wedding.

week...

t

They

>wns.

There

Many

is

were

considerable

suffering with

are

colds and throat troubles ..Mr. and
Mrs. Clias. E. Ripley and daughter Emma
of Bath were guests of G. If. Page and wife,
Christmas. Mr. R. returned to Bath the
following Tuesday. Mrs. R and daughter
will remain one or two weeks longer. ..U.
S. Gushee and wife of Franklin, Mass.,
spent Christmas with E. D. Gushee and family....Geo. Stuart is at home from Bostou
to spend the holidays with his familyMiss Emma Philbriek closed a 12 weeks’
term of school outlie Ridge, Dec 24th.. The
Good Templars held their fifteenth anniversevere

Friday evening A “big eat” was indulged in after the business and entertainment of the eveuiug were over. Then, at 1
sary

lock iu the morning, the members started for their homes in one of the toughest

oh

snow’

storms

obliged

to

we

have

walk from

had.

one

Many

to two

weie

miles, fac-

ing the storm. Later in the night we had a
thunder shower. We now have snow enough
for good sleighing-Dr. Stephen A. Pedrick will leave the last of the week for Boston, where he has a position as physician in
Dr. P. has had a good practice
a hospital.
here, and there will now be a tine opportunity for a physician to leu ate. There are
no physicians nearer than Union or Searsmont, which are five miles distant.

Following

are

1,023 „371

2,640

10
9

102
53

37

55
20

the

24

figures showing the
Moose. Caribou.

Deer.

1894.1,001
1805.1,581
1896.2,245

45

Largest package—greatest

50

112
130
133
130
At the close of November it was confidently predicted that the total kill of
deer in the Bangor and Aroostook country
this season, would exceed 3000 head, but
December gave very little snow aud none
in many sections, while in others a slight
fall was succeeded by a rain which froze
into a sharp crust, making still
hunting
impossible. But for these unfavorable
weather conditions
there would have
been enough deer killed in December co
bring the total for the season up to 3000
head.
As it was, the shipments for the
last month fall below those of the corI responding months of 1893 and 1890. It
will be noticed that although the open
season for moose
was cut down to six
weeks, or half the former period, the
number killed was in excess of the aver
age of the past four years, the average
being 98. This is being used by some, including one of the commissioners, .is an
argument in favor of still further shortening the moose season. (_'oinmissi<m<i
Carletou says it is only a matter of timcand a very short time—when tin* moose !
and caribou will disappear from the hunt- i
1
ing grounds of Maine and there arc many
who share his views.
As for the deer! |
there are many aud conflicting opinions, i
‘Some of the guides think the (leer are
becoming scarce, bur the m ij wiry of
woods navigators declare that there is no j
perceptible decrease iu the visible supply. ;
Upon the basis afforded by the ah \e
figures, it is estimated that there wire
actually killed in Maine this season ale-.u ^
7,300 deer, _F)0 moose and 100 caiibou. (>f j
this game about two-thirds has l> en ;
transported by rail, the lemaicder being,
j either consumed in the woods where >hol
or taken out
by other conveyance. There
ism doubt but that the game laws will be i
still further amanded at the uext ses>i >n
of the Legislature, but as that time is so
far off, and as another game season intervenes, these matters are not exciting j
much attention at present.
It is likely j
; that a bill will be introduced making the
! legal allowance of deer and caribou one
for each hunter, and limiting the moose 1
season to the month of November,
| bunting
Another thing likely to be ’•ecommended
and favored by Commissioner Carletou, is
the levying of a tax upon all game taken
out of the State.
In this way it is hoped
to raise enough money to pay the expense
of protecting and propagating game and
fish.
Fakminoton, Me., Dec. 31. The hunting season which tei ninites to-day has
been one of the very best in many years.
More deer were taken in the vicinity of
Farmington than in any previous season.
In the towns of New Vineyard and Industry, an unusually large number were
killed. The shipments from Dead River
were fifty deer undone moose;
Rangeley,
twenty deer; Redington, three; Carrabasdeer
and
one
bear.
sett, eighty
Many
were also shot
by local hunters aud are
not included in these figures.
But the
records have been broken in every locality
known as a hunting ground.

Chicago.

j

[Written for The Journal.’
The Lament of the Deserted Home.
Alas! how changed all things appear
Since life and love have flown ;

for

human voice to break

a

e and the
gloom
footstep to awake
echoing walls <-f home.

The silen
a

Without, the weeping raindrops fall,
The wailing winds—how drear—
From empty crib, deserted stall,
jXo

answering “neigh”

From trees where

There

They
Within
With
Where

I bear.

children's children played

plaintive moan,
them through sun and

comes a

“I sheltered
left
no

me

tire

Solii by

:>!! .!rnpj.MV.
!< 1!'
A ItiJ.l
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FOR MOTE THAN FIFTY-SIXlYEAHS IT HAS NEVER FAILED IN ITS:
WEEKLY VISITS TO THE HOMES OF FARMERS AND
VILLAGERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.
IT HAS faithfully labored for their prosperity and happiness, f
the improvement of their business and home interest
for education, for the elevation of American manhood

money.
IT HAS led in all
tide nee

up the hearth

life aud song and
Wliat phantoms come and go.

mirth,

old accustomed place,
In memory’s faithful light,
1 see each dear, familiar face
Withiu these walls to-night.

pale the mother stands,
clustering curls of snow
Caressed by childhood’s dimpled hands,
Apart, they weeping go.
the balmy days return
With springtimes sweetest bloom,
Metbinks their lonely hearts will yearn
For their forsaken home.
But when

el esteem

will

princely

light

the

"BELFAST

Hinnsmio
Opposite YY indsor Hotel

HOOD-’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, Bil*
lousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.

■

[

FURNISHED I Q ORDER. NIGH 1 OR DAY.
t:\s.

Coaches, Macks, Barges

Blackboards.

or

STENOGRAPHY,

l

it
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LED.
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Our system of teaching gives actual
v
personally
.1
j /
daily experience in every branch of business, imliuling M | j \\
Banking. Merchandising. Commission. Insurance Transporta- ■ | 1(
lion, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students
We M
^lr (v}*0v
S
train for Practical work and always secure situations for woatby
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses Student's
enter any day
No vacations
moderate.
Pont
throw
awnv
tinn
Expenses
a:.-: monev
going to temporary schools when it will cost you less to attend the BEST
We always ;
a number of students who have left incompetent, teachers in
Such people o:»
disgust
tell us that six months here is equal to a year in any other school
or

J*™

|S,l*.|||T

1

r

t0 anv ono fwr first information of a vacant posit
(
for a Bookkeeper Stenographer Teacher. Clerk
1
Telegraph operator which we successfully till. Business houses supplied w
^
competent assistants without charge. Refer to prominent patrons in every part of the w«.r
The next, best thing to attending the MOST CELEBRATED BUSINESS SCHOOL it. Amer
%
is tc take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
If you are unemployed and willing to stu.h
send ten two-cent stamps for five easy lessons in shorthand
Beautiful Catalogue f>
j
Address mention t/uepaper) CLEMENT C GAINES. Present Poughkeepsie New York.
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WINNERS.

TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.—--

In

ear

notice.

N‘"“?o“.ra"''

,

-*TBA1 and1

skie.i,

Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to attend to business during theday or sleep dur-

ing the night. Itching piles—horrible
plague. Doan’s Ointment cures. Nevir
fails. At any drug store, 50 cents.

I

LIVERY CO.,

D. B, SOUTHWORTH & SON.

And

fA OC kT ^

'

past il rant, sent! It tn tiro. W. Best, Tribune Witter, Yen Vorh (I
YKW-VOUK WEEKLY TKIBUNh will be malted In yen.

PROPRIETORS.

dome

loving st irs with pitying eves
Cheer this deserted home.
S. J. Sri'.'v

f

a

MAINE
BELFAST
LILLI rtjl, mrtliYL,

the faithful morning beams
Will bring me warmth and light,
And rosy sunsets brightest gleams
Linger to say “good night.”
m<»rn

(

\

and adders on
sample cup) of THE

n»n»e

But still

for

,
a

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST, MAINF
Write your
and a

Her

the

a

It is the NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE, and we furnish it with the Rf ]
PUBLICAN JOURNAL, one year for $2.00, cash in advance.

Silent au<l

as

half

to the well

‘

Some from the busy, bustling town
Come to the old home nest.

me

over

1 1 irmers a
century has held then cor

i

Address all orders to

Some who have laid life’s burdens down
And sweetly, calmly rest—

Just

a

pertaining

1

*.1 "f rr

And in the

Fur

matters

villagers, and for

shade

ruddy, cheerful glow;
once was

00.

...
'll.

BORN

here alone.”

lights

:uul Si

and true womanhood.
IT HAS told at the fireside, interesting and instructive stories
the doings of the world, the nation and Statev
met i ids
IT HAS advised the farmer .s to the most
his
and
the
hat
and
vesting
crops,
proper tin
cultivating
n 'tint <
to convert them into the largest possibL

cruel, with the cold, dead year
To leave me here alone!

How

O,

Taken in time will surely cure and surely prevent consumption ; if
It depends on
you delay too long it may cure you and it may not.
how you profit by that little word “promptness."
\Y! en there is anything the trouble with \ mr throat and lungs,
you annot afford to waste a single day. Act promptly.
Angier’s Emulsion heals the inflamed membranes and fortifies the
It cures that cough.
whole System.
It is no new and untried remedy. Tens of thousands testify to
its power to cure. It will cure you as well as others.
You cannot afford to make a mistake in such questions ; neither
And we do not hesitate to declare that tear Emulsion t ares
can we.
coughs, colds, bronchitis, and if taken in time even consumption itself.

STERLING SILVER NOVELTIES,
GOLD and GOLD FILLED WATCHES,
LADIES’ LONG CHARTS,
^
At
MEN’S VEST CHAINS,
SILVER PLATED WARE.

—_-of

MC't'lelphla.

your family.
any history of consumption
throat and lungs trouble you every time you take a little cold?
call your throat your ‘weak spot?”
who are troubled in this way are frequently thin in
flesh, not hearty eaters, often z little dyspeptic, have rather weak
nerves and are poor sleepers.
Perhaps you have noticed you have a tendency to clear your
throa. a good deal.
Finally you take cold, and you cannot break it up as usual. The
next cough is binder, and the next one harder still, and so on.
Flu lone are you going to let this go n ?
And we certainly can cure you.
You certainly o not desire it.

********

large line

only l>y

Is there
Do \ our
I)o you
Persons

WINDOW DISPLAY.

A

Made

Any Relatives Had Consumption?
in

LOOKJOUR
At
4

economy.

THE N. K. FAIR8ANK COMPANY,
Boston.
New York.
8t. Louis.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPT! \

We don’t believe in long courtships.
America and the Hawaiian Islands have
been winking at each other across the
waters for most half a century and it is high
cards

adjoiniug

sickness in town.

—

[Northern Leader.

Deer.1,248

The

News.

Appleton

Tlie Aroostook Idea.

time
Three

Master

workingmen,

j
!

scientist, who is

Worthy

choice of articles particu-

UOWDKR.

1

O, for

We hau

of

en-

the most, deserving of all
Americans, and from which class spring our
and
useful citizens.
most
greatest

Prof. Otis T. Mason,
a native of
Washington county; one is S. W. Woodthe
merchant
of
ward,
prince
Washington,
who was born down m Damariscotta; and
the other is Theodore W. Noyes, one of the
editors of the Washington Star, ami a sou of
Crosbj S. Noyes, formerly of Lewiston. Mr.
Noyes is now president of the Washington
board of trade, succeeding Mr. Woodward
in that office.

[Address
Grange.

remarkable instance of newspaper

average

Opinon.
Many years ago, when Hiawatha was new
Maine Monies.
and freely quoted, W H. Simpson, then editor of The iiepublican Journal, penned the
Maine may not he ranked among the great
above clever parody thereon. As pertinent agricultural States of the Union, yet it is a
to the winter season generally we reproduc- fact which will hear repeating that more
than two-fifths of the population of Maine
ed it.
are engaged in agricultural pursuits and of
this number nearly two-thirds own their

fallacy

of his argument, an evidence of which is
in the vast number of mortgages and other

what good action
all this winter,

,.

when

year,

houest proposition foi them
11 tlieii debts in fifty-cent dollais,

it

icnilil be

bushei. Mr.

emts.

wheal and other

s

h id

a

last

fifty

when

im n. \

iio.hir

me

Has impressed me
As the one most showing goodness,
ohowr.g T rue heart of the Christian,
Show.ng 'iiu• Li regard for duty,
Showing norai worth exalted,
Better tli in much high profession,
Better thin much genuflexion—
J should answer, I should tell you,
Once upon an icy morning,
Very glil with frozen water,
I beheld a good man standing
Out upon tire pw lie highway
On the highway by his dwelling,
in ills rn e a smile oi goodness,
In his dexter hand a shovel,
Down hi side him an old real hod,
Brimming full of refuse ashes.
This lie scattered wide around him,
Over all the icy side walk,
Over ail the glary l! igstoues.
Oi e;
ry place for walking.
Then did < very pus er bless him,
Benisons he never kn-w of.
\ et his lean st h< art wan gladdened
To pen eive them going safely,
And he had the inward comfort
That such actions always bring.

her

that

your

vantage.

medi-

Effect of the Raines Law in New York.

long period

utilized in the

It is true that most of Mexico’s intry.
j
habitants cannot write or read, and that j

rtfid

down

How is it

it is

of years, the proceeds to be
building of roads in the

a

to

Mr.

pull

larly interesting to New England people.
possible for a newspaper to give
its readers, without a cent of extra cost,
such an expensive publication is difficult to
understand, but the fact remains that the
Boston Sunday Journal is doing it, and Boston Sunday Journal readers reap the ad-

renewed power, ambition

and endurance are its wondrous gifts to
nerve-weakened,
run-down,
debilitated,
nervous, tired out and exhausted people.

cine, ami consult Dr. Greene, if you desire,
which may be dime without charge, either
personally at his office,
Temple Place,
Boston, Mass., or by letter.
Above all do not lie persuaded to accept
some substitute which the dealer claims is
T. DeWitt Talmage.
Hope of cure should not be lost while Dr. “just as good,” on which he makes a little
(■freeue’s Nervura remains untried : no one more profit. There is no other remedy in
should be discouraged or despair of a cure the world of anything like tin- value, power
who has not yet sought in this wonderful and efficacy of Dr. Greene’s Nervura in reremedy relief from the pain of rheumatism storing health and strength. Insist on havand neuralgia; restoration from nerve-weak- ing Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
ness
and ne.voiis
prostration; renewed remedy, and accept, no other.

into

hit in that

Never

tions and for its

practically j roads, as the money which now goes an»1! branches of business, —building, man ! nual repairs could be used for paying the
ufactures, n ining, agriculture, railroads, interest on the bonds. Gen. Gary has the
and in fact every branch of trade, and an subject of postal
savings banks well in
enlarged demand for it surely indicates an hand, and is liable to be called on at any
increase in all branches of business.
Maine Men to the Front.
time by the Congressional committee having charge of the bill for his statement in
An instance o" the way Maine men come
ff Mexico has any delegates in the next
to the front is seen in the recent election of
support of his proposed measure.
:)em> cratie National Contention
a board of trustees for Columnbiau Univerthey will
sity, of which Dr. Whitman, formerly head
undoubtedly be instructed, and will vote
Ashes a .v’oral Fertilizer.
of Colby University, is now president. Out
for William Jennings Bryan, first, last,
of something like 20 trustees there are three
en a r

prosperous community of business
sown so the seed re-

terprise has just been inii ressed upon the
people by the Boston Sunday Journal. With
every number of the Sunday paper, each
week, is given absolutely free the corresponding number of the New England
Home Magazine.
This magazine is celebrated for its profuse and beautiful illustra-

of

i'cii'iis Mud (,’i'irpauy says its ordciN at tl is time are nearly double those
I

nr. \V!T !'

T.

1'. D- W:tt Talmage, undoubtedly
K '•
tiit: greatest living divine, occupies in the
hearts and minds of the people a position of
No other
pre eminent esteem and regard
preacher is so widely known, no other clergyso
man
is
distinguished throughout the
world.
A great orator and writer, his serhi oils have the wiliest dissemination, until
a family
where his name
there is s
and
oi'K« i:not know n.
\\ he a such a man, a recognized leader
ami teacher of the people, testifies by his
w
.fteu testimonial tint Dr. Greene’s Nervura liiooti and nerve remedy has helped
him and that he recommends its use for invigorati<iii after over-work, to restore the
strength, energy, nerve force and vitality of
the system, when for any reason they are
lost, weaken d or impaired, those who are
sick and suffering, who are weak, nervous,
without strength, energy and ambition, who

are

last session

one

As the seed is

A

hound to

are

a

men.

while you expect to do business.”

be throughly acthis country

to

now

I'vA.e, M-cms

t-pi a j.;,. *,) the people .1
and but iiule fault i.-> i<»un-i

side is

compenses

|

outlined in his

.»>

brighter and more attractive in 1898,
especially for the women and young peo-

: pie.

;
(•paling to declare that a
a pci woith nothing is as good n> a
fiftyu aud consequently as good as a i
ent d

!>

pam-

and

valuable suggestions, that while intended

iii ('ii’.ua

\\

instruction

mainly for the “country correspondent”
ought to prove valuable in not a few’ news-

with which to pay for them'.'

iii

a

suggestion for
news writers,” by W. H. Titus, City Editor
of the Ellsworth American, contains many
of

WASHING

Jan. 1. The big game
in Maine closed at midnight, Friday, and nearly complete returns have
been received from tlie greatest of all
Maine hunting regions—the section of
country traversed by the Bangor <fc Aroostook Railroad.
A record is kept, day by
day, of all the game transported over this i
road, and the figures furnish a basis upon j
which the total kill of deer, moose and
caribou in the whole Slate may be intelligently estimated. The record of the
Bangor & Aroostook for 1897, with the
exception of the last day is as follows:
Nov. Dec. Total
Oct.

kill in previous years:

an ex-

DUST

Bangor, Me.,

publication.

its original size and is in all respects
cellent local newspaper.

these

GOLD

season

Moose.
Caribou.

The Lincoln County News has completed a
quarter of a century under one continuous
editorial management, and we hope that
Bro. S. L. Miller may live to celebrate his
semi centennial.
The News in now double

going

are

and its

Season

dame

Closed at Midnight Dec. 31st. An Estimate
of the Total Kill of Deer, Moose and
Caribou.

advertisers and
publishers. It is in all respects au admirable
full of interest to

are

pages

been exhausted.

back and forth with

typographically

most attractive

Big
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and Periodicals.

Papers

Editorial Notes.
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ootatoes
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ear

supplied

constantly
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at

hand
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H. J. LOCKE & SON.

Tansfieid
3m41

PITCHER,
Block, foot of Main St.,
Belfast.

49 Westminster St., IVovidenee, ll
Wants ail
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a
kinds
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Raw

Furs, Skins, <!inst

Se eca, Ac.
Full juices guaranteed,
(’arc
selection, courteous treatment, immediate rein *
tance.
furnished
ti
<
Sliij>i»iiig Tags. Ropes,
W rite for latest price circulars.
(tm33
j
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Banana-tirowing in Costa Rica.

Deducting

all expenses, you have a net
the close of the second year of
$18,556, or thereabouts. Do you know of
auy other sure business, short of the

profit

Oops and llip l*ro(its for tlie Planter.
!)«• Kisk Mostly to tlie Shippers and In-

!

Conpanies.

quire

special Correspondence

Limon,
Few people

of The

Costa

Journal.|

s* melodious cry, “Buy a da banan,”
■.Mih the accent strong on the nan—

sales at the lowest.

about how the fruit grows
hence it comes, beyond a vague idea
nourishes wild iu the

it

fig,” as it is known
played an important part

Hast, has
:•

t

tropics.

“Adam’s

or

the needs of

plying

No count has been made, either, of
pay.
the sale of bananas between the 10th and

in

There is

iing all scientific research, it is still
question just how many years ago

"

Why Women Cannot
Sleep.”
The highly organized,

ion
.>

when Adam and Eve walked in the

finely-strung

of Eden, dressed in the airy fashion
se days: but it has been decided be-

mi

that

doubting
;i

v

their costumes

system of

jects

made

was

uot

proper,but themusa paradisia-

li-.ii

he botanists.
feet wide,

1

that

Considering

leaf is /roin 0 to 15 feet

auana

have been

our

a

long

early ancestors
scantily clothed

very
would lead

tures

so

to

us

believe.

other plant with such ancient
lineage, whose reputation
imI our own times without under-

no

table

change, either in flower,
growth; only the radius of its cullin' expanded far beyond Paravisible

>

I

sub-

them to terrors

of

nervous

We

are

thousand dollar capital,—always provided that his plantation is within easy
reach of some port to which vessels come
from New York, New Orleans or London.
That is of prime importance.
For the
on

nervous

women

hardly any occupation in which
is certain to realize a decent income

a man

apprehension which no man can ever appreciate.
The peace of mind, the mental poise and
calmness under difficulties, which is necessary for happy womanhood is only possible
when the sensitive feminine organism is in
a perfectly healthy condition.
If there be
any weakness or derangement in this respect no remedy in the world so completely restores womanly health, nervous
vigor and capability as the wonderful
‘‘Favorite Prescription” invented by Dr.
R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physician of
the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute
of Buffalo, X. V
It purifies, heals and
strengthens; insures functional regularity;
provides physical reinforcement and sustaining power at periods of special weakness and depression.
It is the only medicine which makes
the coming of baby safe and comparatively
In a personal letter to Dr Pierce,
easy.
Mrs. Marguerite Collin, of Cutler, Algoma

the material from
were

—

And

Lasting Sixty Days

the 24th month, or of other crops or fruits
which he may in the meantime be raising.

in

Nothwitli-

man.

Commencing January I, 1898,

planting, the cost will be materially lessened ; and if the planter does not need to
borrow money, he will have no interest to

the creation of the world tlie ba-

i*
...

If the land does not
cleared and burned before

need to be

anything

u

WMTkMARK down sale

Klondike, which yields equal returns? In
the foregoing statement the cost has been
reckoned at the very highest, and the

Kica,

]s'ov. 29,
who hear the street

it to

at

a

low

a
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25 cents
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Fannik Brigham Wakd.
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Gnyer Hats... 2 50
Dicers.
2 OO

2 50

200

••

"

1-50

50
100
1.50
1

..

Men's and Boys’.
2 00 Flange Hats, all colors..

25

1

1-25

1 OO

■50

50
40

Black and Brown.
1.1X1 Hats, all colors.
•75

75

•25

..

20
15.00 Mackintoshes, all colors.12.00
10 UO
7 50
"
5 00
3 75
4.50 Firemen's Rubber Coats, lirst quality. 3 25
3.50 Men's Heavy Rubber Coats.. 2.50
2.50
Dull Sheeting Coats.. I 75
2.00
and Boys’ Rubber Coats. 1 50
10110 Black All Wool Kersey Overcoats.
7.50
.50 Arm Bands.
40

••

n

10

150

_

\

20

•15

Boys’Heavy Fleeced (Wrights) .40
.25
Boys’ Grey Heavy Weight.20
Men’s Grey HeavyWeight.20
.25
1 50 Men’s Winter Caps.
1.00

I)r. Dudley A. Sargent of Harvard gave
lecture recently on “Physical Culture
de rieni.
The first roots were
for Women
in Perkins Hall, Boston,
1.00
Out.,
Co.,
.75
before
the Woman’s Educational and Insays:
,.r Western Hemisphere in the
I
was a sufferer anrl was cured by Dr.
dustrial Union.
75
.50
!v a monk; since which time
Pierce's wonderful medicine
When I comHe took up free muscular development,
menced the medicine I could neither eat nor
.50 Men’s aud Boys’ Winter Caps.40
o on lias spread
all over the; sleep My hands and feel were
**
"
*
'*
showing some of the exercises that may
constantly cold;
05
20
1 had a wasting, troublesome drain for three
be done without apparatus.
One of his
semi-tropics of America, and months* '\ud my monthly periods were never
1.50
Shirts.
1.25
of
these
exercises.
pupils
I
took
gave
examples
Dr.
Pierce's
Favorite
banana forms one of the chief
regular.
Prcserip125
1,00
tu*u aid it cured me
I feel well
I thank the
He said there is not a movement made
: exportation.
World’s Dispensary Medical Association.”
1.00
man to-day that has not been made
75
by
by
1
a
i\. the populai notion that the
men
for ages. The encounters
with
•75
60
natural
forces
and
with
wild
beasts
ture hands.
must
A few days later the ends of
ana is the staple article of food of
.50
and Boys’ Shirts.40
have made those who survived strong and
jitants of warm countries, is an- the fingers bloom with small yellow flow.25
20
athletic men.
But recently men have not
1.50 Night Shirts.
'>•
On the contrary, they warn ers, and when these drop off the bananas used their
1.00
muscles, and have entered on
100
75
-rs against the
danger of indulging form, the central stem becoming the stem a state of deterioration, in cities especial.50
40
e’y in this species of fruit which of the great bunch which afterwards de- iyArtificial exercise must now be used to
2.00 Men’s and Boys’ Gloves and Mittens. 1.50
A bunch of fruit consists of from
ldom eat themselves, except cook- velops.
train the unused muscles and these should
150
1.25
'.nV >et green.
Jt is the plantain 4 to 12 “mono#,” (hands) as they are be as nearly as possible like the natural
1.25
1.00
each
hand
from
methods.
There
are
the
a
thousand
of
S to 12
West Indies and called,
having
thiughout
ways
1.00
75
Yet there are
main land of
Central and South banana-fingers on it. In shipping, a bunch developing the muscles.
14
.75
50
special ways in which these exercises
ikes the place of bread and of eight hands is counted as full, those should be
44
44
44
44
.50
gone through.
40
to
It belongs to the same
7 hands pass muster for half
Exercise helps the whole body by infamily having 5
25
20
a bunch, and those with less than 5 hands
aana, but cannot be eaten raw.
creasing the respiration and quickening the
Hose.
.50
40
are hardly reckoned at all.
From the root circulation. There are many exercises
*es, it must be baked, boiled or
25
20
by means of apparatus, either light or
44
d. it is not many years since of each tree several shoots, or “suckers,”
.15
10
heavy. The ouly way the downward ten44
44
.10
.08
who live where bananas tiour- sprout, every one of which becomes in dency of the
body, which indicates the
.25 Linen Cuffs.20
;ed the fruit unfit for man to turn a tree and bears its bunch of
44
approach of age, can be arrested is by
bananas, means
.15
Collars.10
of constant and proper exercise. A
allowed to go to waste, or fed or may be transplanted to another cuadra.
proper poise is gained bv free exercise. In
-oid cattle.
The plant itself, Little skill or labor is required iu cultivat- civilized communities there is a
tendency
was
considered valuable for ing bananas, for dame nature
kindly does to droop the head, and it should be over- BOY’S OVERCOATS AND ULSTERS AT HALF PRICE.
ung coffee trees, its broad, most of the work herself. The first cost come by means of proper exercises.
Dr. Sargent’s pupil gave an example of
and BOYS’ SUITS AT HALF PRICE.
leaves protecting the berries of planting an acre of land is
roughly es- this special exercise, which consisted MEN’S
’i and wind.
And then there timated at $50, and the product to
easily j in bending the head back and forth and MEN’S and BOYS’ REEFERS AT HALF PRICE.
I'iirion which barred it from average 800 bunches a year to the acre. In 1 from side to side, thus bringing into acAnother
table.
In the heart of the other words, the bananas may cost the j tion the muscles of the neck.
! exercise was given to show how the spine
*ra<e
resemblance to the producer seven or eight cents a hunch,
may be kept erect and the body prevent11"ns of a
cross; and they and will sell on the plantation to the i ed from becoming bent and the shoulders
A number of other exercises
Adam, after his fall, fore- American fruit company for from 50 to 00 rounded.
were giveu, showing how the muscles in
civ of the
redemption and cents a bunch, iu American gold, and iu * various
parts of the body are developed,
upon the banana, mak- the Vnited States from $1.00 to $3.00 per
j illustrating very beautifully and gracefulfruit. But within the last bunch.
It is calculated that a vessel of | ly the points made by the lecturer; and the
uprising change has mine 1,000 tons can carry a cargo of 20.000 case with which they were done showed 1
the practice and skill of the pu pil.
»f their diva ms, and to- hunches.
If the loss by decay during the J!
is one of
their greatest voyage is as high as 15 per cent.—the
Who can fail to take advantage of this
The first carp* of ba- balance sold, even at the lowest
price of a offer. Send lo rents to us for a generous
Ask for j
‘<m to the United
dollar per bunch, gives a net profit in one trial size or ask your druggist
Eivs Cream Balm, the most positive catarrh j
I.
February of 1880, trip, of not less than s7,000. on the cargo cure. Pull size .“>0 rents.
(

Braces.....40

.75 Overalls and Frocks, each.60
«
■50
.40
1.25 Shop Coats, all colors. 1 00

.50

How

:*«-

.50

3 00

.50
.50

Read. Prices

.25

Natural Wool.50
Fleeced lined..
Camel’s Hair and Heavy Merino.35

.75

Exercises For Women.
on

Genuine ©ale.

a

SI 50 Underwear, fine Australian Wool. .$1.25
1.25
Wool. 100
1.25
Switt’s Condee, No. 1 grade. 100
1 00
Heavy Natural Wool, double front and baek.75
1.00
Fleeced lined.
,75
44
Wool Fleeced.50
.75

bunch, pocket

Dudley A. Sargent Dives Advice

Longer.^.^

obliged to sell these goods to make room tor our Spring line.
NEW, UP-TO=DATE GOODS, and will be sold just
as represented.
Any person buying these goods and not finding them perfectly satisfactory in every respect

This is

the cash and have done with it.

Dr.

no

may return them and the money will be refunded.

rest, he has merely to tickle the soil and
it laughs with a harvest.
He need not
take any risks at all.
He may sell his
bananas to the captain of some fruiter at
as

and

•25

20
lO
•10
07
.50 Men’s Garters.
.40
"
•25
20
•15
.lO
.50
Handkerchiefs.40
■13

.35

‘>5
'•

•25
■

15

20
lO

■

10

07

•05

04

MEN’S and BOYS’ MUFFLERS LESS THAN COST.
MEN’S and BOYS’ OVERCOATS AT COST.
ALL WINTER GOODS MUST BE CLOSED OUT.

REMEMBER, THIS SALE COMMENCES JANUARY 1 AND ENDS MARCH 1,1898.
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bananas only, without iuel
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may also be yielded at the same time by
carryiug passengers and mails. The heavy
loss above referred to can be
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bananas may not be found
f the year, most of which
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prevent the rays of the

ex-

trade, and the annual out-
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bru ise

develops

a great deal of
the comparative advanbanana ciop to other food

ripening

reached.

from

shining

it before the
The

I

Within

the Law.

my pretty
she said.

inn

slightest

the skin of a banana rapidly
inti* a black spot, which lessens

Kellef In Six

that the same area droop till it nearly touches the ground.
produced 1,000 pounds of I ueu they are carefully picked up and
aid produce 44,000 pounds placed in a cart, boat or railway truck, as
* dbers
have given estimates tin ease may be, and conveyed to the neardig. and all agree that as a I est port of shipment. The buyers have
tnanas produce more to tlie : given orders, by telegraph or
otherwise, of
4 land than any other.
A the day and hour the vessel w ill sail, and
the glower must have his fruit on hand at
’i bananas yields on an
average
weighing 00 pounds each, just the right minute, no sooner, no later.
a
total of 40,o*0 pounds; fSo far, the supply does not equal the deof wheat, averaging 10 maud, and the planter finds no
difficulty
l!
pounds, is only 960 pounds, iu disposing of his fruit, especially if iiis
is
on
the
bank of some river, or
seems clear that bananas
pro- place
>s times as much as wheat—
otherwise easy of access. The purchasers
wlien the plants are set at the transport it to the United States and Engmce of 18 feet apart.
Naturally, land on their own account, sharing the
oes lead
people to investigating I risks with the insurance companies.
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money in banana
United States is not an availit, because it needs a very

atmosphere, one that is well
'!i by rains and streams.
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li alluvial soil, mixed witli

actable matter and salt.
side of Costa Rica,
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which it
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each

inges, where winds have reached
!,'l it.
Some of the plants are
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bloom,

while others show the

age, a single stem shoots up in
until it extends a couple of feet

point where the leaves separate.

1

end of this stem gradually
“til it resembles a colossal rose1 its
stalk to
weight causes
11

fully

to

thej
Finally

side.
the
open and discloses in its pur“ter a red
stem, on which are minia-

"!
(

the money k vested, brings
the cost of the first year up to £3,635.
The second yeaY fewer weed-clearings are
on

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,

’ts

one

bring

the total cost at the end of the
second year up to £8,445. Now for the
other and more agreeable side of the question.
Forty manzanas of land originally

planted

with 270 suckers,

now

have at

least 10,800 suckers, yielding at the lowest calculation five bunches each—or 54,000 bunches.
these

are ever

The lowest price at which
sold is 50 cents per bunch.

at

day
At

and

BLUE HILL,
Wednesday.

At

American

El

1

3 45
3 52
4 15
4 45
5 10
5 32
o oo
6 25

2 47

7 05

5 45
9 25

1 40
6 57

j
j

Farm and Family Paper
kthe United states. Both One Year

The Best

_

F M

AM

7 00

9 00
8 30

7 00

11 00

1 20

Believing that every
have

A M

AM

AM

8 50
Burnham, depart.... 10 25
11 00
9 08
Unity.
11 15
Thorndike.
9 17
Knox.11 30
t» 23
9 38
Brooks. 11 57
9 49
Waldo. 12 15
Citypoint. 12 35 tlO 00
Belfast, arrive. 12 45 10 05

^

p M

5
5
5
5
5

05
22
32
39
52
6 03
t6 13
6 20
1

3m48

specialist close to their homes.

Fine farm in

Northport,

acres

never
e

BROS.,

No. 59 Main Street,
Belfast
4^*Mail and stage orders will receive care ul

Good soil,
failing water. Will he sold very low and,on

orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year.

NOTICE.
I have

repository on Wight street free from
dirt, where I will store one-seated carriages for $1.00, and twc seated carriages for
$1.50; twenty-five cents extra for collecting the

40tf

asy terms.

BELFAST Tn BOSTON

$2.25.

M. O.

HILL,

same.

PILES!

Leave orders

PILES!

Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itcvingof the private parts, and nothing else. Eve ry box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. aud $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
lor sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

a

steamer

at

Nursery

|
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most

reliable information

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.

WILLIAM H. HILL,Gen’l Manager, Boston,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.

RUBBER GOODS.

No

one at

all interested should be xvitlnmt it.

delay '>r fail to take advan age *>f this
remarkably liberal <Her. which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Remember, we semi both papers
a full year, including book, at the very Vw price
of $2.10.
Do

not

Address all orders

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PI B. CO.,

BELFAST, MAINE.

HOW TO MARE MONEY!
If you are out of employment and want a position,paying you from $50 to $100 monthly clear
above exjenses by working regularly, or, if you
want to increase your present income from $200
to $500 yearly, by working at odd times, w-rite the
GU'BK CO.. 723 Chestnut St., Pliila., Fa., stating
age, whetheramarried or single, last or present
employment, and you can secure a position with
them by which you can make more money easier
and

A FULL LINE OF

EHWE

Immediately and sending 10 rents additional for
mailing expenses, making $2.10 In all, we wrll
send t hamber’s Popular Encyclopedia, containing
This
700 pages and over 1,000 illustrations.
Encyclopedia, which has never sold for less than
$1.00, is unsurpassed as a work of reference. It
contains no less than 20,000 articles and will be
found of the greatest use in answering the thousands of questions that constantly arise in regard
to dates, places, persons, incidents, statistics.etc.

from Boston.

WIGHT.

Hot

Water

Belfast, Nov. 9, 1897.—45tf.

Wanted.

journal,

faster than you

made before in your life
5m44

ever

Swift & Paul’s.

JOSEPH F

Dr. Williams’

practical and instructive
Home, In connection with

publication. The Rkitulh an ,’oi rnai Doth a
full year lor only $2.00.
Lack of space forbids a description >d the contents <>f Farm and Home, which are unequalled
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
many departments may he mentioned the Farm
and harden, Market Reports, Fruit t ulture. Plans
and Inventions, The Apiary, Talks wlih a Luwjer.
Around the hlobe, Live Stock and Hair). The Poultry Yard, Question Box, The Yeterlnarj. Plants
and Flowers, Fashions ar.d Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
thus giving you 24 numbers a >ear, the whole
making a volume of over 500 page*., teeming

RETURNING TO BELFAST.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m.
From Bucksport, Mondays and Thursdays at
11.00 a.m.

dust and

39 Miller St., Belfast.

and

I

OXFORDS and

miles from

semi that

Farm

_

BOOTS,
SHOES,

Camp attention.
land, nice buildings, large
two

we can

with all the latest and

”Y

STEVENS

one of our readers -dmulri
least one good agricultural ami family
we have perfected arrangements whereby

i that experience and science can suppl>. N<> better
h
proof of its popularity can he offered than its
i enormous circulation, which extends into every
State and territory in the Union, each number
Great Reduction in Fares
being read bv no less than a million readers.

Ladies, Misses and Children’s

Great Bargain.

at

journal,

4 30
115

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by L. M. Georoe,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Boothsv, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland Nov. 10, 1897.

in

FOR ONLY 82.00.

PM

6 20
Waterville. 9 55
...7 15

House, Bangor

were miracles. Dr. Thomas’ ability to tell a patient
his disease without asking a question is as well
established as that Dr. Thomas lives.
These visits of the doctor will afford an excellent opportunity for many to consult this eminen

fMMStiGME

AM

AM

Portland.

rival of

PILES!

Auburn, Me!°*'

lo
20
30
43
50
58
15
25

TO BELFAST.

There isn > physician in the United States better
known than the coctor. His cures are so numerous and often of such a miraculous nature that
many writers have claimed that many of his cures

Belfast, Oct. 14,1897.

■■■■■!

9 08

Boston >ED.
isoston,
(W D.

House, every

|

35
45

Boston,)

House,every Mon-

Blue hill

00
10

tl
1
1
1
1
1
2
3

1* M

F M

Tuesday.

every

53

Portland. 12 23
4 15
T,
| E. 1).
W D.
422

Thursday afternoons.

ELLSWORTH,

41

..AND..
F M
1 05

A M

43 Cliurch Street.

At BANG OB, Bangor

15
20
30

RUBBERS,
Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced from
to $2.25.
Having decided to close out our entire stock of $3.00
Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
and
(
hildren’s
we
offer
Misses
footwear,
Ladies,
from $3 10 to $2 30, aid a proportionate reducsome of the best bargains ever offered in Helfast.
j
tion made in the price of through tickets between
FOR SALE.
this is a genuine closing out Boston and all landings on Penobscot river.
1 offer for salt at a bargain 213 acres of land in j
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
sale regardless of cost.
All
i.inc.olnville, ex,ending fr« in Pitcher’s Pond near
Mil! he reduced from $2.00 and $1.50 to
j sizes, 2 1-2 to 8, 0 to 13. Coin, each,
Kendall’s Mill t< Duck Tr ip stream, including the
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
McCobb farm, so-called, and buildings. This land
Opera, Common Sense toes.
a
STEAMERS WILL LEAVE BELFAST
has on it large quantity of sapling pine, spruce,
oak and other gr< wth and \> itliin a mile of PitchnnN’T m*ss this chance to get agood.serviceFor Boston, via Camden and Rockland,at (about j
UUn I able article at less than wholesale 2.30
er’s mill. Will sell the whole or part: also stumpm. Mondays and Thursdays
p.
prices.
W M. C. M A RS l-i A LL.
age.
For Winterport, via all landings, Wednesdays
Belfast, Nov. 16, 1897.—4 6Sale commences Thursday, Oct 14th. and Saturdays at (about) 8.On a. m., or upon ar-

Ground, 135

fig

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
Bangor....

7
t7
7
7
7
8
8
8
11

FARM AND TIMBER LAND !

PERRY DAVIS’

Hie great household
M remedy for Worms,
IF ag ami all complaints
'■■r of children. InvaluDIINJ UUORM ah'e in all stomach
troubles.
In use AS
■■ ■
w** ■ ■ Mg H |f% years. Price3ri cents.
'Irustrl-I for il.
mm ■
III Be Ask
Dr”
■■
■ ■■

aldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.
W

Every Friday, Sarurday and Sunday,

FRED G. SPINNEY,

25 and 50 cent Bottles.

cn-wwwuv,

BELFAST.

Waterville

BY..

BEWARE OF IMITATIONSBUY ONLY THE GENUINE.

TO LET.

follows:

depart.
Citypoint..

BELFAST

CLOTHING

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos

run as

A M

WILL MAKE A PROFESSIONAL VISIT AT

NEURALGIA.

needed, but 54,000 bunches of bananas
are to be cut, a portable house is
needed,
plows and other agricultural implements,
''uids. The buds and blossoms all of which,
The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
together with the overseer’s
H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
dtairs.
When the plant reaches wages and interest at 6
per cent., may by
C. O. POOR.

1

3

12 months

A Medicine Chest in Itself.

will

Belfast,

A. A, Howes & Co.’s. The Specialist of Ratal Medicine,

Fire, Life.™ Accident 'Insurance.

Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for

BL K.

FROM

OF BAN GOB. MAINE,

James Pattee & Son,

‘lying stages, from tiny green
golden clusters that weigh from

<‘i

-atE_

I8p7.

Pain-Killer.

ton

Dr. E. W. THOMAS

30 CE TS

you going,
a-hiking, sir.”

CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH

TIM

and from

M. X. Rich, Secretary of the State and
No. 11 Main St., Belfast, Me.
Portland Boards of Trade, has completed
(Opposite Staples *Xr Cottrell.)
his annual revi ew of the condition of busi- | I have
justopened rooms ami will make a specialty
ness in Maine during the past year.
He of altering ami mending all kinds of MENS,
says general business for the year was very ! WOMENS and HOYS’ CLOTHING. All work
done neatly an l promptly at reasonable prices.
satisfactory as a whole. Ge nerally speak3m49
Open Day and Evening.
People have
ing, money has been easy.
Work done while you are waiting.
purchased with due caution, and very few
cases of serious business embarrassment
have been reported, and very few failures
iu Portland or through the State.
The ;
large lumber trade of the State has inhave
buildbeen extensive
i
creased; there
ing operations; better prices prevail for
real estate; the increase in railroad building has exceeded that in any other State;
OFFICE : HASONIC TEMPLE,
steamboat companies have increased their
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,
facilities, and there has been a noticeable
revival in the demand for sailing vessels.
tf
53
BELFAST, MAINF:.
Our European trade has largely increasMr. Richard Villafrauca, formerly the
ed.
The pulp business in Maine is now
Costarican Consul in San Francisco, Cali- the largest in the world; manufactories
TRY GRAIN-0 ! TRY GRAIN-0 !
fornia, published some important bulletins continue to multiply, and mechanics are
1 yemployed at satisfactory wages.
Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
on banana
growing a few years ago. As general
The State is becoming more and more a of GRAIN-O, the new food drink that takes the
knows
more
about
the
nobody
subject resort for summer tourists while the influx place of coffee. The children may drink it withthan be, I take the liberty of borrowing a of sportsmen was greater iu 1897 than out injury as well as the adult. All who try it,
few of his figures,
like it. GRAIN-0 has that rich seal browu of
lie reckons from the ever before.
Summing up these and other evidences Mocha or Java, but it is made from pure grains,
average plantation of 40 manzanas (about of
the
for
the
outlook
steady growth,
and the most delicate stomach receives it without
fifi acres), and takes into consideration all
State was never more hopeful than at
distress. 1-4 the price of coffee and 25 cents per
the difficulties to be overcome, such as this time, or the prospect for continuing
package. Sold by all grocers.
progress
greater.
bad roads, scarcity of labor, high price of
seed, etc., and also calculates that the
planter has not money enough to buy his

planted from
part, in cna'lros, or squares,
fit.
They usually attain
of ten months, and after laud and improve it
too, but has been
ripe fruit may be gathered compelled to borrow money by mortgage
Pe year.
A banana planta- on his
property at 6 per cent, a year,
be us beautiful as a rose- (.living 00 acres of wild land, the cost of
lily-farms of our friends in cutting down the underbrush, clearing,
is. but it is a more
interesting (with 270 suckers at £25 per hundred) and
“iflier. The pale-green plumes,
five weed-clearings, would be in the neigh'•iivctly from the ground like borhood of £3,070. Adding board and
"iery, are often 20 feet long, expenses of an experienced overseer, at
leaf divided by a vein in the £30
per mouth, and 0 per cent, interest for
are

Maine in

I

-FOR-

are

Hours.

Maine Central R. R.i
On and after Nov. 14,18117, trams connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for

Distressing Kidnex and Bladder disease CLEANSING,
relieved in six hours \ y “Nexv Great South
American Cure.”
It is a great surprise on
DYEING,
account of its exceeding promptness in re- ;
PRESSING and
lieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back, I
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
REPAIRING of

ited

ts>

‘Where

’m going

id

“There’s no bed on your vhee
though, my pretty maid.” “When I mount,
there will be one, sir, she said. [Harper's
Bazar.

1? Main Street, Belfast.

»

Fil Cent Tea

!
BROS., rfi Warren St., N. Y. City.
suffered from catarrh of the worst kind
ever since a hoy, ami l never hoped for cure,
hut Ely's Cream Balm seems to do even
that. Many acquaintances have used it
with excellent resi its.
[Oscar Ostrum, 4'
Warren Are., Chicago, 111.
ELY

I water almost immediately.
If you want
perience has taught the natives to so guage
j quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
the blows when severing the stems that Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
ly2S
the first causes the ponderous cluster to ! Belfast, Me.

uly in the present century

®1,

on

is

sun

the value of the fruit in market, if it does
not utterly ruin it.
Great care is necessary in cutting the huge bunches. Ex-

r<*

§r'

the fruit and

destination

has been

■

ip

Bananas in-

proper care.

tended for exportation must he cut green
and stowed in the vessel in such a way as
to permit the air to circulate
freely and

banana-culture exclusive-

go

by

STAPLES & COTTRELL,

Salesmen

Inducements unequaled. Our Nurseries
are right here at home. The demand is for Hardy
Stock Grown in Bleak New England. Write at once.
WHITING NURSERY CO., 457 Blue Hill Avenue,
Boston.
2m52

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,
FOR SALE BY

Offices for Rent,
rooms in Johnson Block, High
street,
recently occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaker,
are for rent with immediate possession.
Enquire

The

of

A. A. HOWES & CO.

POOR & SON.
Belfast, July 29, 1897.-30tf
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1

the

Editor

of my friends are
my horse, Bine Wilkes, 2 27, I will write a
Blue Wilkes,
few lines for their benefit.
2 27, is a bright bay, 16 hands high and

weighs 1,100 pounds.

He has white

other points black.
by Wickliffe (2520) the sire
Brookliffe, 2.29 1-4, Lucena
Kegy, 2 30, St or uie liffe, 2 13

behind

Editor ami
Business Manager.

murderers paid the penalty of the
1 .st Friday, O'Neil in Massachusetts

:

He

|

pasterns
sired !

Toga, 26,
(4) 2 25 1-2,

1-4, Nicotena

(P) 2.27, Equity Wilkes (P) 2.23 1 4, Bay
Cliffe, 2 2n 14, Maxie, 2 09, and many other
is
Wickliffe (2520)
by <*eo.
I)
int in California. Both died pro- j fast ones.
Wilkes, 2 22, dam Patehen Maid (dam of
uii theii innocence, but both were und.ir il v guilty of most atrocious crimes. Astral, 2 18) by Mambrino Patehen (58) sire

key

bug

a

and

a

of onions, some religious litersupply of candy. The onions

whiskey were
packages."

and
inal

of

in the

course

orig-

The Lincoln County News, although
down, admits that the business

prospects of Waldoboro

at

very bright,
rial iu these words: “Let

this time

brief edito-

us

hope, how-

that the smelts will bite

ever,

lay

and the hens

are

a

and closes

not

are

highest.”
I -mis Post Despatch says the
Browns have been sold to a synii-ate composed of John T. Brush, the
Indianapolis baseball magnate, Messrs.
1 alboi and Schmidt of that city and Frank
Bobixui, president of the Cleveland club,
l<*i
immi.
<ft),oOo in cash,the balance in

The St.

Si.

I

>uij>

>

notes.

This reminds one of how, in ante hell am
•lays down > >uth, they used to sell the

j

Blacks.

easily

i

20,

think, had

was

a

King's daughter,” paying

a

g

owing

cared to tribute to her many virtues and her exemhave done so The last race he entered was plary Christian character. Among tlm num!
couraging one in the coasting trade, but
erous floral offerings were the following:
at Blue hill, where he started in the 2.20
White carnations, Mrs. James A. Honey;
!u- piescnt year the influence of the new
class, hut was taken sick very mysteriously, j
A. H.
spray of carnations, Mr. and Mrs
xi; ; will be felt and there are other ini Those who were there and saw him go will j Schoolcraft; spiay of carnations, Mr aud
.cions of bettei business tor sailing
testify that he was so weak he could go Mrs. Gale; pink roses, Mary Farrell; star,
Mr. and Mrs J. L. Jones; spray of hyaThe Klondike exodus is taking only to the quarter, <>u account of
weakuess, cinths, Miss Maud Jones; spray of rose
number of vessels from eastern resulting from his sudden and mysterious pinks, Mrs. S. A. Lougee, callas, Mr. and
jo.iia
illness.
But. he established a name for him- Mrs. 0. E. Farrington and Mr. and Mrs. 11.
»t O', and with loss by wreck and wearJ. Pollard; white carnations and maiden
self and showed himself to be a race horse
’.i
>i
old
craft
the
and
ing
hair ferns, Charles Nichols; spray of pinks.
coasting
from
start
to
finish.
Mr. Hoole; basket of flowers; Horace Ela;
’s
will the somewhat diminlisl.'i:_
It was remarked at El is worth by one of white carnations, Chelmsford Lodge, 1. O.
i'ids should ensure better busiG. T.; spray of carnations, F. N. Burnham:
Maine’s best horsemen that in his opinion
tbosx* n-maiiiing and lead to the
spray of pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Charles SandBlue Wilkes could step the track three trips
ers; spray of carnations, Mr, and Mrs. G.
_■
o a number «»i new vessels.
D: key aud Mr. and Mrs Hunt. Tie bearin 2 20.
This I think he could have dune;
Messrs. James Honey, Edward
ers
were
! but ui course do not know, as I did not call
Hoole, Carlton Rouse and William Reyf the city council
At tin last meeting
upon him at all until on the last quarter of nolds.
Interment was in the Eilson Ceme11•!iuv\ i:ig older was passed:
the mile in which he took his record of 2 27.
tery, under the direction of J. A. Weinbeck.
>
i• .1
Tisat the issiu of 4 pei cent. He made that in
seconds, which showed [Lowell, Mass., Mail, Jan. 3d.
Alvah Jones is a native of Brooks, a sou
;ciuiioim: bonds dated N<»v. 15, W7, sold lie had some reserve speed,
c'UiTract with Faison. Leach
-.is
cA
He
j- :
rlo the amiabie Prospect friend who gave of the late John J>. Jones of that town.
o.
i. Dec.
Li. lsi'7. be limited to $478,20 years,
; my horse a puff in the The Journal in the has been in Lowell, Mass., some
i)i )o.
1
December 30th number, I wish a happy and but has always had an interest iu Brooks,
As a sinking fund of $500,000 had aland at the present time owns the home farm
s New Year.
prosper!
j
ready been provided, this reduction in the
on Sprout Hill.
Very truly yours,
amount of bonds issued must not only
I. F. Gould.
Mrs. Eliza C. Haskell, who lately died in
.strengthen the bonds in the market, but
Deer Isle, is worthy of more than passing
Secret Societies.
it ieduces the debt, to that amount and
notice. She was about seventy-two years of
makes an annual saving in interest of $800.
age. Her life was that of a modest aud
Twelve candidates took the degree in Delhi
quiet woman, a devoted and throughly unIdie bonds will be printed in about two
Hut, Princes of the Orient, Tuesday evening. selfish mother. Her baud and heart were
ever open to the needy, the distressed and
weeks, and as soon thereafter as practicable
B. F. Neal, Deputy Grand Warden, infor all in sorrow. She was the daughter of
the actual work of refunding will begin.
stalled the officers of Belfast Lodge, N. E. Capt David Haskell, who iu his life-time
The new bonds are already advertised by O.
was a
well-known citizen. Mrs. Haskell
P., Monday evening.
lived all her life on lauds once owned by
one firm of brokers.
The officers of Enterprise Lodge, A. O. LT.
her great- grandfather, Deacon Francis Hasone of the first settlers of the island.
England imports for annual consump- W., will be installed this, Thursday, even- kell,
She first married John B
Richardson, who
at Knights of Pythias Hall by District
ing,
tion $48,000,000 worth of eggs.
died in New York nearly fifty years ago,
New
O. W. Sims of Hallo well.
Deputy.
new
of
a
while
in
command
vessel, and
Y<uk City and State alone consume $48,of age.
Francis H. Welch, District Deputy Great when he was only twenty-six years
000amm) worth of eggs and poultry every
Her second husband was Bishop Haskell,
raised to their stumps the chiefs of who died at sta from yellow fever in 1S63
Sachem,
The United States yearly conyear.
Tarratine Tribe, I. O. R. M., Monday even- while in command of the. ship “Charles &
sumes $500,000,000 of eggs and poultry.
Jane.” From each marriage there was a
ing. He was assisted by Cbas. S. Bickford
daughter aud a son. The oldest daughter,
( unada exports $30,000,000 worth of eggs
as Great Sanup and Charles M.
Perkins, wife of the late Capt. Deunis Haskell, was
drowned at sea twenty years ago, by the
annually. The poultry products of this Great Prophet.
sinking <>f the “Kremlin” from eollisiou
cuutiDj aggregate more in a year than
Past Grand Master Samuel Adams in- with an
English steamship. By all this it
Of all the country’s i.uany single crop.
stalled the officers of Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. will be seen that to the subject of this nothe first knowledge of her most severe
tice
le-cit s the poultiy industry is most gen
last
F.,
Thursday evening. He was assist- sorrow came
^
suddenly, and it might be trueirdiy pursued. In 1800 the poultry earn- ed by B. B Greenlaw as Grand Marshal; R. ly said that she never really recovered from
the shock and grief caused by her daughter’s
ii g> of the United States amounted to i C. Leonard as Grand Warden; 1. T. Clough
death. The oldest sou is Capt. Ed.
$j,.)o,(MMi,ootj. being a greater value by as Grant! Secretary; and Clias. R. Coombs tragic
A. Richardson, and the youngest daughter,
as Grand Treasurer.
1
>
im
non than our entire wheat c-i
Mrs. J. S. SpofTord, both i>f Deer Isle. The
»j,
Friday evening Jan 7th, occurred the long youngest sou is T. B. llaskell of Salem,
gli;.", Omi.uuO greater than
our
s\v ne
Mass. Ed. A. llaskell, who is master over
expected annual hall of Golden Crown the second division of the Boston & Albany
b
us, $50,000,000 more than eur
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, at Yankee Blade railroad, with his headquarters at Springcioj., more thau three times as |
Hail, Brooks. Over 100 ilauce tickets were field, Mass was the only child of the daughidi the interest paid ol. mortgages 1
e!* ■:
Haskell will
drowned. Mrs
sold and about 150 people took supper at the ter who was
i.
long be remembered by the many who
he year, and $112,000,000 more'
(■•
A. R. banquet hall.
A delegation was loved imr. and by her children and her chiltbii. we >pend for schools.
present from Belfast, and all ha*! a good dren’s children, over all of whom she had
such loving care and who was to them all
time.
that, a fond and faithful mother could ever
Tlic War Department is nosv in posses- I
Timothy Chase Lodge, BP and A M., he. [Ellsworth American.
sion of tiu* journal of Commander W <
elected the following officers Jan. t*th W.
1
dell of the confederate privateer Shenai- M., Dayton F. Stephenson; S. \V., Hiram L.
Died Dec Id, 1807, in Lowell, Mass., Mrs.
do.ih .iisd it :urnislies a most interesting j Partridge; J. W., James H. Howes; Treas., Dr. Nancy A. Prescott, aged about 85 years,
The
widow of the late Stephen Prescott.
recoid of the career of that vessel.
The George A. Quimby; Sec’y, Chas. BP John- deceased was the last
daughter living of a
son; S.
B'rank R. Woodcock; J. D.
D.,
aud
of
llev.
Joab
Elizabeth
the
i
British
family
large
Shenandoah, originally
ship Frank I
Wilson; Tyler, Alvin Blodgett; Ingraham Brown, whose early life was
sea King, was a full rigged ship of 1,003
spent in Thomaston and Liberty, Me. She
Trustee, George A. Quimby.
;ons and 230 horse power, with a battery !
early acquired a love for the care of the
Massasoit
Lodge, No. 84, l. O O. BP, of Hick', her father being a physician as well as
of four eight-inch guns—two thirty-two j
a
preacher of the gospel. She was taught in
Castine, held their installation Monday
that benevolent service. Her husband died
pounders and two twelve-pauuders. She :
at I. O. O. B' hall, the inevening, Jan.
leaving her with two sons and three daughwas bought by the Confer.erates on lie-!
stallation being performed by 1). f). G. M., ters to care for when she moved to Lowell,
retun to England from her first voyage
Mass where she has since lived and practicB'rank S. Perkins, assisted by 1 ast Grand J.
ed medicine after the botanic theory with
in lie East Indian trade, and was deliver- M.
as Grand Marshal.
Officers
lic

l

past

season

was

not

a

very

en-

marked him in 2

J

I

|

<

j

|

|

ed.

■

apt. Waddell and crew at Madeira.
!S, ls»>4. She was actually cruis1 nion
property bir eight months,

<>

<> to bet
: a

ing

and

that time she

daring

captured

and

iestr-!>ed vessels
'.Inin

r

1
•sin*

to the value of more
.Khi,(Kh», and the Union had never
.hole to din t a blow against her.

had

visited every ocean except the
c.'vering the distance of 58,000

Yntai.

miles

statute
:

n

The last gun of the rebel'.red in the Arctic ocean from

w m

were
Yogell
Sewall Perkins, N. G.; W. G. Stevens, V.
G ; E. E. Crockett, K. Sec.; Geo. A. Wheeler, Treas.; T. BP Biale, Jr., W.; E. II. Gray,
Con.: A. J Rafnell, Chap.; J. Walter Weeks,
R. S. of N. G.; Geo. H. Weeks, L. S. of N.
I G.; B. D. Perkins, R. S. of V. G ; B'rank BP
| Rea, L S. of V. G.; Chas. E, M. Oluskey, I.
lO.; John H. McKinnon, O. G Massasoit
! lodge during the year 1897 bought new offieers' and members’chairs and new canopies,

and

u

<

.lane 22, ls*i.".

j

j

y.
v.

-«i.

«.

wht*.
"V
i;
■»>

an

place at the home
•••'in’s father, Nathan:--! Young, .1.

i",.e

g.?.

a

Matti

v. s

cereun

ny

t.«

officiating.

<-k

The

ceremony was
of immediate

!

S

shal.

Wm.

;

i

I
:

(P

After

the

installation

the

brethen

|

adjourned to the banquet room of the i
presence
frien-.M ami relatives, after which refresh- Knights of Pythias’ lodge, where their j
I
ladies were awaiting them with an appetizments w.-re served and an hour or so was
spent a social intercourse. Many wishes ing supper all prepared, to which all did
were extended for the future happiness of
ample justice. There was not a large number present, but it was a very enjoyable
Mr. att-J Mrs. Young.
pei jtn

<1

in

th**

having

she

failed rapidly and passed

1).libel M. Wescott, one of the oldest railmioi in Maine, died at his home in Baugor, Jail. 8th, aged 02. The deceased was
horn in Brooksville, Me., and weut to BanHe was foreman in
gor when a young man.
the. construction of the Bangor & Piscataquis
railroad and of the Belfast branch of the
Maine Central. At the opening of the Belfast branch he became conductor on that line
and afterwards ran between Bangor and
Waterville and Bangor and Portland. When
the Mt. Desert branch of the Maine Central
was opened, in 1883, be became conductor on
that line and continued up to about two
years ago, when failiug health compelled
him to retire. A wife and twro children
survive. He was a member of several railroad societies aud was an Odd Fellow.

George A. Blodgett, a respected citizen of
Augusta, living at No. 27 Weston street,
died
at
1.15
Sunday morning, after
Hakrino— MacLaughlin. Miss Mildred
The officers of Sheridan F. Miller Com- over a
year’s illness with paralysis, aged
E MacLaughlin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
about 50 years. Mr. Blodgett had a very
Frederick L. MacLaughlin of 5 New Millet mand, No. 21, U. VP U., were installed Monacquaintance throughout the New Engst. Dorchester, was married at her home last
day evening, Jan. 10th, by mustering officer wide
land States, having traveled for many years
evening to Mr. Carl A. G. Harring. The
M. C. Dilworth,as follows: Col., W. H. Cliffor Jordan, Marsh & Co., and other Boston
ceremony was performed by Rev. W. R.
ford ; Lieut. Col., F. L Palmer: Major, R, firms. The funeral was held at the house,
Campbell of Roxbury. The bride was attendm.
(Kennebec Journal.
M.
C.
ed by Miss Mildred E. Shute of Searsport,
Whitehead; Adjt.,
Dilworth; Chap. Tuesday, a.
Mr. Blodgett was a native of this city, son
Me. and Mr. Frederick L. MacLaughlin Jr.
Samuel Morse; Q. M., R. Waterman; O. D.,
The reception was attended
was best man.
of Mr, and Mrs. S. A. Blodgett. He leaves a
A. D. Smalley; O. G., O. K. Ryder; D. M .,
by a large number of friends. Mr, and Mrs.
wife and son and two sisters, Mrs. B. B.
Harring after a brief tour will be at home to D. T. Guptill; S. M., Otis Whitmore; Q.
Foster of Portland and Mrs. W. H. Quimby
their friends at 5 New Millet st. [Boston S. B. A. Hart. After installing the officers
occasion.

Globe.

three recruits

were

mustered and several

of

ence

of

a

friends and relatives. They
Cambridge, Mass., where Mr.
employment.

few

will reside in

Norris has

interesting union meeting was
Baptist church last Sunday evenRevs. J. F. Tilton, Baptist; G. G.
ing.
Winslow, Methodist; aud Geo. S. Mills,
Congregationalism were on the platform

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
well
call

the

handsomest, and others are invited
on any druggist and get free a trial bottln
to
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchits
and Consumption. Price 25c. and Oc.
as

as

,

brief remarks. A season of prayexhortations followed. The music
by the Baptist chorus choir.

aud made
er

aud

was

The annual meeting of George Pratt
Epworth League was held at the Methodist
church Monday evening. The following
officers were elected; President, Frank P.
Blodgett; Vice Presidents, Mrs. F. P. Blodgett, Miss Annie Going, Mrs. G. G. Winslow,
Miss Georgia S. Pratt; Secretary, Miss Essie
Sanborn ; Treasurer, George A. Russel 1;
Junior Superintendent, Miss Lillian Spinney

|

Sunday

tend

school elsewhere

invited to this

are

cordially

Sunday school.

Services at the I'niversalist church next

Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship with sermon at 10:45 followed hy Sunday school.
Young people’s devotional
meeting at six o’clock led by the pastor. A
;i
portion of the evening wiii h
up to
the reading if
Elbert Hubbard s “Little
Journey to the Home of Madame Guyon."
the celebrated French religionist of a century
At the morning service the choir will
ago.
sing Dudley Buck’s “Jubilate in ( "and a
new hymn, “Holy Light," by 0. if Wells.

This, Thursday, evening at 7.15, there will
be the usual mid-week meetiug at the North
church. Topic, “Unburdening the Soul,” 2
Chron 30:13-27 ; Luke 15:10-24; 1 John 1:5-10.
The services of Sunday will he as follows:
Preaching service at 10 45 a. m. with sermon
by the pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills, Sunday
school at 12

Meeting

m.

Topic,

at(i.l5.

of

“Fishers of

the C. PL Society
how to win

men:

souls,” 2 Tim. 4:1-8. It will be a question
box meeting. The pastor will lecture in the
vestry at 7.15 p.

m.

Services at the Baptist church next Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship
with sermon by the pastor on “consecrated
service” 1 Chron. 29:5. Sunday school at
12 o’clock, Mr. F. L. Robertson, Supt.
Jun1
ior C. E. at 3 o’clock p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. at
6 o’clock.
Geueral service of song with 1
sermon by the Pastor upon “Christ
and
Nicodemus” Jno. 3:3; at 7 o’clock. The music
will be as follows:

Morning.
Burche
Hymn Anthem,
When gathering clouds around f view
Selection, Come! said Jesus’sacred voice,
Holden.
Contralto solo

and quartette.

Evening.
Selection, chorus. Trio, Hope.

Rossini.

Stockton Springs. Capt. Elden S. Slmte
arrived home the past week for the winter.
Mrs. Amanda Costigau of Hampden is
visiting Mrs. Margaret Ames... Mrs. John
Kandell has been m Belfast the past week,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Kandell....
Capt. Melvin Colcord arrived home from
New York Sat.urdav-Mrs. Irene Hitch,
who is employed in NViuterport, visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas Trundv, Stt.ur

expelled by the
God’s appointed
If

pure.

we

lungs

1,000

sire to know

Rolls at 3 Cents Per Roll.

Paper in lots of
of it cost

often

so

YOURS

are

...«T e w elers...

Honest Goods.
—Lowest Prices.

mis-

25 MAIM STREET,

BELFAST.

about the treatment of
will receive Dr. Hunter’s

more

lung complaints
books, giving ail particulars, free, by applying to him at 117 West Forty-fifth Street,
N w York.

NATIONAL BANK

PEOPLES

IF
YOU
HAVE
A RING
THAT
NEEDS
A NEW
STONE
GIVE
US
A CALL
JEWELRY
REPAIRING
PROMPTLY
DONE.
ALL WORK
GUARANTEED.
GEO. R.

L

A, KNOW LION, I ’resident

IRAMv

Feb. '2*.

Is<*I.

July 2 4. I SIM.
$544,4 SO-2'J
Dec IJ, 1S05.
$i«0,$:is.i7

$3(1,353.(19
July II, ts<#r>.
$123,(1*5.5*

DEPOSITS:

These figures are. taken from our sirorn statement*
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

is

inflamed,

of Cod-fiver Oil will soothe,
strengthen and probably cure.
The cod-liver oil feeds and
strengthens the weakened tissues.
The glycerine soothes
and heals them. The hypophosphites of lime and soda
impart tone and vigor. Don't
neglect these coughs. One
bottle of the Emulsion may do
more for you now than ten
Be sure you
can do later on.
get SCOTT'S Emulsion.
druggists ; 50c. and $1.00.
SCOTT & BOWNH, Chemists, New York.
All

Representing

having sold her millinery business
MRS.

H.

B.

to

CUNNINGHAM,

all bills can be settled .with Mrs.
until February 1st.
Belfast, Jan. 6, 1898 —2wl

Cunningham

Comptroller

Twenty Million Assets.

Over

FIRE, FIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
jgp-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION, m Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contract
ors, Administrators and Trutsees. | Correspondence solicited
Real estate bought and sold

Bonds of

ard Ear

Eye

a

until,!)

1 2..tO to .t

O E A It 1)1
8 p.

m

ANS.
rn»i{>.

k\k<

Fares
$2.25.

Portland Maine,

oi

a.*m.
to

i;\

|>

Tfi3 Unio i Safe Deposit & Tr ist Co

Specialty.

and 7

Suritystiif

l>si

of Glosses and Oisaasss if

A1M1I MS I K

\ I OUS,
KKS,
CON l'K \( runs.

M VIV K

EIR^PORT,

ASSION

Telephone Conn eotion.

,1111(1 to holders *>f .ui> p-^ition
obtained upon applic.ition i*>

•>:

J. H. & W. H.
:im52

At IJelfast

trust,

c.ui

QUIMBY,

Savings liauk.

•

Having purchased the original records of
estate

th e

Cates, for the convenience of all

of d.

ir

pensioners having claims pending, and of those
Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced from

$3.00

to

$2.25.

Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from $3 lo to $2.3<»,amla proportionate reduction made in the price of through tickets between
Boston and all landings on l’enobscot river.
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
each, will be reduced from $2.00 and $1.50 to
$1.50 and $1.00 each.
STEAMERS WILL LEAVE BELFAST
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, at (about)
12.30 p m. Mondays and Thursdays.
For Winterport, via all landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about) 8.00 a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
RETIRMNR TO BELFAST.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m
From Bucksport, Mondays and Thursdays
11.00 a. m.

at

WILLIAM H. HILT,. (lend Manager, Boston.
( HAS. F. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.

<»1
s<.

OWEN

House for Rale or Rent.
Citypoint, Belfast,
Apply at once to
At

near

L. C.

2w2

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

HOKSI1.

deposit boxes for
58

Our

rent at
a

53, 55. 56.50

an

year.

vault is

unequaled in Eastern Maine
'■■I UNEXCELLED in security ac.am.st fire

Thirty years in the business at Liberty. The
finest stock of all grades to be found between the
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from the cheapest wood casket to the finest broadcloth and vel
it
vet, white and black. Terms reasonable and

new

ami burglary in the country.
Those routing b.»\ is
iu
have the e viusi v
privilege of takiu. tlnur b..\es to and from th
vault.
«•

I.. C. >K»lisi:.
guaranteed.
Liberty. Me., dan. 10. 1808.— 2tf

isfaction

DR, W. L,

^Veterinary

INVENTORS

%

WEST,
Surgeon.-^

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary Col lege.
Office and

Office

flood

Searsporl, Stockton, s»\an\iilc, Brook-.
Unity, S(*arsinont and 1 ihert\ (>ne agent

Hospital I* Congress street.

Telephone 8-2.

Mrs. E.

Residence

in each town.

Telephone 2-1.

No capital
dress

Lancaster,

DR. JOHN STEVENS,

35 HIGH STREET.
Terms moderate.

electric needle.
Orders attended to day or evenan

18 Main St,

3m50

Special attention given
throat.

SAVE 20 PER CENT, of Attorney’s fees bytransacting your business through my office.
Patents designed, patents caveats, trade marks,
Address, with
copy rights, assignments, etc.
3m*2
stamp,

CUTTER, Registered Patent Solicitor,
City Hall, Boston, Mass.

WANTED.
IMMEDIATELY

for geueial housework
WANTED
Good
the
wages

3w52tf

to

a

capable

FOR RENT.

O N K

the best locations in the

city,

luquire

SHALES & CO,.
64 Main Street.

Belfast, Jan. 11,1898.-2tf

of

I wish to close out all my horse stock, 10 head,
including dam of Wilkesmont, 2 20 1-4, Nelsonee,
4 years, 2.29 1-4, colts from one to four years old,
hi*gh bred and promising. Any reasonable offer
WM. C. MARSHALL.
accepted.
Belfast, Nov. 10, 1897.—40

diseases of
dm2

nose

and

M

OJ

R K

C II

V

NOK,

1 want all those sufferin'; from any form of
/,‘erfnl disease to call on me at Windsor Hotel,
Belfast, Wednesday. .Ian. llUli. from H a. m.
to 1 p. m. I will niv’e them one treatment ahsn-*
lutely FKKK. 1 d<> this to show sull'erers from
Piles the simplicity of the method.

Horse Stock tor Sale.
one

to

NOTICE.

woman

in a large family.
right person. Inquire of
MRS. H. P. THOMPSON,
Franklin Street, Belfast.

28 School St., opp.

Blacksmith and Joiner shop,

(loot! pay
Light work
V *r particulars ad

required.

“/;• lSolfsiMt, Mo.

>1 AMICI'KING and
Sll A MPOOING.

Superfluous hair removed by

reliable agents, either men or
canvas for us in the towns of

women, to

Pharmacy :U ItelfaM Livery (’<>.

Residence and

CHIROPODIST.

GAMMANS,
6 Church St., Belfast.

L. T

$33,000'

SURPLUS,

Safe

ing.

of

i ■

Established in!1836.'

OKCOSI I’S SOLID nil)

the railroad station.

ALBERT
2tf

who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase of pensions, I will be at c. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the postoffice, .fan 24th and 25th, to do pension business.

Maiiit'.

Corin' <>r Ins<>i.\km y, )
Belfast, January 12. 1898.
0. WHITE, Assignee on the estate of
.JAMES F. FFK\ \LI». individually and as a
member of Fernald \ Mudgett >>1 Belfast, in said
County. Insolvent Debtor, having presenn-1 Ids
first and final account as assignee of said estate
for allowance,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three,
weeks successively in The Republican Journal and
Belfast Age, newspapers printed in Belfast, in
said County, that alt persons interested may attend at a Court of Insolvency to he held at Belfast, on the tenth day of February, 1898, and
show cause, if any they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
(\ E. MESERVEY, Judge.
AttestChas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

fl. F. SOIWORTH

treas-

urer’s

the

to

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

Ihe

Waldo

Scott’s Emulsion

j$l Vl.sM WJ

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,

Fitting

BOS T OX

Dec. 17, 1S1H

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw i11t-*!••-.: payable .lamof tie* m*\t m-min.
ary 1st and .Inly 1st. Deposits during any month draw interest trom the Hr
This department offers much [/renter security to depositors than Savings Hanks, ina- mu.'ii as even’
deposit is a twin to the hunk, and all deposits i:i our Hank are </uo ro e,t e,-,l i:\ twice tin am Mint of miV
Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Hank in Wald.) o«.untv. our vault has all the latest
improvements in Fire an l Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering ore r, ,•
to lepositors Pan any other
bank in tliis county.
We have SAKE DEPOSIT BOXES at #3, *.*> and «s per year. All om ii..\e> are e,rii(,,,- a n ith er'ra
t y<5
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.

JEWELER

BELFAST TO

5, i
$*3,97WI

March

15, 1897
$202,143.72

E. H. DURGIN, M. D,

m

1891.
*79,4*0.59
July 14,! *90.
*172,09:4.10
Her.

Dec.

POOR,

Great K<‘«ln<>t ioti

Wir,(.i>1 (ashler.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL

Mrs. Nellie Colcord, Miss Evelyn Colcord,
Miss Edith Fletcher and Mr. Lewis Clifford
visited Comet Grange, Swanville, Mouday
eveuiug and report a very tine time.

If you have coughed and
coughed until the lining membrane of your throat and lungs

Quick.

RESPECTFULLY,

CHASE & DOAK,

From

Lungs

Remnants and will go

21 Haiti St., Belfast.

ic Block

Weak

and some

CARLE & JONES,

day.... At

Burnham. The Dramatic Club of Unity
will give the Drama “Dot, the Miser’s Daughter” at Town Hall, Saturday evening, Jan.
15th, with the cast of characters given in our
Unity correspondence last week. Remember
the date, Jan. 15th. Admission 15 cents.

Rolls,

15 cents per roll.

us

OPEN EVERY
EVENING.

!

Office hours

the annual meeting of the MasonAssociation, Jan. 7th, the following
officers were elected: ('has S. Kandell,
Pres.; John M. Ames, Treas,: Frank H.
Cousens, Clerk; Directors, W. D Colcord,
H. M. Griffin, M. E Colcord, C. C. Park, E.
H. Lafurley... .Capt. Fred Clifford and wife,

4 to 10

Please Remember that these

of

full of interest because

Paper Sale.

9 in. Border 1 Cent Per Yard.

taken and so liable to be mistaken for consumption. the most dreaded of lung diseases.
ROBERT HUNTER, M. 1).,
(Signed)
Specialist of Throat, and Lung Diseases,
117 West Forty-fifth Street, New York.
NOTE. Readers f The .Journal who de-

F. A.

books of the country of Penobscot
show a balance of receipts over expendifc is
tures for the year 1897 of $11,511.14.
estimated that were it not for the fines and
there
from
sellers,
costs collected
liquor
would have been a deficit of nearly an equal
amount, since the receipts from that source
alone were about $20,000.

Remnant Room

breathing. This is
way of keeping our blood
stop breathing we retain this
act

..

Liquor Fines Helped Out.

Bangor, Me., Jan. 7, 1898. The

3d ANNUAL

series of extracts
We
to-day
from the lectures of Dr. Robert Hunter—the
distinguished lung specialist—on the Progress of Medical Science in the Treatment of
Lung Complaints. They will be continued
from week to week, and ought to prove of
great interest and value to the public.
The lungs are the great vital centers of the
body on which the health aud proper action
If we cease to
of all other organs depend.
breathe for but five minutes, we are dead at
the eud of that time. In rare and exceptional
cases the fiarne of life can be rekindled by
artificial respiration, but, as a rule, people
sound and well when suffocated are dead
beyond restoration at the eud of the five
Have you ever thought why this
minutes.
is? It is because the functions of every vital
organ stop the moment we stop breathing.
Breathing makes the heart to beat, the blood
to circulate, and the brain to send fortli sensation and motion to the entire body.
The lungs, the brain and the heart, constitute the tripod of life, and while they act we
cannot die. The heart depends on the lungs
for its purification. Poisonous carbonic acid
is formed in the blood by the healthy aud
natural action of the organism, aud must be
a

carbonic acid in the system aud five minutes
accumulates enough to poison our blood and
stop the whole machinery of life.
Hence all affections of the lungs are serious because they diminish the purity of our
blood and in the same proportion injure our
The ordiuatiou of Rev. J. W. Barker as a
Unitarian minister occurred Wednesday general health. Take for example a cold
which inflames the air passages aud tubes of
evening, Jan. 5th, at the Main street Unita- the lungs, swells their mucous lining, contracts the size of the tubes through which we
rian church, Waterviile. There was a large
audience aud a distinguished array of the breathe, and obstructs them by viscid secretions of mucus.
As we cannot breathe
Unitarian clergy. President Nathaniel Butthrough tubes that are narrowed or obstructler of Colby University was one of the
ed by mucus as well as through those that
speakers of the evening, delivering tfie ad- are open aud free, so every cold while it lasts
lessens our breathing according to its severidress of welcome to the new minister. The
ty, aud in the same degree diminishes the
of
invocation was by Rev. J M. Leighton
purity of our blood, hurts our circulation,
clogs the action of the heart aud irritates the
Belfast.
brain and nervous system.
Services at the Methodist church next"
Every disease which injuriously affects
our
the
lungs begins first, in the mucous lining
Sunday will be as follows: Sermou by
of the air passages—nose, throat and bronpastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow, at 10 45 a. in.; chial tubes. This membrane is
exposed to
Sunday school 12 m.; meeting of the Junior every change in the temperature of the air,
League at 3.30 p. in.; meeting of the Ep- aud to smoke, gas, dust, and all irritating
and noxious matters floating in it. which all
worth League at (> p. m. The usual song and
act directly ou the breathing organs.
be
will
followed
service
at
o’clock
7
prayer
Oft-repeated and long-continued irritation
by a discourse by Miss Nellie Thompson. of the mucous membrane gradually develops
into
a chronic bronchitis—a condition of the
Children and young people who do not at-

Belfast.

applications presented.
Mr. Herbert Norris
Norris-Twombly.
and Miss Mary E. Twombly.botb of Belfast,
were married Jan. 8th, at the home of the
bride’s aunt, Mrs. L. M Bridgham, 34 Summit avenue, Somerville, Mass., in the pres-

welcome.

over

j road

j

Rowe, Tyler; liev. David j
Brackett, chaplain; John 11. Gordon, mari

J

success.

the river to join the company of dear ones
She was converted in her
gone on before.
youth and united with the Free Baptist
church to whose principles she ever adhered.
Her surviving children .are Capt. Paris
Prescott of New York; Rufus Prescott, Mrs.
Emma Carleton, Mrs. Geddes and Mrs.
Laura Van Wyck of Lowell Mass.
But one
of the brothers of the deceased ,s living,
M.
of
Joab F
Brown,
D.,
Liberty, Me.
The burial was at South Chelmsford, Mass.,
Dec. 18th.

condition,

The officers of Marsh Rover Lodge, B'. A.
; and M., Brooks, were duly installed Wednestlay evening, Jan 5th, by A W. Ward of
Thorndike, district deputy, and are as folj
Bells.
Wedding
W. S. Jones, W. M.: IP K. Roberts,
lows:
A very pleasant home ! S. W.; i> P. Curtis, J. \\.. E. G. Roberts,
T ii.MAN.
>
curred in Lincoln’.die, .Jan. 1,
cording secretary; Marcellus J. Dow,
and Arthur G. * treasurer, C. E. B'oss, S. i) ; (P H. Irving,
Miss Ada A. Tolina
<»t Lincoluville w.rc united in mar- .1. D.; Isaac S. Staples, S. S. : Otis W. Lane,
k

he

week

1

is in fine

Although

most
wonderful health and power of endurance
in being able to practice medicine up to so
advanced an age, she was taken with
“goitre” and after being sick in bed but one
much

are

A very
held at the

__

liberally

best when the eggs

They

ail

Hood’s sS»

not cast

m.

will he held in Peoples' Mission,
every evening this week, except Monday
aud Friday evenings, at 7 o'clock, also on
Sunday at 2.30 and 7 p. m. Bible Class at 1
p. m. Mrs. M. C. Clapp has charge of these
arc undenominational and
meetings.

Medicine Cives Vigor

Blue Wilkes’ dam is Water25 in list
wich (dam of Administrator, Jr., 2 31) by
Blue Bell (75) the sire of 60 iu the list.
Blue Wilkes, 2 27, started as a green
iu
horse last fall, and although
poor
condition
obtained a mark of 2 27 iu
his second race at Ellsworth, Me Sept. 8th.
He was not iu condition for racing, as he
had only been on the track ouce before he
went into his first race at Bluehill.
He was
taken to the track the last of June, and was
given a full mile in 2 30 in a high wheeled
Is the best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.
snlkey, making the last quarter iu 37 seconds. This was his first full mile for three
are the only pills to take
r%*n
Mood S HlIlS with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
years, as he w as laid up from the effects of a
kick from which he has now recovered.
Obituary.
August 26, be started in the three-minute
class at Bluehill, which was the first time
Mattie S Jones, wife of Alvah Jones, the
lie ever started in a race. He took it easily well known boarding house keeper,died last
j
iu three heats; best time 2 40. September I Wednesday at her home in Chelmsford, at
the age of .‘76 years. Deceased was a native
8th he started in his second race at Ells| of Granby, I\ Q and leaves three sisters
worth, winning easily ; best time 2 27. He there: Mrs. Merrill Wells, Mrs William
did the last quarter in 33 seconds, a 2 12 Smith and Mrs. A. G. Fisher; also five
17, 11, b, 3 anil l year regait lie next w-mt to Monroe fair, where daughters, aged
spectively, and two sons, aged 13 mil 6
betook the 2.40 class in three heats; best years. The funeral services were hel l Sat,
time 2 30 1-2, and the next day won as easily
urday afternoon from 22 Webster -treet,
Wilson officiating, assisted by
Rev. A. E
in the 2 37 class.
Rev. Mr. Ellis of the Baptist church of
Every one who has seen him go will ad- Chelmsford The former pronounced a fitmit that in* :s as easy and honest going as ting eulogy ->f the deceased, selecting as a
'oasis of his remarks 2 Kings ix., 34: “She
any horse on the turf. I could have
of

r.-itland friends sent to “Eug;-ii Jack, the famous White Mountain
hermit.” four buttles of imported whissome

ature

Creat

at 0 p.

Meetings

and Vitality.
My mother was taken very sick. She
had congestion of the liver and a bad kidney trouble. The prescriptions and medicines she took did not relieve her and she
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She
began taking it and the very next day
She is now
she commenced to improve.
well ami she owes it all to Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She praises the medicine very
highly and has recommended it to others.
I had a severe bilious attack and my
mother advisea me to take Hood’s Pills.
I did so and never took any medicine that
I have taken
did me so much good.
Hood s Sarsaparilla myself and it gives
me life and ambition.” Mrs. D. A. Stone,
Remember
Winthrop, Maine.

2

of

meeting

Bronchitis.

and

commence

Services at the Unitarian church next
Sunday will be at 10 45 a. in ; sermon by the
pastor, Rev. J. M Leighton; young peoples’

It Cured Mother and Made Her
Entirely Well
This

was

Consumption

The Churches.

What Hood’s Did

Journal: A9
anxious to hear from
The

of

some

Journal Pub. Co.

pi]
1 n cRi* rv
K'*

A

x

To

Wilkes, 2.27.

ins. <

T. FISK.

SUBSCRIBE

|

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

the NEWS OF BELFAST.

There will be

Sheldon of Waldo has a pair of
:.i steers, 9 months old, that girt 4
n hes and 4 feet 9 inches.

E.
;

Waldo Agricultural Society
>
their annual cattle show and fair
Sept 21 and 2*2. Is98. [E. B. Hunt,

afternoons

The Non-Partisan W\ C. T. Alliance will
with Mrs. E. H. Conant, Church St.,
Friday afternoon, Jan. 14th, at 2 o’clock.

of Thomas H. Marshall Post,
installed Thursday evening,
by Past Commander M. C. DilThe Post has mustered iu two new
-*rs

The

Pimples, blotches, blackheads, red, rough,
oily, mot by skin, itching, scaly scalp, dry,
thin, and falling hair, and baby blemishes
prevented by Cuticura Soap, the most
effective skin purifying and beautifying
soap in the world, as well as purest*and
sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery.

were

>

during

the year.

Marshall Post, G. A. R
has
,-seuted with a framed portrait of
trricid—a stsel engraving by Wm. E.
ill, one of the leading engravers of
mtry. Gen. Garfield has visited Bel11

ts

v

,1 the

was

engraver

sojourner here,

at

time

oue

that the

so

Soap n sold throughout the world.
Potter Drug
Chkm. Corp.. Sole Props.. Boston, U. S. A.
C-J* How to Prevent Faoe Humors," mailed free.

CVCDV UlllflflD

Starks. The freight train was
tkree hours in Burnham, Jan.
The
an accident to the locomotive.
ra-ed here at 4.30 p. m. and left to
at 5.15-Owen Clements has sucEmery Cook as conductor on the
train. Conductor Cook is transfertUe Waterville and Portland run, via
hoad

■

bVC.ll I

Tuttle
per

From

numun

bj

and

Friday,and

There

-access.

secti

were

and the

m

it

players

were

during

to the

shafting

of the

factory.

Remember that Geo. B. Williams, whode
lighted everybody on a recent visit to Belfast, is to give Much Ado about Nothing in
the Opera House, next Wednesday, Jan.
10th. Tickets, to all parts of the house, for
35 cents,will besoidat Clement’s book store,
aud by a few young people. Don’t fail to

the Belfast schools
The
opened Monday with the corps of teachers
as
announced
last week. The central
schools were closed during the afternoon to
allow the teachers to attend a teachers’
winter

even-

tables
about

evening.

the

The Shakspeare Club met last Monday
evening with Mrs. Carrie Patterson. A fine
supper was served and the remainder of the
evening passed in playing whist aud euchre.

Chase
Doak had a “jiuer’s” window
Saturday—a great variety of secret society
pins and charms very prettily arranged.
term of

The

pamphlet containing

a

iMi

;
1

:>i

tin-in at

to say

Strange
correctly
flight >f time, and
odd just how long it had been since
to

once.

the

h-d

m

to

his animals

morn-

Hussey installed the

(4,

aptaui

ist

Tuesday

E. Clark Ladies’ Aid
evening, Jan 5th:
cm:
Miss Annie L. Clifford; Vice
-•.•■lit, Mrs. Martha Carter; Chap., Mrs.
i.- B.
Shaw ; Guide, Mrs. U. G. Hussey;
Miss Ethel Wise; Inside Guard, Miss
Erskiue; Outside Guard, Mrs. Ellen
IL’We. Trustees, Mrs. Nina E. Hobbs,
Mrs
Martha Carter, Mrs. Annie B. Shaw;
-cry Committee, U. G. Hussey, W. W.
--haw
W. S. Ilohbs, W. J. Clifford, Allen
W ebber.
«*;ii

it-r

:ers

of A.

Wednesday

jii paj ers have published lists of
Irau ug pensions of over 845
per

Bost.

m

those who

mg

ugh

the

receive

their

Augusta agency

are

residents of Waldo county:
I'err, Winterport, >50; Caleb H.
Monroe, 872; Edward R Parkl nity. >72. Thomas J. Putnam, Monmg

1

Ricker, Liberty, 850; John
-72.
In the medal of
:.or book ;lie War
Department is about to
-sue w;;i i
the following: Private Thomas
!
'dies, of the utb Maine, at Capin’s Farm,
"72. I-.tiab

Belfast,

Davis.

■■

k

a

guuion from the hands of the

mortally \V"iiniled, and advanced
nearer to battery than any other

irer

it

N'TKS. Tie Penobscot, which
i
v.-r
in Boston on account of the
■ui, left at sa. m., Jan. 5th, and arrived in
lust at midnight.
A dense fog covered
water, which delayed the boat in reacbhe wharf, and she laid here on account
until 5 a. m., Thursday, when she prc>-

-.l AVKi:

led
tv

t

-1

to

Winterport, returning

the

same

and leaving at 2 p. m. for Boston. Capt.
Ingraham took command of the Penoblast week and Capt. Marcus Pierce, her

regular commander, is having a vacation at
his home in Hampden.The steamer
Merryconeag has resumed her winter route
between Rockland and Bar Harbor, touchng at North Haven, Stonington, Swan's
Isiand, South West and North East Harbors,
returning from Bar Harbor Mondays. The
trips from Rockland to Portland will be
made Tuesday and
Thursday, returning
Wednesday and Friday, making the usual
landings each way.The Penobscot put
int > Boothbay Harbor Thursday night on
account of rough weather and remained until Friday morning at G o’clock. She arrived
;n

Boston

her*-

o

l

at.

p

Winterport.

G {». in.,
m.

left at 10 p. in., arrived

Saturday,

She left

Boston.

as

and

proceeded

to

usual Monday for

Mrs. A. C. Mosman iu East
Belfast, in
honor of the newly married couple, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter S. Hobbs. The bridegroom is
Mrs.

County.
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GREAT BARGAIN and CLEARANCE SALE.
The Pn“s mentioned below

ER

at this season,

and
will]be specially interesting
weather

2Wmg
L°,heunload
TldA
we shall
consequently

attractive to economical buyers. A PERFECT HARVEST FOR
the fall months our stock has not been .educed to its usual size

during

goods at prices that will simply

our

5 Bales 1 yd. wide Brown Cotton,
Good

quality,

amaze our customers

50 SHAWLS

worth 6c.,

4c.

now

Every shawl

2 Bales 40 in. Remnant Lockwood

*

worth 2.50,

in this store to he sole

*

$1,25

now

regardless

*

*

of cost.

50 Ladies'Jackets frome4doo'to $5 each

BROWN COTTONS, only 5c<

COME EARLY BEFORE THIS LOT IS SOLD.

2 Cases Bleached Cotton

only Gc.

1 Case Lonsdale Cambric,
Best

quality,

DRESS GOODS,

worth 12 l-2c.,

now

2 Cases Fruit Bleached Cottons,
1 Case 10c.

All the short
closed at your

e*.

For this sale

2 Cases

only Gc.

'T'

If

i

Belfast People are not Convinced by
Local Testimony tliey Differ from
Other People.

Our readers must have noticed in the past two
j years how “cures” have multiplied in the newspapers like mushrooms in a meadow, and followI ing the plethora of “cures” the genera! public
I have turned remarkably skeptical. Facts are de-

\

manded, but it lias become also essential to know
who supplies them, where they are fremj.iu tine,
whom have you cured. Doubting Thomas will not
accept at par incredible cures on the other ide
of the continent. He wants it at home. “Give
us some neighbor, then I will believe,” is what he
asks for. Well, Doan’s Kidney Pills do this. Call
it what yon like, at home, local or neighbor’s tesmony, you can always ascertain the truth of it
without leaving the city limits. Here is a case :
Mr. O. A. Hopkins of No. 5 Bay View avenue,
says: "About six months ago, my kidneys commenced to bother me ;»at least'I think it must have
been them, for at that time I commenced to have
a steady aching pain across the small of
my back.
It bothered me more or less all the time until I
took one box of Doan’s Kidney Pills. 1 saw them
advertised and highly recommended and I went
to Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store and got
them and used them as directed. The steady,
aching pain left me and I haven’t felt it since.
Doan’s Kidney Pills cured me.
They were the

prices.

over

will be sold at 40
per cent,

[ i ■

6c.

Our

yard.

•

•

iv-c

.c;i

•

n

•

elegant assortment Marked Down

6c.

only

j

■

own

ALL NOVELTY DRESS PATTERNS

4c.

yd. wide Percales, only

1 Case White Cotton and Wool

I Case Black Brocade Dress Goods,

Flannel,

only

5c.

I

This sale onl\

I

A Perfect Gem of

200 Bleached Sheets, 81x90, »«> 49c.
200‘ Bleached Pillow

lengths have been measured and will be

at 12 l-2c and 25c per

only

2 Cases Cotton Flannel

*

NEW LOT OF PLAIDS

Lett

5 Cases Best Prints

*

8c.

Heavy Outing Flannel,

j

...

Items.

StartleTHfc

very

The funeral was held at his late residence
The annual meeting of the stockholders
Saturday afternoon, Rev. Geo. S Mills offi- |
ciating. Six Sir Knights of Palestine Com- I of the Belfast National Bank was held
forenoon. The old board of directmander, K, T., acted as bearers. The in- Tuesday
I ors and officers was re-elected as follows:
terment was in Grove Cemetery.
J. G. Brooks, C. B. Hazeltme, A.
The annual levee and hall of Washington ! directors,
A. Howes, W. B. Swan, T. W. Pitcher
Hose Co. will be held at Belfast Opera
J. G. Brooks; cashier, W. C.
House, Friday evening, Jan. 28th. The Bel- president,
Wescott... .The annual meeting of the
fast Theatre Orchestra will furnish music,
National Bank was held Tuesday
and Chief Engineer I. T. Clough will be Peoples
Jan. 11th, and the following
floor director.
Supper will be served at 6 afternoon,
directors re-elected: L. A. Knowlton, Olias.
o’clock. The admission will he 25 cents;
Baker, R. F. Dunton, E. F. Hanson, F. R.
supper tickets 25 cents.
Wiggin, James Pattee, Calvin Austin. At
The County Commissioners went to Burna subsequent meeting of the directors L. A.
ham Jan. 10th to view the premises in accord
Knowlton was re-elected president, R. F.
ance with the petition for assessment of land
Dunton, Vice Pres., aud Frank R. Wiggin
damages for laud taken for the Wiscasset &
re-appoiuted cashier.
Quebec railroad. The parties wishing to
the
Gumption and Grit. The third entermatter
the
among themselves,
adjust
Commissioners adjourned to Saturday, Jan. tainment in the People’s Lecture Course
was given at Belfast Opera House, Tuesday
15th, and returned by the next train.
Jan. 11th, when Dr. Lyman B.
Fish Facts.
Some very large smelts were evening,
of Oberlin, Ohio, gave a most entercaught in Swan Lake last week. One lot Sperry
taining and instructi ve lecture oil the subsold at Dutch’s market averaged three to a
of Gumption and Grit. He stated that
pound. E. R. Thompson, who recently ject
i.e should speak from the standpoint of a
came home from a business trip to New
physician, and that his discourse would
i Brunswick, tells of seeing nine car-loads of
be on character building. Character
really
20
tons
to
a
car, being shipped from
I smelts,
! the Bear river to Boston.... A fishing is the grandest word in the language. We
live in a world of matter aud law, and all
j schooner was in port Saturday and Sunday our faculties must te made to conform to
j with fresh—and frozen—fish.
the laws ot nature. Gumption anti grit are
Accidents. Howard F. Mason had a narnecessary to the harmonious development < f
row escape Saturday from the loss of
his our faculties. The nervous system and its
right eye, and, as his left eye was accidental- effect u the whole nimau organism were
ly destroyed some time ago, such a loss described. The nerves are a myriad of senwould have resulted in total blindness. He tries on duty to warn the system, through
was trying to adjust a trouble about some
the brain, of trouble. Automatic or reflex
lumber at the mill when he was thrown action, so quick that the response comes
down by James Aldus and his spectacles even before the brain has time to realize it,
broken.
The brokeu glass cut a bad wouud often accompany these nerve alarms. There
just below the whole eye, in which the sur- is a best way ami a best time to do everygeon was obliged to take four stitches_
thing, and true gumption and grit consists
Mr and Mrs. Charles Thomas, while sleighin doing everything in the best way at tne
ndiug in East Belfast Monday evening right time. The speaker said that could Le
collided with a hob-sled on which several choose a birthplace for another existence
men were coasting. Mr. Thomas’
sleigh was here he would be born on a New England
!
badly broken aud he and bis wife were farm, as it is on these farms that the bes:
somewhat bruised. Some of the men on blood of the nation originates. What is true
the bob were also slightly injured_Geo. of the automatic action in tl:e
physical body j
W. Pearson of Morrill slipped on the ice is also true of the higher activities. Hered- 1
while getting out of a sleigh in Belfast Mon- ity, environment and personal choice all
day aud sprained his left wrist_Robert W* have tlieir effect in forming both the physiWaldron of Swanvillle was thrown from his cal and the moral man.
A good personal
sled in this city yesterday by the sled slew- presence is a great aid to success, but is not
aud
the speaker noted several inessential,
ing and received a bad cut on the head.
stances of men, strong in the higher attribwho were physically insignificant. The
New Advertisements. Geo. W. Burkett utes,
lecture throughout abounded in happy ildoes uot allow a little thing like a brokeu lustrations from history and fiction, and
bone to interfere with business aud with his held the closest attention of the audience
aukle in a plaster cast he is at his store daily for more than an hour and a half. The next
lecture will be Monday
Jan. 24th,
giving personal supervision to his big annu- by Dr. James Hedley ofeveuiug,
Cleveland, Ohio,
al bargain and clearance sale..See advt on the
subject, “What is a Man Worth?”
7ih page of tiie genuine clearance sale of a
I
bankrupt stock of clotliiug at.81 Maiu street.
.Staples & Cottrell, 12 Main street, cloth-

Sch. James A. Brown iers aud
furnishing goods, are offering great
veil Jan. titli, from New
York with bargains in all lines, and will continue their
‘Sphate for L. A. Knowlton.... Sch. mark down sale until March 1st_Look at
Herbert E Capt. E. S. Shute, is hauled up the prices quoted by H. A.
Starrett, 8th
Harbor View, E tst Boston, and Hie
page. It is a great opportunity to get barhis
is
at
in
home
Stockton Springs. gains in winter goods-H J. Locke &
tptain
Sou,
Carter & Co. have m nle a new gaff for
National Bank building, have a line of new
■••Her
James
Holmes-The
British belts, beauties. Call on them for watches
v.eamer Isis has arrived at Bucksport to
or clocks, or to liave your eyes fitted
to
id with pulp and shooks for Liverpool.
glasses-See advt. People’s National Bank.
1 ie Isis
i-ne from Halifax and was piloted I
...The B. B. S. S. Co. gives notice of
Bucksport by Capt. John MrJoauell, the
change of time for departure from Belfast..
well known pilot of that town.
Two crew's
L. C. Morse, Esq
will be at C. F. Cobbett’s
r.e loading her, one w'orkiug nights aud the
shoe shop, 127 Main street, Belfast, Jan. 24Mi
other days....Bark Olive Thurlovv, jCapt.
aud 25th to attend to pension business_
Jere. O. Hayes, arrived at Zaza, south side The attention of readers in
Liberty aud viof Cuba, Jan. 8th from New York... .Three
cinity is called to the card of L. C. Morse of
vessels were added to Bucksport’s list by
Liberty, undertaking. He has had thirty
purchase during the year 1897: Sch. Queen years experience in the business and has a
of the West by E. B. Gardner and the Harrifine stock of caskets of all grades_Carle &
man Bros.; sch. Grace Webster by
Capt. E. Jones advertise their 3d annual remnant
E. Harvey of North Bucksport, aud tbe sch.
room paper sale.
They have 1,000 rolls at 3
Auuie R. Lewis by Capt. Mark Gray; while
cents per roll and 9 inch border at one cent
from tbe list must be taken the ill-fated
per yard-House at Citypoint, Belfast, for
Elizabeth Foster which with her ill-starred sale or reut.
Apply to Albert Gammans, 6
skipper, Capt. Evander Harriman, went Church street, Belfast... .Jewelry repairing
down in the wintry tempests early in the
promptly done, and all work guaranteed
year....Sch. Cambridge arrived Jan. 10th by Geo. K.
Poor, jeweler, Phoenix Row_
from Portland with corn for Swan & Sibley
A blacksmith and joiner shop, one of the
Co... .Sch. James A. Brown went to Thornbest locations in the city, for rent. Inquire
aston Jau. 11th to load lime for New York.
of L. T. Shales & Co., 64 Maiu street... .See
Sell. Maria Webster has hauled up
advt. of agents wanted at once. Good pay
at
the
lower
bridge.The F. G. and light work-Ladies, misses and chil.
White Co. is loading sch. James Holmes dren’s
rubbers, 20,16 and 13 cents at Francis’
with hay for Boston.Coal freights have
shoe store.... A second-hand square piano,
recently gone up five cents ; one of the recent fine toue and in good condition, for sale.
charters noted being the schooner Daylight,
Apply to H. L. Woodcock... .Dr. John Stevfrom Baltimore for Boston or Salem, with
ens, 18 Maiu street, gives special attention to
coal at $1 15 per ton.
diseases of the nose and throat.
Shipping

Prices that will

*

WIT-L THIS DAY INAUGURATE HIS
USUAL

j

I'-ud

GEORGE W. BURKETT

History.

very enjoyable party was given last
Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and

statement of

Mosmau’s brother. The evening was
pleasantly spent with music, readings,
and refreshments.
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the | soci-.bility
Belfast postoffice for the week ending July
A sleighing party of thirteen couples drove
j
until, but was not fitted with 8th Ladies—Emma
Higgins. Gentlemen— to Searsport Monday evening and were
Mr. Webster sold her to W. E.
1L Ames: Dr. Frank R. Bosworth (2), entertained at the hotel by landlord Grin|j
wl
rigged her as a sloop and ex- I Windsor Hotel, Brown Lumber Co.: Mr. ned in bis usual hospitable manner. After
d her with Mr. Holt for the Catherine.
Frederick Ford, Mr. Ellison Mullen.
discussing a splendid supper all adjourned
w owners will fit her as a naphtha
Tl’.e appointment of Joshua W. Black as to the hall in the hotel, where dancing was
in order, to music by Prof. J. C. Whitten's
at Searsport
is
announced.
postmaster
•. T. Cr.-ssey, who was
badly injur- “Josh” has been there before, and needs no orchestra. The party returned to Belfast
about midnight well pleased with their ride
runaway a» cideiit Jan. 4th, as reportintroduction. A good word is due the retiri
and entertainment. Among those iu the
Journal last week, was taken to
ing postmaster, Mr. J. H. Sullivan, with
to- ,11 Morrill Thursday.
He had not
party were Mr. aud Mrs. K R. Connor, Mr.
whom we have had business relations and
and J. G. Paul, Mr. aud Mrs. F. O. Smith,
vored •onsriousuess, and was dewho has always been prompt and.reliable.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Marden, Mr. and
mind runniugon the comfort of
Mrs. Leola Peirce arrived home from New- 1
Mrs. Fred H. Matthews, Mr. aud Mrs.
•He frequently told how many
(la.. Friday evening, with the remains J
s
attle ami horses had been with- nan,
! Andrew Fahy, Mr. ami Mrs. Russell W.
of her husband, the late Percy C. Peirce.
Brier.
are, and said he must go to the barn
has sold his boat Gale to
Northwest Harbor, Mr. Desert.
was built b\ (). It. Webesterfora

1 B. Holt

•>

our

A

the financial condition of the county of
Waldo fur the year 181*7 is from the Burgess
The
very neatly printed.
press, and is
county has an excess of resources over liabilities of .? 15,451). 17.

This,

r-da.v afternoon the ladies will hold a
fr ail 2 until 5.
Tea will be served,
a
i,.

Sale in

Stupendous
Bargains.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼

hear him.

meeting.

divided, nearly half the company
The committee served
_r •nth-men
meuts

Dwight C. Greenlaw bought a handsome
lot of cattle Monday in the neighboring
towns. There were two pairs of Holstein
oxen and several Jersey cows.

Critchett, Sibley & Co. are taking account
of stock this week, and are making some re-

proved

seventeen

souvenir pasteamer Pe-

N. E. Murray has been appointed postBurnham, and Thomas E. Gushee
at Lincolnville.

pairs

are

The teachers’ meetings iu geography have
been changed from Monday to Friday evening. The subject to-morrow evening will be
Belfast and Waldo Couuty.

to Scrofula cured
Clticcba remedies.

an

are

requested to
the Superintendent

master at

Murray is authority for the
.•ut that fair progress is being made
W. A C>. extension from Burnham to
igH. and that steel to complete track
r.Ti Burnham and for two miles this
oat place has been received.
The
:;p oved on the grading were paid off
y.
Operations have been suspended
v days.
[Pittsfield Advertiser, Jan.

vtainment. hist

| Gigantic

from ail the

interested iu kindergarmeet at the office of
of Schools
Saturday
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Parents who

ten

Pimples

order for
filling
weights for the officers of
is

comes

Thomas Gannon & Son have recently
made some changes aud improvements in
their grocery store
in Hay ford
Block,
Church street.

nobscot.

ra« lor

Social Whist Club gave its first

Belfast’s Busiest Store

The Most

moonlight nights aud ice-coated
have brought out the “bobs” in force,

and the cry of r-o-a-d
hills.

over

SlOU.

t

streets

(yticura

a

portrait

a 1 interest.

d

during the good sleighing.

i

meet

t:try.

c>,

masked ball at Seaside

The fast horses hav e been very much in
evidence on North port avenue on pleasant

North

[

a

Grange Hall next Wednesday evening with
music by Whitten’s orchestra.

a

Bargain.

OQr

O Jt.

4 Pcs. Black French Hair Cloth,

Cases, 45x36,

IKEarixed Down to 12'c.

20

1,000 Yds.

inches wide, worth

Striped

>0c.

now

Washed Silks

|„2(j

only 25c

We shall

place upon our counters a magnificent assortment of these goods.
All former efforts will be eclipsed
infthis grand sale. Buy early and secure the best trades
ever

shown in Belfast.

2 Bales all Linen Crash

50 Black Sicillian Skirts only

$2.00

I---*—-

only

100 Quartered Oak Centre Tables,

5c

Two

Shelves,
Feet,
10c
only
enclosing glass bull, worth $3.00, only
j_
50 Doz. Elegant Towels, Fringed and
Hemmed, worth 50c., on’y
25c 20 Mackintoshes,former pri"
$5.00
100 Doz. Cotton Damask Towels, Hem12 l-2c
stitched, large size, only
Our Linen Damask Tabling? Marked
PORTIERES and LACE CURTAINS.

50 Doz. Hemmed Linen Towels

j

Down 25 per cent.
1 Case Blankets only
2 Bales all wool

50c

Brass Claw

In this department will be found
the prices will assuredly be the

of patterns and
closing out the stock.

a tine assortment
means

of

j

Carpets,
ers’ samples, yard lengths,

manufactur-

1 Case Marseilles

size,
Quilts. Iar?ewortn

1 Case Marsellies

Quilts,

ity,

former

25c

100 Gloria Umbrellas,

w0r",#17!>"""

$1.25

extra

quai- AO
#1.2?,now “oC

price ^ao,
now

«.DU

Look at

our

Bargains

in Ribbons.

over

only medicine I took, so I must credit them with
doing the work. I will recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to my friends as a remedy that can be
! depended upon.”
! Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on reI
■ ceipt of price by Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N.
I Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no substitute.

G*EAT SALE W,EL
THI5
advertise
genuine and

CONTINUE FOR TWO WEEKS. It is unnecessary for me to state that the
bargai is we
fraud or deception practiced, the public will bear testimony to the truth and reliability of our
announcement when we have been a ale to pack our store with customers at our
yearly sales—we feel that we certainly are
strongly endorsed by patro..s at home and abroad.
are

no

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

Odd Fellows’ Block.

The

Hontville

South

Club

of

keeps

’69.

the official distinctions within the
of general and intellectual
strength. God pity the Dale when the

old
To

Editor

the

of

The Republican

nose-broken

The South Monlville Club of

Journal.

winter

of the

fallen snow.

like

n

ded with dense

and

disjointed

moonlight, however,

when
a

right

through rain clouds padfog, and reflected from

wolf

on

of

suffrage,

of

course.

address

j

in

«J

im■ 11 e>.

e,n.didntes.

Their delibera-

quirk, and they reported the
old regime: F'U president. F. F. Phillips;
for vice president, C. F. Conner, and for
tion

was

Then a mosecretary, 1>. F. Knowles.
tion was made and carried that the secretary cast one ballot for the meeting, i. e.,

CARTERS
IBittle

represent the suff rages of the Dale, and
lie did i', his own name being on the ballot.
It would pass ordinarily for a cut
to

and dried

election,

dry enough it
gentlemen who

and

for the Honorable
who

River

|BHlls

was,
were

but juicy and sweet for those
The president in accepting this (annually) greatest honor of his
life, rolled it like a sweet morsel on his

not

in it

in it.

were

tongue.

I

wonder if it

ever occurs

to

him

that the speech of acceptance is getting a
little stale, and that some day the slate
will be smashed, fur the Dale has young
stock coming along, and will not be everlastingly conservative. There are mut-

terings and thunderings along the line
now, and the ducal ring is sure to be
broken.

One

hand, however,

can

Care and tonic treatment of the fe,male organs relieve more cases of supposed incurable barrenness than any
other known method. This is why
!
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-

n

but admire the fine

that works the wires and

a

■

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

the best

Shifting

j

their strikingly marked contrast.
couplets will make that apparent
unacquainted. Of one:

ing

those

“So

notify
little

and weird, like as a clan
Could rear in a Caucasian wild.
Clad in a habit, quaintly styled.
Loaded in every pocket deep
With tools bis eraft compelled to keep,
And red bandana held still more,
Stuck in the gingham shirt be wore,”

Grotesque

saving

shift tbt'

There isu
were

flung.

reading of the cants—which

read,

t

man

murmurs

when

we

topsail sheet.

any

der

artifice, from

st

m

to rud-

j From the post—
keel Up to the trucks that sweep
the starry heaven’s host-I hat will try a sailor’s sue lease, ‘mid the

The wooden clock ticked out. the hour;
Tlie barreled kiout was stout aud sour,
The corn traced up, yellow and red,
Hung from the oak pins overhead.
The howl of cider, headed thick,
Carried, forsooth, its wonted stick.
That winter night before the fire
He sat clad in grotesque attire,
His bronzed check sending hack the light
From bircliwood burning warm and bright;
In cobpipe, of the largest size,
Fumed home raised weed before his eyes.
His voice was croaky, like a frog,
His words came jerky as a log
That thumps and bumps the mountain side,
Going t.o leap nto t he tide.
But w hen to tune he set his words,
They flowed like notes of singing birds.”

listened to—the President

shift

hen”—

\»

That’s how tin- old

Above, the beams aud chamber floor
Were grimed w ith smoke and soot of yore.

was

the topsail sheet.

slip your hooks, aud dip around, and
hook her on again,
And hold on with your eyebrows or you’ll
lose your blessed seat—
Now, damn you fo.- a sojer, let us hear your

hustling.”

hung,

After the

on

“Now

wrath,

The pipe to smoke, the board to cheer,
Ami chase awaj the season’s drear,
Till shrill the wow Ibird piped the spring,

were

we

on

Like

hail and sleet and snow,

schooner's shaky masthead when the*
winds begin to blow.

a

“Sheet home—that’s well—come,
If

mail

halyards now;
you’ve got a turn around
in

your

the dew you're,
something sweet—
loafer ami a lubber farmer, any-

for

^ ou’re a
how”—

Oh!

there’s sweariu’ and there’s tearin’
when we shift the topsail sheet.

Now you’ve listened to my story you can
live in fondest hopes
That before you pass your checks inside
you'll learn to know the ropes—
That you’ll be an able-soauian ere you reach
your
And

dying day,

when you meet St. Peter at the jasper
gate you’ll say:

“What, ho!

bear away, for
with you—

I’m bound to ship

Hand out your best in wi»gs and harps and
let me take a seat—
I can prove that I’m a sailor from the earring to the clew,
which was discovered last summer in one And I prove it by the fact that I can shift
the topsail sheet.”
of the vaults of the Vatican library at
[■Coast Seamen’s Journal.
Rome by an Euglish divine. It is a most
Speaking the Ships.
wonderful document, and, if true, sheds

leave, what purports to be an official letter
from Pontius Pilate to Lis Emperor on the
crucifixion of Jesus, the manuscript of

and fairer

new

light

on

the attitude and

relation of Pilate to that event.
Boguesdale was and is, but it is not
what it was, nor ever can be again, to one
whose youth is thirty years in the past.
The hills with graceful contour,the wooded

background,

the

vale

and

winding

river, the white spire, the sckoolhouse,
most

the

of

the

dwellings,
substantially
village on the plain
are

The silent

same.

lias grown; most of the old faces are gone;
a few remain and are true to the old lios-

pitality;

but to

one

who knows the

care'

and wear of the busy world that surges beyond the encircling hills, the vision of the
old time and place is most entrancing.
Haikbkain.

Hub,

Men-Here

isj Hope

Do you
powers and vigoriess condition.
not
know that the great specialist, Dr.
Greene, ‘M Temple Place, Boston, Mass., is
the most, successtul pin sieian in the w< id in
curing this class of diseases? His medicines
are most healing, strengthening, invigorating. He can make yon again a vigorous
man.
You can consult him by mail free.
It costs nothing
Write him without, delay.
to get his opinion and advice b> letter, and
to
him
will
writing
probably lead to your

er.

cure.

Last Christmas was the
happiest day of my life.
Askins.
How was that?
Hennypeck. A burglar broke into the
house on the previous night and stole the
handsomely lithographed box of ltoyal
Cabbaga Leafa cigars that my wife had
bought for a present for me. [New York
Journal.

llennypeck.

One oratorical candidate for a Melbourne constituency, in a fine burst of
eloquence, asked the question, “What is
it that has made England what she is—
mighty, revered, feared and respected?”
“Oireland,” was the prompt and unexpected reply in a racy brogue from the
rear of the hall.
[St. James Gazette.
Takes the burn out; heals the wound;
the pain.
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,
household remedy.

cures

And give
tide.

themselves to rocking wind and

spake them not,

nor

they

Of where their void and

!ay;
Now, since
In

to

replied,
lonely jouruey
me

lips have tasted mid-sea

my

spray,
common

wide.

speech

I

and

were

welcomed

to

hail those wanderers

this: “Promt Scotia gave thy ribs to
thee!”
To this; “Thy masts have known the Ap-

To

improvement

their
a

A Real Blood

Remedy.

Take a blood remedy for
a tonic won t cure it.

a

adversity might have brought
As grandfather expected,

in the

a

sun-loved

January Century.

The

Journal

and

Tribune.

Our
books
blood and
skin
diseases
mailed free to
address.
any
"Swift Spe c i h c
Co., Atlanta.
on

The old

Baugalore, A N. Blanchard, arrived at
London Nov 19 from Manila.
Daniel Barnes, O 0 Arpe, sailed from
New York Dec lb for Ilong Kong.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York Nov 30 for Shanghae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
22 for New York ; spoken Nov 2, lat 51 (?S),

Welch

for them to leave the premises as soon as
as he had an
opportunity to
sell the farm.
The same day, Mrs. Frost

convenient,

made them
she heard

a

call.

they

She told her parents
about leaving their

were

Ion 53

Gov

(?E)

Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong
Kong Nov 4 for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at San
est
and our home is a resort for Francisco Dec 27 from New York.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Manila
some of the most aristocratic
in Nov
2 for New York ; passed Anjer Nov 29
the city. You and mother would feel very |
Mary J. Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at
New
York Nov 28 from Honolulu.
much out of place there.”
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
Grandfather
“we should feel New York Nov 27 for Hiogo.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
out of
in any home, where we were
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
not welcome.”
Reaper. O C Young, cleared from Philadelphia Dec 9 for San Francisco; spoken Dec
After Mrs. Frost left, her parents
17, lat 33 12 N, Ion 27 29 \V.
to make arrangements for
the
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Hong Kong; spoken
next
After
Sept 19, .at 32, Ion 52.
to prepare
awhile,
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, arrived at Hong
their evening meal, as she
for the Kong Nov 24 from New York.
S > Carleton, Amsbury, at Singapore Nov
last time in their home.
Just as
23 for New York.
were
to he seated at the table there
Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Dec 17 from Seattle.
was a input the door.
Grandfather open- Francisco
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
ed it and found a tired
stranger, New York N >v 24 for 11.mg Kong.
Tilli E Starhuek, Eben Curtis, arrived at
who wished to know if lie could pass the
Honolulu Oct 23 from Neweastle.
there.
Grandfather welcomed him
Win H Mary, Amsbury, sailed from New
as
20,
he always did the
The York Nov 14 for Y. kaliama; spoken Nweary.
lat 3b 41, Ion 4(» 11.
stranger was soon seated at “the board”
W in 11 Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
with the
found him a from Manila No\ 12 for New York; passed
Anjer N'ov 21».
very interesting man, one who could conW J Roteii, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June 19 for San Francisco;
verse on almost any subject. A l ter engagput into raleahuano leaking; will be ready
the to proceed about I)ec b.
ing in pleasant conversation
old home and said: “1 would give you a
home if I could, but we move in the high-

seems

remarked,

began
leaving
day.
helping grandfather
grandmother began
thought
they
ready
looking

night

aged couple.

num-

received.

The Tribune is printed,
published and mailed in New York, and not
from this office.
ber

is

She—1 noticed Dr. Singleton calling at
the house of that young widow almost
every day. She must be pretty sick.
He—Not sick; only pretty.
[Chicago
News.
says he enjoys winter
more than he does summer
may not be a
but
we
have
a right to our opinion.
liar,
Globe.
[Atchison
The

mau

who

“The parcel postman has just called at the
Twickeuhams’, next door, and left afoothall, a bicycle, two cricket-bats, a package
of sweaters, a pair of spoon oars, and a bundle of golf-sticks.” “Then their daughter
must be home from college aud her education finished.” [Loudon Figaro.

When doctors fail try Burdock Blood Bit-

ters. Cures dyspepsia, constipation;
orates the whole system.

invig-

As Coed
for

They

When

“Nearer my God to Thee.”
closed the aged couple remark-

sang

ne

us of
You have sung a favorite
his.”
Then the stranger ex-

son’s.

hymn of
claimed,

“Father and
mother, don’t
you know Tommie? I am your son. who
left you 15 years ago to seek my fortune
in a distant laud.”

They wept
seemed that
mother’s cup
Their

over.

of

joy together. It
grandfather’s and grandof joy was full and running
son was overjoyed that he
tears

fount! his parents living. When they told
that they intended to leave their
home the following day he was grieved to
him

know of their financial trouble, when he
had the means to assist them. He did not
hear from home while absent, but wrote
until he got tired of writing.
While Tommie was away he had

applied

himself to business and he

came home a
From his youth up it had
been the desire of his heart to travel in
the Holy Land, where the Saviour’s foot-

wealthy

man.

steps trod.
sence

he

The last two years of bis abin that land, and beheld

passed

many of its wonders.
He inquired of his parents about the
friends he left behind.
They told him he
could read the
the
ber

names

village cemetery.
that he inquired

of many of them in
Among the numafter

was

a

though

she had refused

good

8CHOONEK8.

class-

offers of

retiring grandfather
old Book and with

read from
a

heart of

j

returned thanks to God.

The next morning
hour Tommie called

discharged

at
on

quite
Mr.

an

early j

Welch and

the mortgage.

With his early choice he soon settled at !
the home of his childhood to care for his

parents the few remaining years of their

pleasant days grandfather is often
walking out. with a very happy look
his countenance, while grandmother
is daily seen in her neat, tidy room, seated
in her arm chair reading from the Book
that has been such a comfort to her in
hours of sorrow.
Julia C. Mudgett.
Stockton Springs.

|

York Dec 28 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Savannah Jan 5 for Union Islam!.
Mary A Hail, Haskell, arrived at Philadelphia Jan 5 from Vmalhaven.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Rio Janei o Dec 81 from Portland.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Cienfuegos Jan 4 from Philadelphia, 11 days.
Sallie 1’Ou, W H West, arrived at Apalachicola Dec 21 from Barbadoes.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
Dec 18 for Guadabmpe.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived-at
New York Dec 80 from Brunswick, Ga.

Is especially true of Hood’s Tills, for no medicine ever contained so great curative power in
so small space.
They are a whole medicine

Hood’s

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
The only Tills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla

!.;!
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made from best f a
have a flavor of thru*
own that other bramir
can’t match.
1

;

That’s why the
suit people.

!

|
The

great

remedy
nervous

t

r a

t

io

n

tor
prosand

all nervous
diseases of the

,««8»SgK. ^aess*
before

and

after

i/sino

generative

or-

gans of either

as Nervous Prostration,
Failing or
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly EmisYouthful
Mental
sions,
Errors,
worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
..'er
box by mail; 6 boxes for $5,00,
ftlQTT S CHEMICAL CO., Prep s, Cisveiari Oh‘0,

sex, such

FOR

SALK BY

R.

II.'(MOO»T.

lyr3H

.CoXarfK

ELY’S CREAM BALM is a positivooure.
Apply into the nostrils. Jt is quickly absorbed. 50
cents at Oriureiets or by mail; samples 10c. bv mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 56
St.. New York City.

Micron

on

Much in Little

I

York Dec li from Brunswick, Ga.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New

marriage.
the

g!\\S

BARKS.

Alice Reed, Alausoii Ford, sailed from
New York Dec (i for Santos.
C I' Dixon, N F Gilkey. sailed from Port
Elizabeth, Dee l for New Yor %.
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug
28 for Honolulu.
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Boston Dec 28
from Montevideo.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Dec 22 for Auckland N. Z.
Harvard, Coioord, sailed from New York
Dec 12 for Santos.
Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, elearad from
Portland Nov 24 for Martinique.
Herbert Black, W. H. Blanchard, arrived
at Buenos Ayres Nov 15 from Boston.
lolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
Nov 5 for Baltimore.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, sailed from
Hong Kong Oct 21 for New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Turks Island Dec l(i for Boston.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana Dec 51 from
New York.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, sailed from
New York Dec 15 for Z iza, Cuba.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Dunedin, no date, from New York, via Lvttletou,
N Z.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
Savannah Dec 27 for Santos.
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, cleared from
New York Dec 81 f«»r Rio Janeiro.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Hong Kong Aug (i for Rajaug.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, arrived at New
York Nov 1<> from Port Spain.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Gridin, sailed
from Boston Nov 17 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed from
New York Nov28for Port Elizabeth; spoken
Nov 2(> lat 88 45 N., Ion 05 20 vV.

ed, “how much your voice reminds
our

It

Cold

as

heart, and help:;
to work' with a

awhile,

stianger

seen

first

E-,

|ToKLONutKg?

place

for

year frum the time the

a

people

lives.
On

full

style

circles,

necessary to explain frequently our
arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
those who pay their subscription to The
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless r« quested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
a

centres—Lawrence,

of portraying famous
“sketch” or “biography”
is to be modernized in The Ladies’ Homo
Journal during lstis.
Five of the most
prominent Americans have been eloseu
for the departure: President
MoKiiley,
Mrs. Cleveland, Mark Twain,
Joieph
and
Thomas A. Edison. Sach
Jefferson,
will have a special article, which will
consist of about fifteen or twenty hash,
unpublished stories and anecdotes string
together, each anecdote showing s. me
characteristic trait or presenting a lifferent side of the subject. The idea L to
show famous personalities through tlieir
own doings
and savings, and to mate
these articles accurate the relatives aid
closest personal friends of the subject
have assisted and given to the Journal
the best stories and anecdotes within their
own knowledge.
Each article will thus
represent the closest view of the on«
sketched.
No authorship will be attached to any of the articles.

York Dec b for Honolulu.

Mr.

manufacturing

people through

\Ga.

and told him he would like

over

good
clubbing gratitude

It

pal

Lowell, and Fall River—are intituled, and
in the January number of the magazine
the city of Lawrence receives reatment.
The story of its founding, of the establishment of the mills and the busy life there
pursued to-day is all carefully recorded by
Rev. George 11. Young of Lawrence.
He
shows the rapid growth of the city and
directs intelligent attention to its varying
industries, paying tribute to those who
have been prominent in the various
phases of its public life. The score or
more of illustrations add much of nterest
and value.
[Warren F. Kellogg, ti Park
Square, Boston, Mass.

blood disease;

ennines!”
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at St
Or, “1'agus empties where thy frame was mate, who ever seemed pleased to answer Pierre, Mart., Dec 4 from New York.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at New York
planned.”
a question that puzzled him.
His parJan 2 from Brunswick, Ga.
Or, “Say. thou gallant one, if true it be,
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Thou hither cam’at with hoard of Levant ents were pleased to tell him that she rew ines
mained at home with her parents, al- Philadelphia Dec 10 for St Pierre.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
And dulcet fruits from many
land!”

In a series of articles on Yew England
cities and towns now appeiring in the
New England Magazine, the three princi-

1

out.

January

number of the Comsnan
article on some society
mentions
several well known
tableaux,
Bar Harbor summer residents.
The tableaux referred to weie those given in New
Yoik in 1875 for tin. purpose of raising
money to defray the expense of entertaining celebrities who would be present
at the Centennial festivities.
They were
gotten up by the members of the “four
hundred.” Among those whose portraits
in costume are given in tba Cosmopolitan,
are Mrs. Mary Rawle Jones and Miss
F.dith May, now Mrs. ffa. C. Whitney,
The former represented Russia, the latter.
Ireland, in a tableau typifying the various countries of the world.

Register of Deep YYater Y’essei9.
daughter married a wealthy mau by the
name of Frost, and resided in a neighbor8HIP8ing city. After her marriage she seemed
Aimer Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
to lose all interest in her parents, if she Nov lb for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
ever had
With
her prosperity Francisco
any.
Oct 15 for Liverpool.
j
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from New
no
noble
that
developed
qualities,
perhaps

Before
For You.

You are fearfully depressed and discouraged by weakness, nervous debility, exhaust-

the

weigli,

[Edith M. Thomas,

Dec. 28, ’97.

Weak

Untraveled dweller by the haven-side,
I saw the great ships come, sojourn a
day,
Then set their eager sails, their anchor

I

much

and daughter after reaching mature
The son left his early home to
years.
seek his fortune in a distant land. The

lad that sails in “schooners” with
three royals up in the sky,
Aud goes “(roasting” in a blood-boat from
the Heads to old Shanghai—
He may boast of turkey-walkers and tin*
rest until he dies,
But he simply isn’t in when it comes to
sailori'ie.

felicity:

When winter drifts around

when

the

on

expect

cannot

sou

came

do it

foreclosed

home, but they all passed away but

down"—

we

We

ber of children

the

Oh,

“O, light of the domestic hearth,
Housed from the winter’s wliite-wiuged

called for

town”—
that is how

Oh,

it has been some

as

grandmother Jones I
had lived together almost long enough
to have a golden wedding.
It lacked
only a few days of half a century since
their troth was plighted.
Quite a num-

out beyond Bonita, with a dead-towiml ward beat—
“Good-by, fare ye well, the girls in ’Frisco

mechanical genius:
“A little man,

tillage

halyards

your

We’re

leave

to

us

time since he

Grandfather

“Ease her olf, aud clew her up, and slack

a

Domestic rusticity:
“I see the oid man yet again,
B» lore the great tire neath the crane,
Fringed with the hooks whence pots

lively

that I shall hear his

me

The

politan, in

at once noticed.
The medicine was
continuecd with favorable results, and
cured
she is
now
sound and well, her
| skin is perfectly
clear and pure and
she has been saved
from what threatened to blight her life forever.
S S.S. {guaranteed purely vegetable')
Rheucures Eczema, Scrofula, Cancer,
matism, or any other blood trouble.
It is a real bloc d remedy and always
cures even after all else fails.

with him.”

You may talk about your learning and your
knowledge of the tricks,
Of the mysteries attendant on the crossing
of the sticks—
Of the marliue-spike aud heaver, of the tarpot and the fid—
But unless you know this problem you’re
the last around the kid.

“A noon of haying saw him rest.
Beneath a pendant hornet’s nest.
The hornets loved him and give chase,
And lie the meadow strode apace,
His large boots thumping through the bog,
Like mudscows bumping in a fog.”

Ami

non

and he

to

1

Notes.

and

“My Valentine.”

was

mercy from that quarter, for a ten-eent
piece was always the size of a full moon

Now watch her as she southers, leaving aft
a milky streak—
Ho! hump yourself upstairs, my lad, and
shift the topsail sheet.’’

Of the other:

Domestic

peak :

seems

mortgage.

Jack who claims to

your

on

Come, shake your rusty
your feet;

“In stooping statue five feet nine,
With sloping shoulders out of liue
Of base aud perpendicular.
A visage grim with bronze and scar
Blue drilling trousers, patched at kuee,
And patched behind, roomy and free,
Barn-doored in from, girt up in back,
A strange mixup of neat ami slack.”
Of a third character:

Of still another,

swig-up

an

have

we

voice in the choir again.
I am looking
for Mr. Welch over here any time now to

it’s cast her off, aud mind your helm,
and

where

pleasant home,

so

almost

The Topsail Sheet.

of his hopes-Of the final test of every
know the ropes.

“Again the six foot man 1 see
Pacing full stately on the lee,
Broad shouldered, with a carriage grand,
Proud sculptured face, voice to command,
With knitting l-rows, blood-mounting fl res,
A heritage from lofty sires.”

our

happily together for long years,
although we have had our share of sorrow
as well as joy.
We reared quite a large
family, but they have all passed away but
Lucinda, if Tommie is not living. Of late 1
have thought much about him, and it

If you’ll listen to my narrative a tale I’ll
tell to you
’Bout the proud aud high ambition of the
man who sails the blue,
Of the summit of his soaring and the object

A lew
to

a weary land.
If we are so blest
to have a place in the house of many

lived

_

ogy for once in rhyme.
Probably it is
i ample for a generation to come. The two
characters were depicted faithfully in

great

a

mansions, the thought of the almshouse
sheltering us here will not disturb our
joy over there.”
“Martha, it is more on your account
than on mine that I grieve so about leav-

thinks so:
“I am more than proud of Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
I was troubled very
cannot find words to express the good it has done me.
badly with the leucorrhnea aim. severe womb pains. From the time I was
married, in 1SS2, until last year, I was under the doctor's care. We bad no
children. X have had nearly every doctor In Jersey City.and have been to Bclvin
Hospital, but all to no avail. 1 saw Mrs. Pinkham's advertisement in the
of her medicine, it has done more for me
paper, and have used live bottles
than all the doctors 1 ever had. It has stopped my pains and has brought me
1 have been well ever since my baby was born. I heartily
a fine little airl.
recommend Mrs. Pinkham's medicine to all women suffering from sterility.”—
Mas. Lucy Lytle, 25f. Henderson St., Jersey City, N. J.

!

the shadow of

Mr. E. D. Jenkins, of Lithonia, Ga.,
a
says that his daughter, Ida, inherited
severe case of Eczema, which the usual
mercury and potash remedies failed to
relieve. Year by year she was treated
with various medicine?, external applications and internal remedies, without
intense,
result. Her sufferings were
and her condition grew steadily worse.
did not
remedies
blood
All the so-called
seem tc reach thejjdisease at all until S.
S.S. was given, when

rock in
as

\Wp

I

as

us

News

A new “Gibson girl,” drawn by the N
famous society artist, C. D. Gibson, will
make her debut in print as tlie cover design for the February Ladies’ Home Journal.
The new “giii” is the artist's own
little daughter who, at one year of age,
will be shown as drawn by her clever
father. The legend under the picture is

All Her Life.

who

and trust in Him

can

we

will be to

pound has effected so many cures;
its tonic properties are directed especially to the nerves which supply
the uterine system.
Among other
causes
for sterility or barrenness
V > are displacements of the womb.
\ These displacements are caused by
W*-'
lack of strength in the ligaments
ir
supporting the womb and the ovaries; re/ store these, and the difficulty ceases, Here,
again, the Vegetable Compound works wonders. See Mrs. Lytle's letter, which follows
i in this column. Go to the root of the matter,
restore the strength of the nerves and the tone of the parts, and nature
will do the rest. Nature has no better ally than this Compound, made of
her own healing and restoring herbs.
Write freely and fully to Mrs. Pinkham. Her address is Lynn. Mass. She
will tell you, free of charge, the cause of your trouble and what course to take.
Believe me, under right conditions, you have a fair chance to become the joyful mother of children. The woman whose letter is here published certainly

!

are

calculated to have

peculiar condition of the blood.

called.

family

well

worthy people,
charge of the house;
and perhaps they will remain there quite
We can make ourselves useful;
a while.
and in trying to make others happy we
shall be happy ourselves. We will do

Mason’s

Woman Need Despair.

ity

Then the
was

no

that in the Light of Mod-

Literary

Eczema

“Darius, I would try and not grieve so
^bout going to the almshouse. Mr.

There are many curable causes for sterilin women.
One of the most common
is general debility, accompanied by a

the fold.*’

President’s formal

Declares

Science

em

It will be worse
sway.
“the Assyrians came down

This time, instead ot making a tour
and gray mud, ;
arouud the world, lie struck a six thouproved not greatly entrancing, but it fav- j sand
mile tangent on Alaska and talked
ored weak (tender) eyes, so common
gold,
gold, gold, advising the young
The Presiamong the youth of our day.
bloods to go and get it, and the old ones
dent of the Club and Chief of Boguesdale
to grub stake the others on shares.
He
Clan came from the Huh to Uuion by rail,
said that one dump of pay streak reported
from Union to South Montville by mud.
taken out not long since was said to carry
and returned the same way. As lie apnot enough dirt with tlie grains and nugproached the Dale from the south under
gets of gold to afford easy washing, addcover of mist and daikness and the great
“There are white lies and black lies,
road
has
that
been the scene of ing,
military
but this is evidently a yellow one.’’
so many warlike movements of the Clan,
The next on t lie program was a reading,
he saw lights moving from every quarter
“The Star of Bethlehem” by Lady Kipand converging in the Grange, and became
ley, which was most creditably done and
at once convinced that the. Lords and
ended with a round of applause.
Then
Knights were astir, notwithstanding the
the Duke, essayed the role of
inclement weather, and that there would Conner,
but 1 might as well state here
be a gieat meeting, and such it proved to Prophet,
that it was sham from centre to circumbe
When the Dale gets its mind on a
ference, top to botton, beginning to end
great public question, nothing in the line
—alpha to omega. To make it appear
of weai hei can deter it fr«»m asserting itthat his eyes were dim of vision, or io
it iii .i public meeting.
The titled gena weird appearance to his
person, he
tlemen were among the eaily arrivals. give
stood out under a big hanging lamp and
The Dukes of South Ridge, Shadagee,
raised high the scroll from which lie read.
Edge Hill and Woodman’s Mills; the
Now, the President had stood under anKarls of Truetown and Cartelshurg, and
other such lamp when lie made his open
the Maiquis of Last Ridge were present,
and felt a torrent of heat from
each in his characteristic simplicity of ing speech
it on his head, so that lie arid the Scribe
manner and mien, so creditable to their
were soon obliged to fall wide
apart from
lords},ips. Their ladies were also very risk of
being sun—lamp-struck; but the
unassuming in their bearing, attending to
Prophet was in tor effect, and seemed
many details for making the occasion
pi oof against being struck by anything
fully the equal, and in some particulars
except his own importance. He began by
the superior, of its predecessors.
ruminating on little mental processes
It was
There was one notable absence.
like 2 and 2 are 4, 3 from 5 leave 2, 4 and
inexplicable and seemingly inexcusable, 3 are
7, the mystic number, when the
in this age, when San Francisco and the j
President called him to account for tellHub exchange voices by wire, when the
ing such simple primary school things.
ends of the earth are brought together by
Then he struck out bolder, dropped the
scientific means, how it could happen that
of the Quantabaeook from liis
Prophet
should
fail
to
Mills
Boguesdale and Cobbs
wonted perch on the horn of the new
connect between Fiiday and Wednesday
moon—of course he couldn't do anything
night, live whole days, is a mystery.
in this line till he had submerged beneath
was
and
our Military Peer, Sage
Prophet
the cold waters of the lake of my boyabsent. The Chief of the < ian on arrivhood wonder and delight the only real
of
road
of
miles
and
the
mud
shaking
ing
we have—then he told the futurprophet
from his person looked around, greeted
of Sir Frank Gilman, coming out of
ity
a:
with his wonted cordiality, but noting
the Klondike rich; F. F. Phillips peeling
the absence of the Sage suffered for a
bark in Shadagee (he came near peeling
moment a
portentious storm cloud to
hide at close range on the spot); under
it bespoke
(-11
his
and
brow,
verily
gather
took to involve the good Kail of Truetown,
a
devastating tenvest, one that would C. i'.
Randall, in a love affair, and formed
sweep everything before it; but it soon
a
law partnership between the Duke of
gave way to a look that bespoke a sense
Woodman1 s Mills, l\ T. Adams, and Harof loss and loneliness, for indeed no meetrison Wallace of the East Ridge.
At all
ing of the Peers could be quite complete
events he was genuine in this respect,
in the absence of his highness, the resithat he thought he was making out a great
i*
by Hu c>iiautabacook. A courier
and will gi\ e us another installment
w-i.cl have been despatched «>n horse at case,
next time.
Meantime, “Kequiescat in
on
but iIn* .liable condition of the
How beautiful if we could now
\\ ;f
made r impossiblefoi him to convey pace.”
of him as a prophet. “Peace to his
into iigt n, :• of tho meeting to the Hermit- j say
ashes.1
n to enable the Sage to attend.
am in >0
An attempt was made again this year to
N .thing remained then but for each
extort a song from Duke Adams, but it
so
were
and
there
never
one present,
was futile.
Probably there has not been
many beioie, to try and make up for the
so great a dodger and framer of excuses
lo.-s bv doing some specially entertaining
as this lordly gentleman since the
days of
.sir John Sukefortli and lady were
thing
his distant namesake Adam, of Eden, who
in attendance and specially happy in their
the responsibility of the first, bite
Sir John said there was but me dodged
graces.
in the forbidden apple, though the marks
American
con
other person on the North
of his teeth wore clearly in it. Four years
tinciit besides President Phillips who
ago Adams Went to Nova Scotia to dodge
w. uld induce him to come out on such a
at the Dale meeting and has framnight, and that was the Honorable Wm. singing
ed excuses three times since.
He was
J. Bryan, late candidate for President of
told by the President this time
plainly
decSukefortli
United
{States.
the
Lady
that none of the house of Prescott would
orated the President with the Order of
own blood relation with him if this should
the Bose. Sir William Prescott was in
be repeated.
attendance for the first time, to the great
Then, too, Earl Randall, the Truetown
satisfaction of all, though regretably he
failed us in a speech, on which we
did not tarry long. He v as given "he Lord,
counted.
He probably got bis
title of the Duke of Bagh yville. and is greatly
justification for this in the non-conformiin
attendant
the
to
be
expected
a’regular
of Adams. That son of thing is as
future. The house of Howes, Lord Ev- ty
as the measles, or
haying in dogwas
erson,
nobly represented, sens, catching
days. But we bad a big thing in a dia.lie
and
daughter
grandchildren gracing
entitled “Why I joined the Eastern
occasion most becomingly.One is the wife logue
by Mrs. Sadie Adams, Rachel
of Sir Martin, a legislator of no mean Star,”
Morse, Nellie Adams and Miss Bertha
parts.
Adams. They* talked and acted their
First in the order of the evening was
as in real life, and judging from the
the banquet. The hoard stretched the parts
that prevailed where
length of the hall and fairly groaned n- exceptional quiet
their husbands were located in the hall,
dei i ; load of substantial■> and delicacies.
is of the belief that
I farmed that there was some groaning, your correspondent
there was more or less of real life mixed
too. above and around the board before
in it. The widow and fatherless phase
the festivities were at aa end.
Conner, up
was a prominent feature.
the .South Bidge Duke, s;.t next me, but 1 of Christianity
Last on the program, as heretofore, came
make no specific charges.
Advancing
a Canto of the Knights of Boguesdaie by
years are conductive to caution in words,
His subject this year was
the President.
though not so apparently in acts—of eatIsaac and Joseph, two local characters of
was
out
Good
Duke
from
Kipley
ing.
the old time. As an introduction he swept
Huge Hill, and cleared his share of space
ancient Israel, paying tribute to
It was expected that he through
on the table.
all the great characters from Abraham to
would bring his hair out this time, but if
John tiie Baptist; then depicted a migrahe did, he must have eft it outside to
tion led by the maritime tribe, Dan, from
in
the
moisture
and
nourishment
gather
Palestine up the Danube river, making
mists, for it was not in evidence.
out that the tribe gave the name to the
Th- banquet being ended the lords and
river; then across the Baltic to Denmark
and
ladies
to
the
heights
repaired
great
(Dan’s mark on his boats fixing on the
ij per hall, tin* president giving three litthis name,) thence into Britain,
ti** maps on the desk,
lie Scribe taking country
whose august Queen, Victoria, is said to
at a small table close by, and the
hi*- p;
have her lineage back to the throne of
mo'! ■i,g of the illustrioi.s elan was officiand thence the ancestry of Isaac
An el *ction of officers David,
al! \ announced.
lute of Boguesdaie, Waldo,
and
Joseph,
w;i>
n*rewiih ordered, a committee of
U. S. A. A’erily, it was geneaolt 1
being sent out to deliberate and bring Maine,
brown fields and brow

Mrs. Pinkham
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To The Almshouse.

Going
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Well, thereafter, all present not members or honorary members of the Club
were made honorary members, without

reflected from the first

The
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than
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democracy get

’69 had its annual meeting Dee. 15, 1897,
It was conceived to be
in Grange Ilail.
something of a romance to fix the date in
a

I
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For the Entire

Family.

PROBATE NOTICES,

Although the. leading object of Farm and
Home, which our readers may procure in
connection with this paper, is, of course, to
acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the
best methods of farming, it realizes that the
success

of the farm

largely depends

upon

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

Tin*

subscriber

hereby gives notice that. In* has been duly
appointed Administrator, with the will annexed,
of the

estate

of

JOSEPH CUSTIS, late of W interport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having d» mauds
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavment immediELLERY BOWDEN.
ately.
Winterport, Dec. 14. 1897.- 3w52

management of the household. Accordingly, much valuable space in each issue is
devoted to the wife, mother and daughters,
not forgetting the boys and girls, who are
soon to become—at least we hope they are—
farmers and farmers’ wives. Replete each
NOTICE. The subscriber
issue with a great variety of original artiADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
cles on the farm, garden and household, by appointed Administrator, with the will annexed,
the estate of
the leading rural writers of the day, Farm of
GEORGE B. ORDWAY, late of Swanville,
and Home is not only indispensable to the
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
of
the
but
meets
the
bonds
as the law disects.
All persons having defarmer,
requirements
mands against the estate of said deceased are
entire family.
We cordially recommend it
desired to present the same for settlement, and
the

as pure in tone and well devised to instruct
and entertain the farmer and his family.

all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
SAMUEL (i. NORTON.
Belfast, Dec 14, 1897.—3wl

and all in the poultry business in the
State of Maine, for profit.
My reasons
are that they are a very hardy,
quick
growing, and most profitable fowl for
both broilers and table fowl, with the exception of the Barred Plymouth Rocks,
on
the face of this earth.
1 know from
whence 1 speak, having tested all kinds;
in fact, Orono lias some of my ideal fowl
this year.
Please watch the results. For
ducks, Pekin, and for geese the Etnbden
or Toulouse are good breeds, providing
It
ia
not
1
t o
you are having pasturing enough to keep
necessary
call
a
the same in.
physiIn regard to feeding chickcian every time
eus, 1 lind in all my experience in feeding
have
you
an
chickens that for the first three weeks,
ache or a pain
ami
nim
pay
dry oat meal fed three or four times daily, ]
several dollars
with plenty of clean, fresh water is the j
for
counting
best and quickest means to produce a ]
your pulse and
looking at your
rapid and healthy growth. [Thus. R. i
tongue,”
says
B owe.
Prof. Munyon.
Montville.
What 1 know about the
Neither is it
wise to neglect
poultry industry has been learned by
symptoms that
reading and observation. Keep a small
indicate
may
lloek of liens, principally Brown Legthe
beginning
of serious illhorns.
Do not like to care for hens, and
ness.
The
the products are in proportion to the care
of
symptoms
they receive. Stock feeding is an immost
diseases
so
plain
I are
portant matter with the farmer. Much
that you know
more coarse fodder is being fed than in
what ails you.
former years.
Many farmers feed coarse
Get the proper
fodders entirely, with grain rations, and
Munyon Remedy from some
fiud it an economical feed. Corn fodder
a t
druggist
and straw are the kinds of coarse fodder
and cure
once
Run the corn
that l feed principally.
yourself before
disease
gets
fodder through a cutter before feeding,
of
best
the
and I think it pays. Corn and cob meal
Mostly
you.”
and mixed grain—meal and cotton seed—
25 cents a bottle.
Raise the corn
make up the grain ration.
Mrs. S. H. Dowsing, 2.9 Allston btreet,
and mixed grain on the farm, and buy the
wag
I
Cambridgeport, Mass., says:
1 believe the cotton seed to troubled for three years with dyspepsia
cotton seed.
Intend to and stomach trouble. Could not keep
be a very economical feed.
on my stomach.
Got so sick
raise more corn another year.
[B. F. anything
1 was hardly able to walk. For the past
Foster.
six months was u.iable to take anything
except a cup of malted milk d*ily. I
] Montville. Poultry raising is ot as tried
everything in an effort to get relief,
j much importance as any other branch of one day my husband biought me one of
farm industry.
By close attention to Munyon's ‘Guide to Health,’ and in
looking ow r it I found the remedy that
| business, it probably will pay the best snit*-d
my ease. I secured a bottle, and
is always a demand for
j dividend. Theresummer
tee imj fovement in my case has been
time they bring
eggs. Through
I now keep Munyon’s Reme\\ eii-it rl'ul.
in the least profit; through winter time dies in the house all of the time.”
at
in doubt, a personal let\\
here
you
they bring the highest price, but are ter to Prof. Mun'on,
l,do",
Arch St.,
more care in every way.
They must be Philadelphia, Fu., will be answered with
supplied with the best feeds, and warm tree medical advice lor any disease.
.quarters, with warm drinks. Milk is one !
«»f the best feeds you can give poultry. |I
Diseases often lurk in the blood before
Hens are the most profitable in poultry]1
they openly manifest themselves. Tliereraising. White Leghorns and 'Plymouth ; fore keep the blood pure with Hood’s SarsaBocks, in my opinion, with the Brahams, j| pari 11a.
take the palm.
Turkeys come next in : Real Grief. "Dreadful about Mrs. Bixby’s
|
1
profit. Look close after them while .sudden death.” "What! Is site dead'.’ I
small chicks: after the\ get started they was just going over to sell her a ticket to our
will take care of themselves, if foxes are charity bazaar.” [Chicago Record.
not after them, as this is the greatest
In Heart Disease it Works Like MagIt does not pay ic —"For
drawback at this place.
years my greatest enemy was orj to raise ducks. Incubators are of small i game heart disease From uneasiness ami
j importance. All kinds of stock, sheep | palpitation it developed into abnormal acI included, arc kept in better condition by I turn, thumping, fluttering and choking senDr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heait
satious
j feeding the poorest fodder in the first !
gave instant relief, and the bad symptoms
part of the winter, and then feeding the have
entirely disappeared. It is a wmder| better hay. Each one knows how much ! worker, for my case was chronic.”—Rev. L.
he
can
feed
with
or
meal
so
grain
profit,
i 8. Dana, Pittsburg, Pa. .”>7.
] k* ep in the best line which you have.
He. "My heart is on fire nut lofe for you.”
do much better
some

MONEYJpNG.

Great Genuine Clearance Sale

Munyon Teaches You'
to Doctor Yourself.

j

j

ONE ENJOYS

(i 'li the method and results when
ip of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
! refreshing to the taste, and acts
atly vet promptly on the Kidneys,
er and Bowels, cleanses the sys-

»>

effectually, dispels colds, head-

tem

3-lies and fevers and cures habitual

Syrup of Figs is the
remedy of its kind ever pro; iced, pleasing to the taste and actable to the stomach, prompt in
action and truly beneficial in its
eff.-i'ts, prepared only from the most
lithyand agreeable substances, its
-any excellent qualities commend it

.nstipation.

,.

p

all and have made it the most
ular remedy known,
scrap of Figs is for sale in 50
all leading drugt bottles by
,s.
Any reliable druggist who
not have it on hand will prou
promptly for any one who
-lies to try it.
Do not accept any
'titute.

iL/FORRIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

LDUISVILLE,

XT._NEW

Waldo County
Board of

!•

)
.•»

YORK,

N.Y._

Hens.

Agriculture Bulletin.]

Formerly it was the praeBed poor hay and coin fodder in
and early winter, giving nothing

util this was used up.
The idea
that if once the cattle ate t better
they would not. eat the poorer,
•i 1 y most
fanners know now that
panicnlar c<e.stituents are necessary
i> a eicatuiv in good condition, and
udersiand tliat it is more profitable
x feeds all the lime and balance the
What, then, shall we feed:’ If
ave <>ats. grind them and mix some
o:d cob meal with them, equal parts
ight is well enough, but it the hay
poor

quality, put

in

more

e»ni

and

If we have peas, giind and
hem with corn and cob meal, and
ive a good food.
Barley may be mix'.h anything, or fed alone for good
is. though
not the best.
If, howwe are obliged
to buy feed, wheat
o. and
cotton seed meal are the food
i. cows, producing more milk for
•; <> than
Feed
my other grain.
!i cows throe p'Ojuds of cotton seed
.-id the same .0 bran daily, at two
give wliat hay they will eat clean,
"ti are as near right as you are likeGive the calves bran, and don’t
x:ve them three pounds per day, it
hurt t hem.
[Win. 11. Moody,

j

$15,000

MENS, BOYS

TO

X-

by giving

] sheep

|

|
better hay and provender some six weeks
before dropping their lambs.
[F. Hahn. I
An African

Explorer.

She

mice,

(coldly).
von

[Puck.'

hat

"Veil,

as

This stock'will be sold, there Is
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mind you,
We ask all of the
•

•

•

•
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Miss
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prices that will astonish yon.

up, because this store is to be closed.
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everybody else

and

get

BARGAINS.

your

Look at this Genuine Advertisement, it is
|N

to be sols to pay the creditors.

lade, tliey are net Glued Together
Sham.

no

•

•
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STORE IS TO BE SOLD AT BANKRUPT PR!0£S.

o

CLARK!,!

HU

The Educational Rights of Children.

Patience: “What is the cheapest-looking
thing you ever saw about a bargain couuter?”
Patrice: “A husband waiting for his
wife.” (Youkers Statesman.

•■

1

ASSICNEE SALE, got

store to cal! and

HVI

■

|

A

A. W.

■

j

patrons of this

EVERYTHING WE HAVE

dere is no inzurdot fire omit."

A

are

petter put

Eczema Relieved in a Day.—Dr. Agnew’s Ointment will cure tins disgusting
It will also cure
skin disease without fail.
Barber’s Itch, Tetter, Salt Rheum, anti all
In
from
three
to six nights
skin eruptions.
and Itching
I it will cure Blind, Bleeding,
i Piles. One application brings comfort to
cents.
cases.
35
39.
most
the
irritating

uiber.)

an

Come in before the 30 days

Assignees.

j

.t

Notice of Foreclosure.

Mary

S. Snow, Superintendent of
public schools in Bangor, delivered a
lecture in Lewiston recently under the
auspices of the Cosmos Club of that city,
Iler announced subject was “Education,”
but in her interesting discourse she devoted herself more particularly to the rights
of children regarding education. A large
number attended the lecture and all were
delighted with the instructive talk by
Miss Snow.
She declared that children
had a great many rights which parents
aud teachers are bound t<> respect, but
which they generally, if not quite often,
fail to do.
Speaking of the American
methods of education she referred to the
rapid improvement in the Normal schools,
the introduction of manual labor work in
the training schools, and the introduction
of technical and textile training.
Miss Snow insisted that both teachers
and parents should see that the school
rooms are kept as clean and wholesome as
possible. The surroundings of a child
may be a mighty factor in keeping him
keenly sensitive to every influence about
him, whether ethical or actual. Miss
Snow showed many new points in the
matters of diet and habits for the child.
She insisted that tea and coffee were bad
things for the child’s nervous system, aud
the flanciug school and other tilings in
which tlie children are encouraged to take
part are ofttimes far more injurious and
more responsible for tardiness,
illnesses
aud nervous breakdowns than the actual
school work.
The requirements of any child to keep
too constantly at
work outside their
school hours forms the habit of a stimulus
and leads in many cases in early manhood
to the use of such stimulants as tobacco
and alcohol, thus leading to disaster.
Miss Snow made a strong plea for the
kindergarten, and asserted that it was
the child’s opportunity for a broad solid
foundat ion for future intellectual improvements.

The best lines of work to
the poultry business must dead on circumstances.
But for most
j
M dno farmers egg production is no doubt
with poultry as a side product. The
breed is not know n and never will be.
■1
"wu preference is for the light
weight
The Oddities of Language. “She actually
xlit Brahma and Plymouth Rock, aitiling herself at liis head!” “H’m! What
igh .here .nay be others just as good.
did he do?” “He flung himself at her feet?”
is no uoubt but that the men who
[Boston Transcript.
extensively engaged in the business
Cinnamon-Coated Pills —Dr. Agnew’s
the incubator a help if they are willLiver Pills are coated like a cinnamon drop,
give the care necessary. But the
very small and delightful to take. One pill
er and small breeder will
find the
a dose, 40 in a vial for 10 cents.
Their popuUhSRY M. STANLEY
note reliable.
The best time for egg
larity is a whirlwind, sweeping competitors
ti"ti is vlien eggs are high, but,
No pain, no griping, no
before it like chaff
all the care possible, the hens will
It is always very interesting to hear inconvenience. 40.
something to say about when they ! both sides of a story, especially when it is
Seems tu Cover It. Hojack: “Give me a
'•ay. Quack nostrums and cure-alls the story of a battle. Probably the only paraphrase of ‘All is fair
in love and war.’
as much out of place in the care of I battle between white men
and Africans Tomdik: “The taeffcs permissible in courtas
!"rk,
they are in the family. Good which has been described by participants ship are equally allowable after marriage.”
"l
the light kind, warm and dry on both sides is the one that Stanley [Puck.
and
freedom from vermin, will fought with the Bangala tribe.
M'S,
j
Harper’s
|
What Everybody Knows,
I
a fair measure of success.
There is Pound Table, under the title of “A Oonlance for a B> turn- to be made from ; densed
to know, is that health and even j
Or
a
from
ought
Chapter,” reprints chapter
ali lic.-k «>i liens, but they will pay Stanley's “Through the Dark Continent” ! life itself depends upon the condition of the |
blood.
Feeding, as it does, all the organs of j
own way and leave a balance on the
relating the story of the fight. This is j the
body, it must le rich and pure in < rder j
-al*. of ilu- account.
The man who the lirst. of a series of extracts which the ;
! to give proper nourishment.
Hood’s Sar- I
n,_ well enough at something else,
Pound Table is publishing from importsaparilla limkH.s the blood pure, rich aud 1
not want to “io wild” over the hen | ant works of tiavel which,
by reason of 1 nourishing, aud in this way strengthens the
-ness.
their expense, are beyond the reach of a nerves, creates an appetite,tones the stomach |
[Enoch* Dow.
vi.do.
The best breed of hens is the j good many readers.
Following Stanley's 1 aud builds up the health, flood’s Sarsapars
one
in lovt with.
For me the j account is printed that of one of the ; iila wards off colds, pneumonia ami fevers, |
b
Wyandotte lil.s the bill. My poul- chief's who was engaged upon the op- which are prevalent at this time.
I
*»use is Wxlo, and ;i three foot walk
posite side. He toldwhoit to theit Belgian,
She (reading): “Mice are found of music I
the length of the building on the back
into his and will
Captain Coqnilhat,
put
as
to
it
as
close
can.
He:
get
they
There are fi'Te pens twelve feet j hook, “Le limit Congo," from which it “Just cut that
out, and I’ll send it to the
The has been translated for the Pound Table ! girl in the next fiat.” (Yonkers Statesman.
squaie. each pen has eighteen hens.
j
"«.st platforms :m* e ighteen inches from !
by Mr. Cyrus C. Adams. The two verihe floor, and t ie roosts are eighteen I sions side by side make
*100.
very interesting
tu bes above the
Dr. K. Deletion's Anti Diuretic
platform and are across I reading.
the east end of each pen. The nest platMay he worth to you more than $liW) if
forms are two feet from the Hour and are
To Cost half Million.
you have a child who soils bedding from incontenence
of water during sleep. Cures
next to the walk.
A door lets down so
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
\«-u Yacht to be Built in Batli for Col. O.
the eggs can be gathered from the walk.
j at
H. Pay ue,
Sold hv A. A. Howes & Co.,
once, $1.
Ship’s Boats of Steel.
1 here is a narrow platform connecting
Iy28
The steam yacht for Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Bath, Jan. 4.
the roost platform and the nest platform,
which
the
Bath
Iron Works a few days
Ship’s boats made of steel, without
and the drinking dish is on this.
Easily Done—Of course lie thought he
The
hens reach between the slats to get to the *| ago signed a contract, is for Colonel knew' it all. A man always does, “When it seams or names, and in all respects a vast
Oliver H. Payne of New York city.
The comes to the art of managing servants,” he improvement upon wood or metallic boats,
drinking dishes, but they can be tilled new
yacht will be the largest built in the began. “It’s very easily done.” She inter- have been tried in various liners and cargo
and emptied from the walk.
A door ;
United States and is intended to be in rupted. “Oh, you admit it, do you?” he steamers with greatest success.
Just as
opens into each pen from the walk to the
asked. “I do,” she said. “It’s like managback and front plates of locomowest of the nests.
Each pen is boarded ; the class with the Varuna, Mayflower, ing children. All that is uecessary is to let. pistons,
tive
and
marine boilers, are stamped true
Nahua and other steam yachts built; them have their own
up four leet high, and laths form the I
way.” [Chicago Even to
She will ing Post.
gauge from plates of mild steel, so are
rust of the partition. A jail made of laths J abroad for American owners.
these
boats
!
be
3(H)
feet
pressed out. There are hyand tastened to the west end of each
long, 35 feet beam, and have a
Rheumatism lured In a Day.
pen
I draulic presses which carry dies and
of about It) feet. She will be
draught
f-»r broody liens, and a box for
;
Cure”
for
oyster ! bark
Rheumatism and Neu“Mystic
stamps, so that the shape produced is that
expansion engines, and ralgia
-bells about fifteen inches from the
floor, have arigged, triple
radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its
single screw. It is required by the action upon the system is remarkable ar.d j of one-half of a boat longitudinally. A
inpletes the outfit. [J. G. Harding.
of thin Siemens-Martin steel is placoh a ks.mo.vt.
1
believe the poultry terms of her contract that she must show I mysterious. It removes at once the cause plate
i
It
business may be made one of the most a speed of fifteen knots an hour under ! and the disease immediately disappears. ed in the press and comes out shaped.
.s
then
placed alongside the opposite part,
profitable things on a farm, in proportion ! natural draught for a forty-eight hours ; The first, dose greatly benefits: 75 cer.ts.
Sold
A.
A.
and
Howes
&
the
;
trial.
Beland
Her coal carrying capacity will
ends are rivetted to
by
Co., Druggists,
garboards
1,1 the
capital invested. But like most all
fast.
Amo 45
a bulb bar,
which forms tlie stem, keel
hiier business, in order t<» make it a suc- be about five hundred tons, and her cost }\
1 about hali a million dollars.
and
stem.
Another
Work
will
"lie must be
advantage which atA
Klondike Heiress—First
Ij
adapted to the business, be
Klordike tends the use
of steel boats is that they
commenced on the yacht at once and Miner: “I hear that our
and give it strict attention.
It is a poor
neighbor, Spudkins, are much
easier to pull because the wet>' n«'ss to run at
| lias married rich!” Second Klondike Miner
haphazard. Years ago, carried on with the utmost rapidity.
!
did considerable breeding of barred
(•liviousy:) “Yes they say his bride has an ted surface is so much less; as is also the
fortune of fifty cans of bone- j skin friction, than is the case with wooden
Plymouth K'x-ks, having at that time a A Billion Dollars’ Worth of Asphalt. independent
less ham, and twenty-five cans of condensed bo its.
Weight for weight a small wooden
s,,-addemand for a!l my well marked
milk.”
[Puck.
Dec.
29.
The owTiers of
Dk.wek, Col.,
j boat is ratln-r lighter than a steel boat,
1 diets in Massachusetts at liberal prices,
some of the
a
but
first-class
Itch on human, mange on horses dogs and I
.ad hatched by both incubator and
undeveloped asphalt beds on
ship’s lite-boat. made of
hens,
and tii'iii the eggs used, met about the the borders of the Uncompahgre Indian all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s ; steel is lighter lliau a similar boat built of
Lotion. This never fails.
reservation residing in this city are
Sold by wood.
tine success with one as the other.
Lastly, steel boats are cheaper in
nego- Sanitary
Poswith the Title Guarantee and Trust A A. Howe.' & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me. the end.
sibly 1 learned as much through mistakes tiating
Their first cost is somewhat higher than
Company of Chicago with a view to scour- j “Why, papa,” said Frances, who was
,s 1 did through success.
My judgment
the deposits.
ing money to
Ac- looking at file family album, “surely this wooden boats; but, on the other hand,
i>, that in order to meet with
good suc- cording to the develop
isu't
a
of
I
“Yes.”
17th annual report of the
picture
you?”
replied papa, they cost nothing for maintenance aud recess in
hatching with incubators, they
“that is a picture of me, taken when I was
pair. If a steel boat is dented through by
should be kept where tlie temperature is United States Geological Survey, the arc
in which gilsonite occurs covers a consid- quite young.” “Well,” commented the lit- bad handling a carpenter can
easily take
taiily even, as I doubt it the regulator on
tle girl, “it doesn’t look much like you as
erable territory and extends 15 miles over
out the indentation with a wooden malany incubator can correct great differyou look now.”
[London
Fagaro.
the State lines into Colorado.
There are
let, whereas a wooden boat when damaged
ences in temperature within the room. On
T. F. Anthony, Ex Postmaster of Promise
requires extensive repairs. This facility
the whole, J was sufficiently successful in seven distinct veins which vary from one
j to eight feet in thickness and it is estimat- City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of of repair to a steel boat is one of its
their use, so that if 1 were again to en- |
greatCure’ for Rheumatism, and two
‘Mystic
ed
that
est
their
total contents will amount to doses of
merits; such is the excellent quality of
gage in hatching, I should use them, as I
it did me more good than any medithe
tons.
mild
The
same
steel
reports quote cine 1 ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes &
employed that it will not
they never go off and forget to return, j 23,744,528
the price of this material in
fracture.
The boats are always available;
nor poach a nest of
Chicago at Co., Druggists, Belfast.
4m45.
eggs by dancing on
to
$40
$00
no
1
which
per
they
ton, gross value,
require
protection from and are
them; and then, my incubator-hatched,
A Theory—“1 wonder what the reason of unaffected
would make the estimated contents of the
and brooder-raised, chicks
by the weather. Like all vesmade
always
a man’s natural aversiou to
seven,veins worth over $1,000,000,000.
shopping is,” he sels built of steel, they require considerathe thriftiest growth.
The best situation j
remarked as his wife, with a frown, in- ble
attention to prevent oxidation, but
for hens, is on dry, gravelly soil, both for
some purchases he had made for
spected
In
Olden
this is easily effected with the ordinary
Times
location ot houses or yards, but where
her. “It is a wise provision of nature,” she
overlooked
the
one has not
importance of per- answered, with a sigh. It prevents a great appliances on board ship, and, providing
this, I would raise the floors People
of their houses well above the
1 manently beneficial effects and were satisfi- deal of good money from being wasted.” proper care is used, a steel boat, as a
as
ground,
steel hull, will last for years.
[Financial
dryness is a necessity to success, and ! ed with transient action; but now that it is [Washington Star.
Review.
build so as to maintain as even a
For Over Fifty Tears.
temper- generally known that Syrup of Figs will
ature as possible.
A cold house with permanently overcome habitual
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
constipaSmall daughter—It’s most school
even
temperature, in my judgment, is to tion, well-informed people will not buy Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
time,
over fifty years by millions of mothers
be preferred to one
for and I’ve mislaid my geography.
alternating between other laxatives, which act for a time, but their children while
Cultured mother—Well, tell me what
heat and cold.
teething, with perfect
[Otis D. Wilson.
Seakstout.
I have been in the poul- finally injure the system. Buy the genuine, success. It soothes the child, softens the the lesson is about, and I’ll write out the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
answer for you to learn.
tiy business for thirty-five years, and made by the. California Fig Syrup Co.
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasSmall daughter—The lakes of Africa.
have tried all kinds of fowls, from the
ant to the taste. Sold by
1 lie little folks love Dr. Wood’s
druggists in every
Cultured mother—Um—er—If you’ve I
Norway part of the world.
light weight to the heavy breed, but find Pine Syrup. Pleasant to
cents a botTwenty-five
take; perfectly tle. Its value is
in all my experience that the
incalculable. Be sure and mislaid your geography, you careless
light weight harmless; positive cure for coughs,
colds, ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Light Brahma are the breed for farmers, boncbitis, asthma.
Soothing Syrup, and child, you can just hunt till you find it.
take no other kind.
[New York Weekly.
''

humbug about it, it is

no

In Fine First Class Goods at

A Miner’s Sufferings.
Exposure inducI ed colds, and colds developed into that commonest but most offensive of maladies—Ca| tarrh. Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder cleared the way to the pure gold of good health.
Fred Lawrie of Trail Creek, B. 0., writes:
1 pro“I was a great sufferer from catarrh.
cured Dr Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder,2 botI can highly retles cured me completely.
command it.” 38.

;

AND CHILDREN’S GOODS

BE SOLD IN 30 DAYS.

j

•iieal.

M

A BANKRUPT STOCK OF CLOTHING

+*

wtnthroi* o. sarlent nwi
HARTWELL E. WOODCOCK, >■-ilh
|; |
fast, in tilt* Countv of Waldo and Start- of Main,*
on tin*
eighteenth day of May, in the year of on:'
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety tiv.by their deed of mortgage of that date, reron ed
in the Registry of Deeds for said
County, iv,,;.
nine 242. Page 4U5,
conveyed r<» us. tlie Maine
Central Railroad Company'and the Belfast .National Rank, their railn-ad bed an-i track i. .miplKe
excepting the rails which now belong
-aid
Maine Centra! Railroad Company .extending from
the main line of the Belfast ami Mooselu-a 1 Lake
; Railroad now under lease to the Maine Central
Railroad Company) in Waldo, in said County of
Waldo, to the Oak Hill Granite Quarries in Swan
ville, in said County of Waldo, and constructed
upon the location made by the Maine Central
Railroad Company in 18U2, and approved by the
Railroad Commissioners of the state of Maine, in
their report, dated January 2d, A. D. 18'J3, and
accepted by the Supreme Judicial Court within
and for said County of Waldo, at a term of said
Court, begun and held on the third Tuesday id'
April, A D. 1803, a particular description of
which location is as follows
Commencing at a stake marked “<r in the track
ot Die siding called
Sargent’s, on line of the 1U1fasi and Moosehead Lake Railroad, now under
leas,* to the Maine Central Railroad
Company,
"’Inch stake is situated about one huudrc-i and
seventy 17m feet southerly of the present switch,
.at Die northerly end of said siding, and thirteen
iQSifeet easterly of the centre ot the main track
of
'.;td railroad; thence north eleven degrees,
titt> four minutes east, on a line parallel wish tincentre line of the. straight main track opposite
said stake marked ••O." a distance of 2*2.4 feet
to a stake marked 2x82.4: thence on a curve to
the left ot westerly of 2,S(if> feet radius, a distance of 3m»j; feet to a stake marked oxS'j;
thence on a tangent bearing north five degrees,
forty five minutes east, a distance of u-v.i r, fee;
to a. stake marked 15x38.(i; thence on a curve to
the right or asterly of 573.7 feet radius,
.iistan**e of 352.R feet'to a stake marked 1S\'J1.2;
thence on a tangent bearing north fortv-om* degrees east, a distance ot 1053.x feet to a stake
marked 20x45; ihence on a curve to the right or
easterly d 055.4 feet radius, a distance of 51*7.R
feet to a stake marked 35x42.B; tlienee on a
tangent bearing north seventy seven degrees east,
a distance of 28R7 4 feet toa stake marked R4xD>.
This location is to cover a. width of four 4 rods,
being two rods on either side ,*f he above described line- And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, we claim a
foreclosure of a said mortgage.
Dated at Belfast, in said County, this fourth day
of December. A. D. 1S',*7.
3\v52
THE MAINE CENTRAL RAlLRl >AD CO M PAN V.
Bv Jose *h Williamson, its Attorney.
THE BELFAST NATIONAL BANK.
By Joseph Williamson, its Attorney.

'GEO, W. BURGESS,

Whereas,

■'Z

The finest flour

/

1

that miller can make j
from the finest
wheat that farmer
can

raise:—

produces the finest
bread that cook
can

Sold

bake.

bags and barrels by
and liou dealers everywhere
In

grocm

...THE..,

it’s

j

Opera

And all kinds of

Legal Printing
7t.f
neatly and promptly don -.

j

SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors

HALE’S

If you

and DEALERS

wouldn’t

neglect

1IC1EH00ND

such

Tents, Awnings, Curt Carers,
Duck, Cordage, Taints, .Pc.

Hale's Hone

simple remedy
cases

,-f
t

T||

of throat o» bronchial trouble.

druggists,
Pike

s

GROCERIES.
Importers

Toothache Drops

cure

ol

Suit,

Blacksmith

in

one

minute.

,

p

L 0 3,1S

FREEDOM ACADEMY.

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Me,
Itf

Broken down Health

He>LTx

may be restored if you start
right. It takes fuel to run

engine, and you must burn
it right to get the power. To
regain health, you must have
good food and digest it.
an

“|I k
p

»

Atwood’s Bitters begin

right here. They restore
digestion, regulate tin.
bowels, purify the blood,
““

®

-7-

35c.

a

bottle. Avoid Imitations.

The taxpayers of the city of lielfast are hereby
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on
personal
estate for 1897 are now due and immediate
pavment is requested.
A discount of two
per cent
will be allowed on all taxes
paid before .Ian. 1.
1838. i shall be in
my office in Memorial building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m. daily, until further
notice
M. C. HMLL,
Cjliejtor.
Belfast, Sept. 8.1897— tf30

E BANGOR
BUSINESS
COLLEGE

Teaches the

ELLIS

methods. Such assistance will be Finished as
the needs ol the school may demand.
Those who wish to obtain o..n I ui
.■.» 11 .ipou
,1. \Y Lihbey. Dr A. M. Small and (in-;;, ms Belwho will render t'icm-v

ows,

-u ne-Mn

J. W 1.1 BBF Y.
may need.
Freedom. Dec 2;>, is*,)7. 2m.-»l

as

they

Secy.

\Y Vid't) SS Dec,-:.i1 w, \ D. 1 S:17.
" e he imdersigm l. having bee
il\ ij pointd in
the Honor n
tic
;: .i .h.:- n
,,f
l*i"bate lor said ( o i'y, '.emuis ■■ Hc-rs t..
civo
and examine the e: tic.; of tic •.-d11 w- ..i .11 >i I V
1, Fid.IS. 1 i'.. ,1
i: 1
v
whose estate
ji is been renr -o in- 1 ins.dre it. Hereby give public not ice agreeably t«• !u baler id tbo
said Judge id I’r.ci,
lm -ix m
nil- irom and
alter the -eeoml Tin sday in Dci'em1 so?, lr.ive
beeu allinved to sai ci ei'li, iu's to pre^c 111 and
prove
their claims: and that wv wiM an.•mi to the serwee assigned us, at the office of \V. F.
Tit nnpson
in Helfast.iu said
('.ninty, sutnnia; Jauuan 22,
1 Si's, and Saturday. .Iunc 2'*. IS'.iS.'.i: r,-.i of the
clock in the forenoon of e.rh of said davs
W. i\ THOMPSON.
( ,|urs2\\f>2
FRF!) I. PALMER,
••

CEO. F, EAMES, M. D„ D. D. S„
The Nose and Throat.
No.

Newbury Streetf
(Near Corner

of

BOSTON.

Fairfield

St.)

MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
October, 1896.— 1 y4T>.

SYSTEM
..of..

Actual Business
..and.

ISAAC PITMAN
SYSTEM

of Phonography—the best
system ever devised. Fine rooms, modern
improvements,
l,est teachers. SR.MI) ROB CATALOttllK.
>

rAA

spring

>

■

3ST-0R0ERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

Sold bv
y

Me

Commissioners’ Jlaisce.

quality of

Anthracite, and

Horehound and Tar is a
it acts like magic in all

Belfast,

Southwest Harbor, Me., as irineipal. Mr. Rich is
professional teacher ami well equipped lor the
work ol teaching In tin* latest and most
unproved

and

cough.

a

,

a

SEEDS and

Dealers in the finest

IN

tenn of this institution will comHa roll l. IMPS, ami continue It'weeks.
The officers ol this school have been very fortutunate in securing the services n| \v. \v. Rjt'H of

FEED,

0F

you

os

mence

GRAIN,

HONEY

knew it

J. \V. Irederick & Co.,

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

The

tap
life door.

to

Mo. 31 Fron I St

JOBBKUS OF

at your

House Block, Belfast, Me.

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BIEL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

SWAN & SIBLEY CO,

death

a

JOB PRINTER,

__

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

SfcARSPORT
George F. Caiter
trip to boston.

LOCALS.

absent

is

wholesome and delicious.

business

on a

East Thorndike. Miss Nancy Prentiss
and Mr. Littlefield of Waldo spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Prentiss....Mrs.
V. N. Higgins and Mrs. S. F. Files visited
Mrs. F. L. Pbilbriek, Thursday... .E. N.
Cole of Dixmont was in town Sunday....
Henry Higgins is hauling hay for Lincoln
Ward.

Royal makes the food pare,

Both young and old are enjoying the coastwas never better.

ing, which

Thomas Kane returned Monday to Boston,
a brief visit, to his parents.

mi

after

Schooner Senator, Capt llutchius, is loadut Nickerson’s tor Bar Harbor.

ing hay

East Searsmont. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Stinson of Belfast were in town Sunday,
the guests of Mr, and Edgar P. Mahoney....
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Mendall of East Northport were at Henry Mahoney’s Jan. 9th....
Mrs. Mary Batchelder of Rockland in spending a few days with her brother, Peter Ames.
Mr. A. J. Donnell has placed in the
cemetery a nice granite monument in memory of bis daughter Pfielia. The work was
done by C. F. Merriam of Lincolnville.

Grinuell,accompanied by Mr. Ames of
Camden, was at the Searsport House FriW.

day.

Capt. George McClure has had auother
paralytic shock and is in a critical condi-

&AkiN0

tion.

Herbert Black has contracted to move the
Sargent schoolhouse to the lot on Norris
Lillian G. Runnel Is has secured
Bition

teacher in

as

of the

one

Bellingham, Mass.

Pure

a hue poschools in

South Montville. Rev. S. C. Whitcomb,
the Free Baptist State agent, has been in
the place the past few days. He leaves here
for the north part of the town where he will
spend Sunday-Herbert Howes spent last
Sunday in South Liberty... .Mrs. Fred
Griffin is quite sick with a lung trouble....
John W. Prescott received a check for $10
recently from the seed company of whom he
procured his vegetable seed last spring. He
had previously received a like sum at the
Washington Fair as premiums on vegetables
raised from the aforesaid seed. John is a
hustler and does not often get left on rais-

E. L.

Merithew, who lias been in attendance upon the Grand
Jury, left for Boston
by steamer Monday.
lumbermen

.Cut

sieddiug

of

logs

and
the

lo

ROYAL

improving the good
are hrmging in a
large quantity

POWDER

BAKING

CO.,

NEW YORK.

are

Merrill null.

Belmont.
riam

of

and

Mr.

Morrill

Mrs.
in

were

Mer-

Herman
town

Sunday

Mrs. M’s. parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Htmenwav of
Morrill_Mrs. Ann
evening.
Searsmont was in town Sunday visiting
Newel! White muved a part of his
goods relatives_Mrs. Sadie Knight of Lincolnluesday and w ill leave with his family to- viile was in town Sunday visiting her
day to take up his abode at Knox Centre.
brother, Mr. C. O. Jordan-Levi Black of
W E. Grinuell is
making preparations to Belfast was in town last week visiting his
harvest Ins ice for local use. The ice is in
grandmother, Mrs. Susan A. Bryant....
tine condition and about one foot thick.
Mrs. J. E Bryant w as in Appleton last week
Miss Nellie Thompson, who lias been conher paients, Mr. and Milts Ripley.
ducting a series of meetings at the M. E. visiting
church for the past six weeks, left caturday
Kalldale.
Charles A. Gilchrest was
fui her home in Morrill.
quite badly hurt a few days ago. While
William Bassick received severe injuries loading a log lie slipped and fell and the log
Monday by being thrown from a high load rolled over him, a large knot striking him in
ot baled bay. One of his
legs w as broken the side... Joshua Kershaw of Lowell,
amt he received internal
injuries.
is visiting his sister, Mrs. Charles
Iber, will be a special meeting of Sears Mass.,
Lodge, this, Thursday, evening to take ac- Rowell... Mrs. L. P. Fester died quite sudta n m relation to
postponing the iustalla- denly last Thursday morning.... Rev. S. C.
tieu, making it public ami serving refresh- Whitcomb of Bangor, the F. W. B. State
ments.
Missionary is expected to preach here next
Penobscot Engine Co. and their friends Sunday_W. B. Snow, who has been visitgave a very enjoyable social at Engine Hall
has returned to bis place of busiOne of Trundy and ing here,
Saturday evening.
Bowen’s best stews was served on the oc- ness.
'flic young people have formed a Whist
Club ami w ill bold their first
meeting at G.
A. R. Hall Saturday

casion.

Hie parties who took the
key from the
door oi L uion hall
Saturday evening are
known and if they return the
key no questions will be asked; if not,
will be

they

dealt with.

Lev. J. F. Tilton of Belfast,
lirst meeting of the week of

conducted the

prayer at the
Cong’l vestry, kindly responding to very
slioit notice front Rev. R. G.
Harbutt, who
was sick in bed.

the annual meeting of P. Pendleton
Engine Co. the following were elected officers for the
ensuing year: J. H. Sullivan,
foreman: b M. Perkins, 1st asst.; A. E.
At

Trundy,

*2d asst.: C. A.

Rogers, clerk.
meeting of the stockholders

At the annual
of the Sears port

banking

National

Tuesday,

rooms

Bank, at their

the

following

were

chosen directors for the ensuing year : J. G
F. Smith, J. P. Butman, J. B.
C. Pendleton.

visiting
A.

ing

expected

to make liis

John F. Libby,

Mrs.

month.

Mr.

L.

the tine

Pendleton, G.
Nichols, Win.

juryman

as

in Be,fast.

The

Bought

I be post-office at th s
place changed hands
Jan. 1st.
A. Stinson handles the mail. The
office has been rnoveo fn m the residence of
L W. Seavey tot lie residence of Mr. Stinson.

down of the

crew

at

cause

of

a

cut

Brooks.
town

Hi

CORRESPONDENCE.

There is considerable sickness
beeu

present. H. IT Pilley has
to the house over a week

at

to

confined

with

pneumonia and his case lias been c< nsidered
a critical one.
Otis VV. Lane has been confined to the house over a week.
Mrs. Mary
E

Staples

has been very sick for

s >me

two

weeks.
Pkoscki

Fkrky

Miss Orianna Harding
Bangor last week.... Mrs.
Harding entertained the Ladies’
Jan 1st.
All enjoyed a pleasant

visited friends

.Jessie
Uircle

in

evening.... Miss Martha llarriman visited
relatives and friends in Belfast last week_
Mrs. Mary Smith has gone to Belfast to
spend
the
remainder of
the winter with her
brother, C. F (linn. .Capt. and Mrs A. A
Oitin and daughter Edna visited Northern
Light (irange, Winterport, Jan. dth.
Monkok.

reported
bth.

Hts

obituary
daughter, Mrs

His
two

t)

s

will

appear next week.
l.niu Baker, and li r

childien, lioiu Minnesota, arnv-al

tunc tor
"i

Mr Freeman Atwood, win. was
week, passed aw a} Jan.

sick last

the tunera!.

Arthur

in

Ritchie, Esq

I d 'tty has beet, ending mi friends here
"*'«•'
Mrs. .\ ary Moore will go to

Massn.
t* r,

hn>ctis this

w

e«

k

t>

M.ss

sition

as

visit

her da igh-

Lizzie M >ore, who has
sienogmpher, and other

a

tiue po-

relatives.

Monday while the scholars at. Monroe
Centre vv ere sliding two sleds collided, caus-

...

The particulars are
ing a l ad accident.
kuownattht present writing. Dr. Holt
n

the

spot in

not
was

-0 mumtes.

Wjntkiuokt.

Miss Mida Atwood, who
spending the holidays in Boston,
retmmid Saturday to attend the funeral of
her grandfather, Mr. Freeman Atwood of
M. >nroe... .Mr. Frank Atwood of Bangor
has been

the

anil

sincere

deep solicitude.

was

addressed to Alex. Black, Searsport, Maine, aud bearing the mark of a seal
upon its back, liad evidently done duty as
an envelope before such things were invented. Turning to the family record we find
that
paper aud

Alexander Black 2nd

j

was at

fast, where he

!

Sunday from
the

is

as

side of the.

river.

He

may not think it

of work.

funy joke, if he is detected_The
Epworth League gave a social at the Methodist Vestry Monday evening. At the business meeting the following officers
were
elected, Elmer Larrabee, Pres.; Alberta
George, 1st Vice Pres.; Lizzie Rich, 2nd;
H. F. Lougee, 3rd; Lucy Larrabee, 4th;
Lester Nickerson, Sec.; Flora Gilman, Treas.
very

Come and

see

will be sold

them. They

are

at

MUCH LESS.

equally i idiculous prices, j

A whole drove of them at SO o.
Better ones
have sold for $$.03, $4.00 and $>.00, will be sold at

EYE OPENER PRICES.

Long
Hoods,
regular price $1.25,
“
“
Regular Hoods, good size,
.BO,
“
“
“
“
Children’s,
.50,

HAVE YOU
SEEN OUR

“

A,

VtRY HEAVY

beauties. Also
Don’t you need one ?

They

are

a

good

one

for

25c.

TT"-A_JtrCl\r.

Ball

Yarn, colored only, 4c

per

ball.

now

75c.

“

35c.
35c.

“

FRUIT OF THE LOOM COTTON, 36 in.,
LOCKWOOD B, BROWN COTTON, 36 in.,
“

“

“

40

“

6 1-4c.
5c.

in.,

6c.

36

in.,
“
GOOD QUALITY “
36 in.,
LINING CAMBRICS, BEST QUALITY,
“
“
REMNANTS,
MACHINE THREADS, STANDARD MAKES,

4c.
4 l-4c
3 l-2c.
3c.
2 1-2c.

Prints Light,
) They are
Prints Dark,
| all one
Prints Medium,
price,
A tew colors to close out
Prints Pretty,
a \
j
at 3c per ball, 2 for 5c Prints
■
i
2^''*
Homely,

KNITTING COTTON.

Just follow tm list of prices loo wiilfiii tin very low,

.''----^▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼■*T*^*****»1M********«jM**

.Inh in
ARin
Uiy uUU HI

were made to sell at 15c.
AProns,that
AA/hifp
¥¥ I Hit/ Anrnnc
of
them
ullbi many
dj'.c., will be sold until

fipl

^-

at

10c,

these

H. A.

*T f°r 25c.
are
sold.

State

STARRETT,

Ohio, Criy of
Lucas County.

of

Toled, )

j

■SFraxk J. Cheney makes oath that he is the
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney aY Co.,
doing business in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLL VRS for each and
every ease ot Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
FRANK ,1. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this Gtli day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. AY. C.LEASON,
Notary Public.
Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
Send for testimonials, free.
F. ,J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
4w62
Jg^’Sold by Druggists, 75c.

SHIP NhiWS.

ARRIV ED.

SAILED.

Jan. 8

that the

beverage

made from

Chase & Sanborn’s
Seal Brand Coffee
is

morning at the home of
Zeliscu Foster. Although

her late residence, Rev. T. R.Pentecost
officiating-It is understood that the
dances which have, been held at the Grange
Hall will be continued under the same management as before. The next one will be on
Friday evening, Jan. 14th, and a large company is expected. These gatherings have
been very pleasant so far, and with good
travelling will be successful in the future.
-Mr. Elijah Gay lias bought the farm lately occupied by Mr. Elisha Carter, now deceased.

$2.75

at 23c.
at 19c.

Our entire lotto be sold
a
ridiculous price
good values at lOc ’ but

Outing
milUCId.
vuu,,8 1Flannels

BLANKETS.

So it is not to be wondered

par

excellent.

And it is not

strange

that

thousands of homes delight in
the

of

joys

drink

a

made

much

from

at 25c. we are

at 25c.

End

Jan. (». Sch. James A. Brown, Simmons,
New York.
Jan. 10. Sch. Cambridge, Hamilton, Portland; Maria Webster, Turner, Rockland.

Thursday

pleasure. Although her life has
beeu short, yet by her sympathetic and selfsacrificing disposition she has done au inestimable amount of good in her own home
and has made herself endeared to many.

selling
selling
selling

HOODS.

of a famous

from such material.

Every

grocer who

himself

on

class of

goods

handling

prides

the best

in town

other
a

piece

j

her father, Mr.
Mrs Foster had been ill for some time
past,
yet no one realized that the end was so
near, and her death was a great shock not
only to her immediate family hut to the host
of friends who have always known her with

and wool Shawls at $1,42,
and a line $1.62. Others at

PORT OF BELFAST.

completion

of

She was married only last fall to Mr. Llewellyn Foster, who, with her father and two
Monday-Miss Georgie Plumsisters, survives her. She was tenderly cared
mer has returned from Massachusetts and
for in her sickuess, and the family have the
will remain at home some time....Mr.
of the entire community in their
Charles E. Alley ami Mrs. Virginia Rainey sympathy
bereavement.
Truly in her death the
were united in marriage by Rev. J.P.Simonworld has lost one of its most valuable postou Jan. Kth... .The mail boat was taken by
sessions, a pure and unselfish woman. The
aome scamp Sunday night and left on the
funeral took place on Sunday at 10 a. m,
was

for the

Montyii lk. The many friends
former schoolmates of Mrs. Gertrude j
Foster were much pained to learn of her 1

death last,

at 35c. we are
at 30c. we are

and

they

There will

Main

Pickering, Haskell, New York ; 10, eld, sell..
Carrie E. Look, Venzie, Boston.
Wilmington, N. C., Jan. S. Ar, sell. Isaiah
K. Stetson, Trask, New York.
New London, Jan. 8. sld, Sell.
Mary
L. Crosby, Trim, Jacksonville.
FOREIGN PORTS.

St. Helena, Dee. 28. Passed, bark Adolf
Obrig, Arusbury, Singapore for New York.
Porto Plata, Dec. 25.
Ar, sell. N. E. Symoik!s Snowman, Port Antonio.
Sail River, Ja., Dec. 51. Ar, brig Telos,
Parker, St. Thomas.

Cien uegos, Jan. 5.
Ar. sell. Albert L.
Butler, Lelaml, Philadelphia.
Cnracoa, Dec*. 80. Sld, sell. Estelle, Hutchinson, Charlotte Harbor, to load for Wil-

mington, N. C.
Demerara, Dee. 0 Ar. bark Mannie Swan,
Higgins, Barbadoes (and sld. 16th for Delaware Breakwater); in port, sob.
Laura, LamUnity. Miss Ada Whitney of Pittsfield
son, for Philadelphia or New York.
was in town last week visiting friends....
Jan.
7.
bark
Santos,
who
Ar,
was
a
Megunticook,
Black,
prominent citizen of this
Wallace, New York, 56 days’ passage.
Mrs. A. K. Myrick is improving, but it will
town and died April 22, 187G, aged 46 years,
lloug Kong, Dec. 2. In port, ships Abner
take
some
time
for
her
to
over
her
get
2 months, 12 days. His elder son, Charles H.
yet
Park, for New York: Sachem, Nickaccident-Fred Whitten, while cutting Coburn,
from New' York; barks Serrano, WaterBlack of Chelsea, is well known here, and
wood in the woods, cut Ins foot quite badly. els,
house, for-; Fred P. Litchfield, Hardy,
always oiainfested a keen interest in Ins old Dr. Cook was obliged to take several from
Callao.
home. The Bible is hound in calf, as all stitches. He is doing we!!... .Bert Earle is
Zaza, Cuba, Jan. 8. Ar, bark Olive Tliura girl-The
books were in those days, and shows the very happy just now. It is
New York.
lowr,
Hayes,
W. R. C. and G. A. R. had a public installaSingapore, Dec. 29. Sld, ship S. D. Carlewear anil tear of almost three-fourths of a
tion the afternoon of Jan. 5th. An oyster
ton, Amsbury, New York.
century all too plainly. The new testament supper was served. That evening the Odd
Barbadoes, Jan.i5. Ar, sch. Nimbus, BryFellows had a public installation and oyster
seems to have been studied much more than
aut, Rio Janeiro.
and pastry supper. The lodge is in a flourthe old. Some of the ’eaves are torn and
Halifax, N. S., Jau. 10. Ar, sell. Annie G.
ishing condition, new members coming in at
some missing.
Since it has been in Mrs. uearly every meeting... .Dr. Thomas is im- Quiner, Peterson, Souris, P E I, for Gloucester.
Cunningham’s possession, however, not proving slow ly... .There was a quiet wedMARINE MISCELLANY.
ding at the parsonage Jan. 1st, Rev. E. S.
even a fly has been allowed to walk across
Burrill officiating. The contracting parties
Jan.
4.
Collector of the Port yesits ancient covers.
Mobile,
were Mr. Carl
Wellington of Albion ami
a tine of $1,000 on sch AbMiss Ethel Clark of Freedom-Miss Louise terday imposed
ide C Stubbs for not reporting to Custom
Thompson is quite comfortable.... Measles officials within 48 hours after arrival in
port.
seem to be the order of the day just now.
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 8. United States
Every Berry Selected as Quite a number of the small children are revenue
cutter
McCulloch
will
weigh ansick with them. The primary school has
chor to-morrow morning and start on her
closed, the teacher being sick with them.
of
as the master builder
23
000
miles
the
eastward pasvoyage
by
carefully

term

Cknirk

close out at

seal! }

Bel-

and

FLANNELS, 5A°L°DE8,

not

light and medium shades, has sold well at

$4.00 and $4.25, to

chooses the most perfect stones

church.Timothy
over

days.

Wm. H. S. Black was horn Feb 6 1880
Charles M. Black horn January (11885
Here the record ends. We think the
Wm. H. S. Black, must be Capt. Wm. Henry

still

attending
preseut
juryman: also Allen Rollins
thegraud jury.
court.,

so

years 10 months 19

Charles W. Black died June (11850
Charles Black died March the 10 day 1858
1 year 9 months 1G days

Jackson, the guest of Mr and

home

A beauty in

■-■

in

Congregational

Hawes
of

aged 49

BIRTHS

Mrs. James Dodge, and attended services at
the

(perhaps ten or twelve) Jackets,
year’s styles, at 50c. each.

j*
Ruby Black was born Dec. 12 1820 Died
Sept, il 1822 aged 21 mouths.
Hali’s
Sarah Parker was horn Sept 21 1824. directly
Died Aug25 1825 aged 28 months.
system.

determination on the part, of some to
lead a better life. The Crawford brothers
«d Burnham have been the leaders in the
meetings.. Miss Katrina Harding spent
in

born Nov 21,

Until Merer,hew was born March 18 1797.
Alexander Black and Ruth Merethew
were
married Nov. 25 1819. Ruth Black
died February the 7 1847 Sunday morning

a

Sunday

was

1795.

ings in Troy, at the schoolhouse on Ward
Hill, resulting in a ui mber of conversions,

last

$3.75 TO $5.50 SHIRT

XX7~T .S AT ROCK BOTTOM.

«TT

1.75

no

25c.,

are

more

gone

when

shaped very much alike and the 9’s are
simply 6’s inverted. A sheet of plain coarse

...

and

price

1.50

are

Dr. Griffin of Pittsconsultation with Dr.
Dodge. The patient seems a very little better at this writing, but is considered a
very
siik child....The Troy baud will
repeat
their contest and concert at the Methodist
church in Dixmont next Saturday evening.
There have be* u a series of revival meetcalled

3 00
10 50
3 00

new

It
wholly without punctuation marks
or decimal points, but written iu a smooth
hand. Many of the letters aud figures have
an old-time air about them.
The 4’s and 8’s

Dodge, and they have
sympathy of the community in

field

this

$1.12 1-2

now

few

a

at

2.50 shall be sold at
3.00 shall be sold at

comes a

is

Mrs.

their

turnips.54

store.
28 Sept Let or paid out cash.
1 paid to Rye.

last

T

dark, former

light
Uj #7.00 to #10.50,

Also

90°.

4 40

19, 93 gallon molasses.19 17
beets and

and

Good Values at

are

$2,00 shall be sold

qq

once

plow.$

1

ERIALS) former price

both

IA PI/CTO

JnUIVL I

MA l

now

That

1852

Miss Carrie Weymouth was called
week from Brockton, Mass., by
the serious illness of her nephew, Arnold
W. Dodge. Arnold is the only child of Dr.
M.

was

CLOAKINGS

Feb 3 Paid int. 4 30
(Here occurs another unreadable word)

Troy.

COUNTY

THESE PRICES:

1 63

there is quite a force there_Albert Cummings slipped on the ice the other day,
falling on the crust, cutting his face badly,
and was otherwise badly bruised.

bourn

old Bible

word which we were unable
to make out, but looked very much like this:
neivees..'. 2 32
On the opposite page:
Next

cold weather

Mosquito, and

an

pork and

Thorndike.

pass the winter there-The
the past 10 days has been the

has

Marc

Gray’s dangerously

Jennie Carter has returned from
Darn ers, Mass., when- she has been lor the
three
past
months visaing her br aher, Edwin Carter.

which

the
family Bible of Alexander Black of North
Searsport. It was published in 1828 by N.
Bangs and J. Emory, Boston. Books aud
stationery were not as plentiful then as now
and on the second and third pages of the fly
leaves we found the following almost illegible account written with lead:
1852 Marc 18.
ham

serv-

Fifty-four couples attended the New- He is attended by Dr. Erskine of Frankfort.
Grange Hail.
-About a foot of snow fell here Jan. 5,
Nearly one hundred members of Morning and it is now first class sleighing and all are
Light Grange attended Granite Grange Jan.
improving it-Miss Josie Gray, who has
4th.
been passing the holidays at East Orland,
Miss Myra T. Scribner, who has been
returned home Thursday.
She reports a
quite ill for the past two mouths, :s able to
be up and doing.
very pleasant visit.... Melvin Ayer and wife
of Boston, w I u have been passing several
Prof. Whitten of Belfast
gave a social
dance at our hall Jan. 6th, and all pronounc- days her* with friends, left on the steamer
ed it a good time.
City of Bangor, Thursday, for their home.
Eugene Nickerson, Y/ili George and Au- ....Arthur Whitmore, who has been cutgust Anderson left lad week for Olamon,
ting stone at Mosquito mountain the past
where they w ill be employed in i
.inhering. summer, has gone to
Harrington, and will

#?.98,

Greeley and son Kenneth of
Hampden were visiting friends in town the
first of the week....Mrs. Harrison Cunning-

from

Year's bail at the

(GOOD

S. D.

Mrs.

The funeral of Mr. Joseph
Young took place at his late home Jan. 6th,
Letters from ('apt. J. C. Merithew and
Rev. E. S. Burrill of Unity officiating. The
wife an noun c* their arrival at their home in
California. Capt Merithew says when lie deceased had been a great sufferer for severgot on his bed at home he realized the fact al months. His age was about 70 years_
that he never expected to see it
again. After
J. Woods and wife of Orono visited
resting for a inie he felt no ill effects from Henry
his sister, Mrs. D. A. McManus, last week..
the long journey.
Mr. J. H. Stevens spent Jan. 10th and 11th
Installation at Mariner s Lodge, F. & A.
M Tuesday evening by 1). D., E. J. Went- with friends in Searsport_Mr. and Mrs.
w* rtb,
passed elf very pleasantly. About E. M. Hunt spent last Wednesday evening
ir><’ were present.
After the installation ex- with Mr. J. S. Files and wife....A.
S. Higreuses and a varied
pit gram a tine collation
and wife were in Freedom several days
"as served in the
timing room below. The gins
tables w eir then cleared away and a social last week-Bert Stevens spent last Sun.iance «>t at out an hour v\ as much
day with friends in Belfast.... Mrs. Sarah
enjoyed.
X '!: u SFARSFORT ITEMS.
Cole called on friends iu East Thorndike
Hollis Black, Jr., is on the sick list.
Jan. 11th-Messrs. F. S. Hogan and J. R.
F. M. Eastman of Prospect was in town Gross were very busy last week. cutting and
r« cently.
storing ice for the coming season... .Several
Horae* Maddocks is a happy man. It is | farmers are hauling their farms—or rather
a bouncing buy.
their hay—to Thorndike
Statu n. Others
Freeman J Dow is on the sick list. We are doing quite a business at lumbering,
hope to see him out soon.
hauling logs, cord wood and pulp wood.
W. S. York iiio\.-d into the
Prospect. Thomas E. Cuddey of FrankHenry Harriman house this week.
fort is at A. K.
sick.

Miss

A.T

BLACK CLOTH CAPES,

proper is of polished Quincy granite and the
die is of Lincolnville granite_Mr. and

parents, Mr. and

slowly improving
Manley Knowlton is

exhibiting at the fairs a fine display
crops-The people are improving
sleding in getting up their winter’s

Swanville. Messrs. Russell Strout aud
Geo. Pendleton of East Belfast visited Mr.
Strout’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Strout,
Sunday. Mr. Pendleton returned Monday,
but Mr. Strout will remain a few days longer
_Miss Annie Adams of Rockland is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. B Greeley-Miss
Julia Chase has returned from a visit to
friends in Boston and vicinity-Hon. A. E.
Nickerson has erected a fine monument on
his lot in the cemetery. The monument

S. B. I. S.
w'ill meet with Capt. A. A. Ginn and wife
Jan. 1st, afternoon and evening_Mr.
Iiosea B. Littlefield and Mr. Clifton Eames
have gone up-river with their horses tc
spend the w inter.. .Mr. Berton George has
bought and moved on the Captain Win, D.
Hichborn farm-Mr. and Mrs. Geo. West
of Frankfort were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Partridge last Sunday.
ing

Determined not to Carry-Over a Winter Garment.

are

LOOK

wood aud lumber.

two weeks visit this

is

illness... .Mr.

his

a

and

of farm

Prospeci Village.
Miss Alma Part
ridge lias returned from a visit to relatives
in Belfast....Mr. Harvey Libby of Portland
is

We

starrett.

—

POWDER
Absolutely

Btreet.

hTa-

sells Chase &

Sanborn’s Seal Brand
in

Coffee,

Schs. Maria Webster, Turner,
Rockland; P. M. Bonney, Burgess, Vinal-

haveu.
Jan. 11.

Sch. James A. Brown, Simmons,
Thomastou.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Jan. 5. Ar, sch. Herald, Craig,
Demerara; 7, sld, bark Rose Innis, Rio Janeiro; cld, brig Havilali, Santos; sell. Jacob
Reed, Fernaudina; ar, sell, llattie H. Barhour, New Bedford; 8, ar, ship Emily Reed,
Hiogo; 9, sld, schs. Charlotte T. Sibley,
Union Island; Wm. E. Downes, New Haven
for NewportINews : 10, ar, ship Manuel Liaguno, Small, Yokahama; sch. Young Brothers,
j Boston for Norfolk; cld, sch. Levi Hart,
Jacksonville.
;
Boston, Jau. 9. Ar, sch. Hattie P. Simpson, Newport News; passed Highland Light,
sch. Leander V. Beebe, Daniels, Portsmouth
for Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Jan. 4. Cld, sch. S. M. Bird,
Merrill, New Bedford; 7, cld, sch. Sarah E.
Palmer, Boston; 8, ar, sch. A. B. Sherman.

Pillsbury, Pascagoula;cld,sell.Mary A.Hall'
Allyn’s Point.
Fernaudina, Jan. 10. Ar, sch. Norombega,
Armstrong, St. Kitts.
Baltimore, Jan. 7. Ar, sch. Daylight, Boston ; cld, sch. Jose Olaverri, Savannah.
Portland, Jan. 5. Cld, sch. Flora Rogers,
French, Ponce, P. R.
Fall River, Jan. 4. Ar, sch. Sea Bird, Rol-

erson, New York.
Port Reading, N.

J., Jan. 7. Sld, sch.
Charlotte T. Sibley, Coombs, Darien.
San Francisco, Jan. 3. Cld, ship Shenan-

doah, Murphy, Liverpool.
Providence, Jan. 4. Ar, sch. Gov. Ames,
Newport News.
sealed with a seal and guaranNorfolk, Jan. 5. Sld, sch. Humarock,
Veazie, Charleston.
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 7. Cld, sch. Letee of perfection.
auder V. Beebe, Philadelphia.
Darien, Ga.f Jan. 7. Ar, sch. Lucia Porter,
Farrow, Savannah.
New Haven, Jan. 7. Sld, sch. Wm. E.
A few more first-class oil
salesmen for 1898. Only Downes, Marshall, Newport News.
■
those who mean business
Brunswick, Ga Jan. 8. Sld, sch. Anna
need apply. Fine line of Oils and Greases. Write
Pendleton, Thomas, New York.
THE COLUMBIA OIL & GREASE CO., Clevel
Jacksonville, Jan. 8. Cld, sch. Susan N
3w2*
land, O.
,
one

and two

pound

cans,

sage of the Pacific. She will stop at Norfolk for coal and will then pass out at Cape
Henry to the Atlantic. Her next stop will
be at Funchal, Madeira; thence she will go
to Gibraltar, Malta, Port Said, through the
Suez canal to Aden, the Red Sea and Indian
Ocean; thence to Colombo, Ceylon, Singapore, Yokohama aud Honolulu to San Francisco, which port she is expected to reach
about the middle of May.
The McCulloch,
which is the finest revenue cutter in the
United States service, is intended for duty
in Behring sea.
Charters. Sch. Thos. W. Hyde, New
York to Demerara, W. P. Lumber $4.12 1-2.
Bk. Mabel
I. Meyers, Boston to Buenos

Ayres, Lumber $8, Rosario, $i). Sch. Jennie
Stubbs, New York to Porto Rico aud
back, lump sum. Sch. Norombega, Charleston to Sau Domingo, Lumber, and back.
North of Hatteras, Sugar $4 75 for the
round. Sch. Austin D. Knight, New York
to Police, P. R, and back, Molasses $2 75
for the round. Sch. Mary L. Crosby, Brunswick to New York, Lumber $4.50, Sound
$4 02 1-2. Bark Harriet S. Jackson, PascaA.

goula

to

Philadelphia, Lumber,

at

or

Bucksport,

Jan. G.

Capt.

T.

NEW BELTS 1-BEAUTIES ]"
-YOU

CAN

M. Nichol-

received a cablegram this afternoon announcing the total wreck of the schooner N.
E. Symonds near Porto Plata on the northeast coast of Havti. The crew were saved.
The Symonds was a staunch three-masted
fisherman-built schooner of 125 tons net,
built of oak and launched at Essex in 1875.
In 1882 she was purchased by Capt. Nichob
son and
other Bucksport parties, Capt.
Nicholson later buying up the other shares
and becoming the sole owner. The Symonds
has been in the Grand Banks fisheries during the summer seasons and winters has
been sent to Cayenne and in the off shore
trade.She made a successful trip to the banks
this season and in November was chartered
by the Boston Fruit Co. for four months fruit
droghiug between Hayti and Kingston,
Jam. She was in command of Capt. Win.
Snowman of Bucksport, who has been many
voyages in the vessel and is considered an
able and experienced shipmaster. His mate
was Capt. Melvin
Abbott of Verona, a
thorough seaman, along time pilot on the
Boston boats and last season captain of the
steamer Rockland.
Eben Snowman, a
brother of the captain, went as steward, and
three seaman shipped in New York make up
the crew. The Symonds was fully insured
in the Boston Marine Insurance Cb.
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H. J. LOCKE & SON.
Cau\kr. In Roekport, Jan. 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Carver, a son.
Carpenter. In orlarnl, Dec. 27. to Mr. and
Mrs. Oyrenus c. Carpenter,a daughter.
Dt'NUAR. in Penobscot, Dec. 28. to Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Dunbar, a son.
Cross. In Stonington, Dec. 31. to Mr. and Mrs.
Augustus H. Gross, a son
Cray
(n Penobscot, Jan. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Frederick Gray, a son.
Graham. In Appleton, Dec. 25, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Graham, a daughter.
Stevens. In West Brooksville, Dee. 21,toCapt.
and Mrs. George Stevens, a daughter, Marion
Cushman.

Ladies' Rollers,20c
Misses
16c
“

"

Clildreo's
ALL GOOD
BUT

MARRIED.

13c

Curtis-Caryer. in Monroe, Jan.
by o. G.
Hussey, Esq., Abram L. Curtis and Helen 1>. Carver, both of Monroe.
Clifford-Betler. In South Somerville, Jan.
2, .lames Israel Clifford of South Somerville and
Grace Viola Butler of West Washington.
Hart-Metcalf. In Appleton, Dec. 2, Lenville
Hart and Melinda MetcaH. both of Appleton.
Nouris-Twomhly. In Somerville, Mass. Jan
8, Herbert Norris and Miss Alary E. Twomblv.
both of Belfast.
Overlook-Dyer. In Appleton, Dec. 18. William W. Overlook and Lillian Dyer,both of Apple...

RUBBERS,

MOSTLY WIDE TOES.'

FRANCIS’ I?o°reb.
MAIN

ton.

SCKF.FORTH-SIMMONS.
In North Wahloboro,
Dec. 25, Hen ert L Sukeforth of Wahloboro and
Ida M. Simmons of Appleton.
Wellington-Clark. In Unity, Dec 31, at the
Methodist Episcopal parsonage, ny Rev.E S. Burrill, La Claire Wellington of Albion and Miss
Ethel F. Clark of Unity.
Yoeng-Tolman. In Lincoluville, Jan. 1. at the
home of the groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Young, by J. .Mathews, Esq., Arthur G.
Young and Ada A. Tolman, both ol Lincoluville.

STREET.

Piano for Sale.
Second hand square piano, fine tone,
good con- !
dition. on easy terms. Apply at residence. \\. 15 1
V'hurch street, or at Studio, Savings Hank build- :
,u£HART L. WOODCOCK.
Helfast. Jan. 10. 1808.—2tf

ttelfast

Price

Current.

about

Sch. Jose Olaverri, Savaunah or
$5 25.
Brunswick to Baltimore, Ties, p. t. Sch.
Levi Hart, New York to Jacksonville, coal,
$1.10. Sch. C. T. Sibley, Port Reading to
Darien, coal, $1 05.
son

Street, Belfast.

CORRECTED WEEKLY

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Produce Market.
Price Paid Producer
Apples, p bu, 00a 1 00 Hay, p toil, 10 00a 12 O0
4 a 5 Hides, p lh,
dried, p ft,.
G
1 25 a 1 35
Beans, pea,
|Laud*, p lh,
7(29
medium, 1 30^1 40 Lamb Skins,
50275
1 75 Mutton, p lh,
yel’w eyes
42 5
Butter, p lb,
18o2«> Oats, P bu, 32 lh. 25 «30
Beef, p lt>,
5 a.6 Potatoes,
7t‘«.80
Barley, p bu,
40.045 Round Hog,
4^4 'l-2
11 Straw, p ton, 6 0027 00
Cheese, p lb.
10a 12 Turkey, p lb.
Chicken, p lb,
lTialS
Calf Skins,
50a75 Tallow,
1 1-223
Duck, p lb,
14^10 Veal, p lb,
G.2 7
23 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs, p doz,
20
Fowl, p lb,
8(a 10 Wood, hard, 3 50(25 00
Geese, p lb,
13a,15 Wood, soft, 3 0023 50
Retail Price.
Retail Market.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7(a8 Lime, p bbl,
90(21 00
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb,
4
43 Onions, p lb,
Corn, p bu,
3
Cracked Corn, p bu, 43 Oil,kerosene, gal, 11 (a 12
Corn Meal, p bu,
43 Pol lock,p lb,
4
14 Pork, p lb,
Cheese, p lb,
7@8
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p bbl,
1.12
Codfish, dry, p lb
5(5.9 Rye Meal, p ft
3
Cranberries, p qt, 859 Shorts, p cwt,
80285
Clover Seed, p lb, 11(0.12 Sugar, p lb,
6 1-226
Flour, p bbl, 60056 50 Salt, T. I., p
if 5
H G.Seed, bu, l 7552 00 Sweet Potatoes,
3
lard, p It)
8&9 Wheat Meal,
3(23 1 2
BORN.
Arnold. In Belfast, Jan. 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
William H. Arnold, a daughter.
Bunker. In Cranberry Isles, Dec. 27, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry A. Bunker, a son.

}
!

L>1EI>.
Atwood. In Monroe, Jan. 5 Freeman Atwood,
aged 71 years. 8 months ami 18 days.
lioY.MoN. In AltnaSanatarium. Albert G. Boynton i»f Detroit, Mich., son ol Gorham F. Boynton,
deceased, <>f Bangor, aged Go years.
Bragdon. In Franklin, Dec 2b. Mrs. Gertrude
Bragdon. aged 2G years.
Bkk <;ks. In Sedgwick. Jan. 2, James Bridges,
aged 74 years.
Cost. In Augusta, Jan. l.John K. Cost of Hockport. The remains were taken to Hockporr lor
burial.
Ci ktis. In Buckrport, Jan. 2. Fred A. Curtis,
aged 53 years, 1 1 months and lb days.
Crawford. In San Frem ix o. Dec.
John T.,
son of Ann and the late William Crawford, a native of Rockland, aged 40 years, 2 months and 5

days.
Gray. In Sedgwick, IKc. 29. Miss Annie L.
Gray, aged 2G years, 8 months and 2G days.
Johnson. In Jefferson. Dec. 31. Maria, widow
of Isaiah Johnson, aged 78 years and G months.

The remains were taken to Cnion lor burial.
Kakas. In Boston, Jan. 7. Edith M. Kakas,
wife of William F. Kakas, aged 37 years and 7
months.
Lane. In Vinalhaven, Jan. 3, Capt. Hiram V.
Lane, aged (57 years.
In New London, Conn., Jan. 5,
Landers.
Michael Landers, a former resident of Hurricane,
aged about 60 years
Pressey. In Deer Isle, Dec. 30, Mrs. Louisa
Pressey, aged 75 years, 4 months and 18 days.
In Bar Harbor, Dec. 31, Lucille
Pulitzer.
Irma, daughter of Joseph and Kate Pulitzer, aged
17 years, 3 months and 1 day.
Sweeney. In Sailor’s Snug Harbor,New Bright
on, Staten Island, N. Y., Dec. 29, Cornelius
Sweeney, a native of Searsport, aged about GO
years.
Seavf.y. In Waldohoro, Dec. 27. Mrs. Lovina
H, Seavey, aged 74 years and 3 months. The remains were taken to Frankfort fur burial.
Titcomb. In South Braintree, Mass., Jan. 10,
Dea. Albert Titcomb, formerly of Bangor, aged 95
years.
Webster. In Stonington, Dec. 20, Annie C
Webster, aged 1 year, 11 months and 10 days.

